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Introduction

The Lost Voice of Iulii Martov

To students of twentieth-century Russian history, the name Vladi-
mir Il’ich Lenin is a constant, and inevitable, presence. But the name 
Iulii Osipovich Tsederbaum—better known through the pseudonym 
“Iulii Martov”—is either entirely absent from view or present only as 
a mysterious, and often unsavoury, figure. Prior to the revolution of 
1917, this would not have been the case. Boris Souvarine would until 
1924 be a close collaborator with Lenin. But for Souvarine and others 
of his generation growing up in France, “Lenin was only an indistinct 
reference point. Very few people had even heard of him. Trotsky, 
Martov and Lozovsky were better known.”1 However, Lenin’s Bolshe-
vik wing of the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party (Rossiiskaia 
sotsial-demokraticheskaia rabochaia partiia, or RSDRP) achieved state 
power, while Martov and the Menshevik wing of the party were sup-
pressed. That suppression was intense, and Martov’s writings almost 
entirely disappeared from view—a remarkable feat given that Martov 
was a very prolific author.

Like Lenin, a lifelong political journalist, Martov wrote literally 
hundreds of articles. In addition, his biographer, Israel Getzler, lists 
fully thirty-six “books and pamphlets” authored by Martov.2 This volu-
minous output notwithstanding, it was not until 2000 that an edition 
of some of his key writings (including sections I and II of World 
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Bolshevism) was published in Russia. As its editors noted, “most of 
these works are reprinted in Russia for the first time, since for many 
decades it was extremely dangerous even to mention the author’s 
name.”3 Martov’s works are almost as scarce in English translation. 
In 1938, The State and the Socialist Revolution—a pamphlet containing 
sections II and III of World Bolshevism in the translation of Herman 
Jerson—appeared in New York but was never widely circulated, and 
otherwise readers have been limited to a few excerpts in anthologies 
and the selections available on the Marxists Internet Archive.4

By contrast, as a spinoff from the long-running state-sponsored 
cult of Lenin (which came to an end only with the collapse of the 
Soviet Union), we are inundated with material from Lenin—in Rus-
sian, English, and many other languages. According to the Great Soviet 
Encyclopedia, “465,714,000 copies of works by Lenin were published in 
the USSR from 1918 to 1974.” This included “355,479,000 copies pub-
lished in Russian, 70,860,000 in 62 other national languages of the 
USSR, and 33,975,000 in 39 foreign languages.”5 This is not merely an 
artifact of the Cold War era. According to UNESCO’s Index Trans-
lationum, in the first decade of the twenty-first century, Lenin ranked 
seventh on the list of the world’s most translated authors, trailing Wil-
liam Shakespeare and Agatha Christie but ahead of Charles Dickens 
and Mark Twain.6

This absenting of Martov and highlighting of Lenin distorts 
our view of history. In his era, Martov was without question one 
of the most important intellectuals and leaders of the Russian Left, 
including its principal organization, the RSDRP. His contempor-
ary, Alexander Potresov, was not alone in his view that Martov, even 
when very young, “was essentially predestined to become the center 
of the party, its truly beloved representative.”7 In my own study of 
the politics of Martov’s era, “Truth Behind Bars,” I drew on many 
of Martov’s key writings. Yet on the whole, Martov’s works are far 
less well-known than those of many other writers of the period. As 
we will see, his name has come to be associated not only with the 
“reformism” allegedly characteristic of the Mensheviks but also with 
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“social patriotism” (an archaic phrase that I examine in more detail 
below)—in a manner that often fails to differentiate the anti-war sec-
tion of the Mensheviks, to which Martov belonged, from the section 
that came out in support of the war in 1914. Martov was, in fact, 
a lifelong internationalist, and during the “Great War” he organized 
the tendency known as “Menshevik-Internationalist” (which we might 
render in contemporary discourse as “anti-war Menshevik”) precisely 
because he was a passionate opponent of the slaughter. His anti-war 
and internationalist credentials are absolutely impeccable.

Hence the title for this introduction. The phrase “Martov’s voice” 
references both the prolific political voice—writings and speeches—of 
this scholar-activist, and his physical voice, virtually mute in the last 
months of his life as he struggled with what was to be a fatal disease, 
in the literature variously called tuberculosis or cancer of either the 
throat or larynx. This disease ultimately cut short his life at the age of 
forty-nine. We will, of course, never recover Martov’s physical voice. But 
we can hear an echo of his political voice by making available portions 
of his vast intellectual output, writings that had a wide audience during 
his lifetime but that have been buried, distorted, and forgotten in the 
decades since.

Analytically, what has been lost with the silencing of Martov’s voice 
is the framework he and his co-thinkers constructed for understanding 
the class dynamics of the Russian Revolution, a framework developed 
in World Bolshevism and summarized by Martov’s colleague Raphael 
Abramovitch in The Soviet Revolution, 1917–1939.8 Martov and Abra-
movitch were historical materialists (“Marxists”) trained in the classical 
tradition of nineteenth-century European social democracy. As such, 
they saw class struggle as the central aspect of historical development. 
However, they argued that the traditional categories of class analysis—
bourgeoisie, petite bourgeoisie, proletariat, lumpen-proletariat, and so 
on—were inadequate and misleading when applied schematically to 
the revolutionary wave that swept Russia and much of Europe after the 
terrible slaughter of World War I. They argued that a “temporary new 
class” of peasants and workers in uniform—and, in Russia, this meant 
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overwhelmingly peasants in uniform—was the pivotal actor in this revo-
lutionary wave. This temporary new class was revolutionary, grimly 
committed to sweeping all before it in an angry determination to leave 
the killing fields, return home, and seize control of farm and factory. 
But this temporary new class was revolutionary in a very particular way. 
The awful experience of nearly four years in the trenches imbued this 
temporary new class with a habit of solving political disputes through 
force of arms. In addition, these peasants and workers in uniform had 
lost faith in their “democratic socialist” party leaders, who had urged 
them into the hell of the trenches to kill and maim workers and farmers 
from other countries. Combined, this created an environment in which 
democracy—itself a fledgling presence on the Russian political land-
scape—was seen as contingent rather than essential, in which terror 
was an acceptable tactic, and in which the “old” traditions of politics 
and organization were held in contempt. Lenin and the Bolsheviks 
were able to ride this revolutionary wave to power. But in uncritically 
adopting a contempt for democracy and the habit of settling disputes 
with violence, they simultaneously laid the seeds for a reversion to an 
earlier “utopian” or “Jacobin” form of socialism, and ultimately for the 
creation of a bureaucratic state based on violence and the suppression 
of democratic freedoms.9

From Tsar to Gulag

The silencing of Martov’s voice began under the tsar. In January 1896, 
at the age of twenty-two, he was arrested for anti-tsarist organizing. 
Six months later, he began a three-year exile in the subarctic Siberian 
colony of Turukhansk, a “little decaying town at the end of nowhere,” 
according to Getzler, where “the tuberculosis of the throat which 
plagued and shortened his life seems to have been contracted.”10

The silencing of Martov’s voice continued in the context of the Civil 
War period after the 1917 revolution. Martov wrote the twelve chapters 
of World Bolshevism in 1919. The first nine chapters were serialized that 
same year in several issues of the Menshevik-affiliated journal Mysl’ 
(Thought), published out of the eastern Ukrainian city of Kharkiv 
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(or Kharkov, in the Russian spelling). However, at the end of June, 
General Denikin’s so-called Volunteer Army (better understood as a 
counter-revolutionary “White” army) conquered and occupied the city, 
ending all left publishing initiatives.11 Of the remaining three chapters, 
the Russian text of one (chapter 10) was published in 1921 in Sotsial-
isticheskii vestnik (Socialist courier), the Menshevik journal-in-exile 
based in Berlin, but the entire work became available only in 1923, in a 
Russian-language edition also published in Berlin.

But the silencing of Martov’s voice was also the result of actions by 
the revolutionary “Red” state of the Bolsheviks. Martov’s wing of the 
RSDRP—the Menshevik-Internationalists—had much in common 
with the Bolsheviks, in particular a fierce opposition to the Great 
War. Almost simultaneously with what was to go down in history as 
the October Revolution of 1917, Martov’s internationalist, anti-war 
wing wrested full control of the Mensheviks from pro-war social-
ists and from that point on found themselves caught between the 
counter-revolutionary Right and the Bolshevik state. Martov and 
the Mensheviks, under his leadership, opposed those who took up 
arms against the Bolshevik state as playing into the hands of the 
counter-revolution while simultaneously opposing the Bolshevik drift 
into single-party rule. Matters of principle were at stake. The two par-
ties differed on the related questions of democracy and terror. For the 
Bolsheviks, support for the first and resort to the latter were tactical, 
contingent questions. For Martov, support for democracy and oppos-
ition to terror were matters of principle. Martov and the Mensheviks 
were thus awkwardly positioned, in Getzler’s words, as a “harassed, 
semi-loyal, semi-irreconcilable opposition” to the new Bolshevik-run 
state.12 This led to years of confrontation between the two left groups.

These complex political positions are reflected in the terminology 
deployed to analyze the events of the period. From the 1920s on, accord-
ing to an important and detailed 2012 linguistic analysis, the phrase 
October revoliutsiia (October Revolution) became “the only official 
designation for the event that resulted in the Bolsheviks seizing power.”13 
However, in 1917, “the phrase October perevorot . . . was used as the official 
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designation . . . along with the phrases October revoliutsiia and October 
vosstanie.”14 Importantly, this was the practice of the Bolshevik editors 
of Pravda in 1917, for whom “the words revoliutsiia [revolution], voss-
tanie [uprising] and perevorot [overturn] were used as quasi-synonyms 
to refer to the same events,” including both the February and October 
Revolutions.15 Martov and his co-thinkers held on to the word perevorot 
as their term of choice, a practice highlighted by Leopold Haimson. A 
quick contemporary translation of perevorot might be “coup,” or when 
applied to the events of 1917, “October Revolution”16 Haimson avoids 
both and instead uses the English word “overturn.”17 To translate Okti-
abr’skii perevorot as “October Coup” would imply a completely negative 
attitude toward the event. To translate it as “October Revolution” would 
align Martov too closely with the Bolshevik view, with which he had 
many very serious differences. Oktiabr’skii perevorot (the October over-
turn) aligns most closely with Martov’s approach, recognizing as it does 
the reality of an event of immense importance without any implied 
reverence for the resulting regime.

The criticisms levelled by Martov against the regime that emerged 
from the October overturn were pointed, and they were rooted above 
all in a defence of what he saw as socialist principle. In the conclusion 
to “Truth Behind Bars,” I documented Martov’s trenchant criticism of 
the Bolsheviks’ resort to summary executions as a matter of state policy. 
Seven months after the October overturn, he wrote:

In every town, in every district, various “Extraordinary Commis-
sions” and “Military-Revolutionary Committees” have ordered the 
execution of hundreds and hundreds of people.18 . . . We Social 
Democrats are opposed to all terror, both from above and from 
below. Therefore, we are also against the death penalty—this 
extreme means of terror, of intimidation, to which all rulers resort 
when they have lost the trust of the people. The struggle against the 
death penalty was inscribed on the banners of all those who strug-
gled for the freedom and happiness of the Russian people, all those 
who struggled for socialism.19
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These attacks on basic freedoms had begun much earlier. Immedi-
ately after the Bolshevik victory, liberal newspapers were forcibly 
suppressed. The revolution’s great chronicler, Nikolai Sukhanov, writes 
that “on the very next day following the victorious uprising the residents 
of Petersburg found several of the capital’s newspapers missing.”

The Military Revolutionary Committee had shut them down—for 
harassing the Soviets and similar crimes. . . . In the morning, sailors 
were sent to the distribution centres of Rech [Speech] and Sovremen-
noe slovo [Contemporary word]. All available issues were confiscated, 
taken out into the street in an enormous mass, and immediately set 
on fire. The never-before-seen auto-da-fé attracted a large audience.20

The repression of the press was by no means restricted to these liberal 
publications. Martov’s party, just weeks after the October overturn, 
issued a statement saying that,

the central organ of our party, the Workers’ Gazette, has been forcibly 
shut down, along with other papers, by the War Revolutionary 
Committee. . . . After our new central organ, The Ray, started to 
appear, the printing works were seized by sailors and Red Guards. 
. . . These men, whose power is based on bayonets, are determined 
to prolong their dictatorship and for that purpose are destroying all 
freedoms including those of the press and assembly, the right to form 
trade unions and to strike.21

In spite of these pressures, Martov and his supporters found ways 
to reopen their newspapers, which continued to function more or less 
freely for a few more months. But in June 1918, the Bolsheviks expelled 
Martov and five other Mensheviks, along with members of the Party 
of Social Revolutionaries, from their positions in the All-Russian 
Central Executive Committee (Vserossiiskii Tsentral’nyi Ispolnitel’nyi 
Komitet, or VTsIK), the leading legislative body of the new state) and 
again closed down their newspapers.22 Getzler says this repression 
“drove them underground, just on the eve of the elections to the Fifth 
Congress of Soviets in which the Mensheviks were expected to make 
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significant gains. . . . And for the next two years the Bolsheviks were 
to keep them, somewhat as the tsar had done, in an uncertain state 
of semi-legal opposition.”23 Nonetheless, organizing continued. An 
Assembly of Factory and Plant Authorized Representatives convened 
in July 1918 and elected Raphael Abramovitch as chair. It was quickly 
dispersed, however, its delegates arrested and, as Abramovitch writes 
in his first-hand account, “accused of plotting against the Soviet govern-
ment and threatened with the death penalty.” The threat of execution 
was real, and in September some of Abramovitch’s friends managed to 
obtain permission for his wife to visit him in the prison to say goodbye. 
In the end, though, his execution was cancelled.24

The Mensheviks’ semi-legality lasted until the spring of 1920. On 21 
May 1920, between 3,000 and 6,000 people attended a meeting hosted 
by the Moscow printers’ union, whose leading bodies at that time still 
included many Mensheviks. The occasion was a visit from a British 
Labour Party delegation, on tour to investigate the situation in Soviet 
Russia. Menshevik leader Fedor Dan shared the platform with many 
other left leaders, including several Bolsheviks. Toward the end of the 
meeting an individual described by David Dallin as “a man with a long 
beard” climbed up onto the platform, where he sought and was granted 
permission to speak on behalf of the Party of Social Revolutionaries. 
As he spoke, people came to realize that the long beard was a disguise 
concealing Victor Chernov, famous leader of the Social Revolution-
aries and a man on the run from the Bolshevik state. Dan’s eyewitness 
account is riveting:

When the speaker had finished, the Bolsheviks began to shout, 
“What is the name? Let him tell his name!” Chernov stepped for-
ward and identified himself. The result was not what the Bolsheviks 
had expected. To their bloodhound zeal, to their cries, “Arrest him!” 
the audience responded with a loud ovation for the quarry, which 
made the Bolsheviks lose their heads. In the confusion, Chernov 
disappeared as unnoticeably as he had come.25
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The 21 May 1920 event was, according to Dallin, “the last big oppos-
itional meeting in the history of the revolution.”26 Once the British 
delegation left the country, the Bolsheviks took measures to prevent 
any such display of opposition from happening in the future, removing 
some non-Bolshevik socialists from positions of leadership, arresting 
others, sending a few into exile.

Martov and Abramovitch were among those who would find their 
way into the relative safety of exile, where they were able to continue 
their political activity in the open. Many others, however, were doomed 
to disappear into the Gulag prison-camp system. That system came into 
full flower, of course, under Joseph Stalin.27 But as early as 1925, Abra-
movitch co-authored a book, widely distributed among members of the 
workers’ movement outside Russia, documenting the mass internment, 
from 1923 on, of hundreds of non-Bolshevik Russian socialists in the 
Solovki prison camp.28 Anne Applebaum explains that Solovki, estab-
lished on the subarctic Solovetsky archipelago, came to be known in 
“survivors’ folklore” as the “first camp of the Gulag.”29

Iulii Osipovich Tsederbaum, Scholar-Activist

Operating under conditions of oppression was an experience famil-
iar to Martov and his generation, particularly for those of a Jewish 
background. Iulii Osipovich Tsederbaum—the man we know as Iulii 
Martov—was born in November 1873. Throughout his entire life, his 
experience as a Jew in the Russian Empire would intersect and combine 
with his vocation as a socialist organizer—even though Martov was 
himself extremely secular and only learned Yiddish, the language of 
the Jewish-Russian proletariat, for political reasons as a young adult. 
The repression he experienced at the hands of the tsarist state pro-
vided him with a profound education in both the struggle of workers 
against exploitation and the struggle of Russia’s Jewish citizens against 
racism and prejudice—what today we might call an education in “inter-
sectional” politics.30

As a teenage student in St. Petersburg, Martov, along with many 
of his generation, became an anti-tsarist political activist. In February 
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1892, the nineteen-year-old Martov was arrested for his political work, 
and after several months in prison (during which he was able to inten-
sify his reading of key political texts), he was ultimately sentenced to 
two years of “exile from the two capitals”—a reference to Russia’s two 
principal cities, St. Petersburg and Moscow. As a Jewish citizen, he had 
to receive special sanction to live in these cities, and for two years this 
sanction was withdrawn. So, in June 1893, the young Martov (still not 
yet twenty) travelled from St. Petersburg to Vilno, which at the time 
was nicknamed the “Jerusalem of Lithuania.” Vilno (today, Vilnius) was 
an important city in what was then referred to as the Pale of Settlement, 
the only territory in the deeply antisemitic Russian Empire in which 
most Jews could achieve legal permanent residence. He discovered there 
a deep intersection between working-class socialism and the issues con-
fronting the city’s large Jewish population.

In St. Petersburg, Martov and his comrades had labelled themselves 
the “Petersburg Emancipation of Labour Group.” The name reflected 
a bit of youthful enthusiasm on the part of the group’s members, as at 
the time there were no workers among them.31 But once in Vilno, he 
encountered something quite different—a network of socialists who 
were organizing with “hundreds of young Jewish workers and arti-
sans.” He immediately went to work as an educator (or propagandist), 
teaching three circles of workers “the elementary political economy, 
politics, and history which would turn his pupils eventually into con-
scious Marxists.”32 Getzler says that as a Tsederbaum, Martov “was a 
third- or fourth-generation product of the Haskalah, the Jewish enlight-
enment movement, which was essentially an attempt to gain Jewish 
emancipation by way of education.”33 In Vilno, Martov was in many 
ways picking up the thread of the Haskalah, striving for emancipation 
through socialist education.

However, for Martov and some of his friends, the limits of this 
approach were soon thrown into stark relief. While hundreds of 
young workers could be drawn to an approach that relied heavily on 
Russian-language texts, it was impossible to make any headway “among 
the ten thousand ordinary workers of Vilno who had no educational 
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ambitions, spoke Yiddish, and knew little Russian.”34 Martov and his 
comrades decided to make a change: they would henceforth shift from 
a strictly educational approach to one focussing on agitation around 
the day-to-day economic and social issues faced by the mass of Jewish 
workers in Vilno, and, importantly, they resolved to carry out their 
efforts in the workers’ own language—Yiddish. Martov helped to dis-
till the essence of this “Vilno program” in what became a widely read 
pamphlet, On Agitation, the main points of which Martov summarized 
in a speech delivered to four hundred activists during the city’s 1895 May 
Day celebrations. According to Getzler,

Though agitation was one of its [the pamphlet’s] themes, it also had 
another. With great significance for the future, it may be regarded 
as the foundation charter of Bundism: the belief that the specific 
problems of the Jewish proletariat in the Pale of Settlement required 
the establishment of a separate Jewish labour movement. . . . There is 
little doubt that it was Martov alone who first collected these current 
and general ideas into clear formulas and “hard” policies.35

Thus it was that “Martov, the assimilated Jew from Petersburg with 
hardly a word of Yiddish, came to formulate the ideology and the 
rationale which in 1897 led to the foundation of the Bund,” the General 
Jewish Labour Bund in Lithuania, Poland, and Russia.

Bund leaders were aware of Martov’s role in the formation of 
their movement. In 1900, they republished his 1895 May Day speech 
with the title “A Turning-point in the History of the Jewish Work-
ers’ Movement.”36 But although a core participant in the political 
ferment that produced that enormously successful mass party based 
in the Yiddish-speaking proletariat, Martov soon shifted his focus to 
the publication of Russian-language material and the creation of an 
“all-Russian” network of activists. This project would end in disarray 
in 1903 with a complete fracturing of the Russian Left that would 
see Martov and Lenin first divided from the Bund and then, ultim-
ately, divided from each other. Over the years, Martov’s estrangement 
from the Bund would be healed—the reconciliation symbolized, for 
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instance, in his close collaboration with Abramovitch, a person who was 
simultaneously a leader of the Bund (an elected member of its Central 
Committee for many years) and of the Mensheviks.37

The split between Martov and Lenin would prove to be much more 
intractable. Ironically, it came at the conclusion of an intense unity 
initiative in which the regular production and distribution of émigré 
publications were used as activities through which the scattered local 
sections of the Left could be united. This project is almost universally 
seen as an initiative of Vladimir Lenin’s. In fact, three individuals were 
behind the unification effort. One of these, Alexander Potresov, says 
that “at the end of the period of our forced internal exile, we founded 
what Lenin called our ‘Triple Alliance’ (Lenin, Martov, and myself ), 
with the aim of creating an illegal literary centre for the movement 
around the newspaper Iskra [Spark] and the journal Zaria [Dawn] 
making of these publications tools for building a truly all-Russian, uni-
fied, and organized party.”38

Lenin most clearly outlined the rationale for this attempt at left 
unity in a 1901 article published in Iskra under the title “Where to 
Begin?” “The role of a newspaper,” wrote Lenin, “is not limited solely to 
the dissemination of ideas, to political education, and to the involve-
ment of political allies.”

The newspaper is not only a collective propagandist and a collective 
agitator, it is also a collective organizer. In this latter respect it may 
be likened to the scaffolding round a building under construction, 
which marks the contours of the structure and facilitates communi-
cation between the individual builders, enabling them to distribute 
the work and to survey the overall results achieved by their organ-
ized labour. With the aid of the newspaper, and in connection to it, 
a permanent organization will take shape that will engage not only 
in local activities, but also in regular, general work, which will train 
its members to closely monitor political events, assess their signifi-
cance and their influence on various strata of the population, and 
develop effective means for the revolutionary party to influence those 
events. Just the technical tasks of regularly supplying the newspaper 
with material and promoting its regular distribution will make 
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it necessary to create a network of local agents of a united party, 
agents who are in active relationship with each other, who know the 
general state of affairs, the varied functions of All-Russian work, 
and who try their hand at organizing various revolutionary actions. 
This network of agents will be the backbone of precisely the kind of 
organization we need.39

In an almost classically Leninist manner, Martov played the role 
of just such an “agent” throughout his life—a journalist, scholar, and 
organizer whose work facilitated the construction of a political cur-
rent. His role in Lenin’s “all-Russian” unity project was foundational. 
From 1900 until 1903, he was, together with Potresov and Lenin, a 
core member of the “Triple Alliance” as they worked together to shape 
Iskra and Zaria, the poles around which the party was to be recon-
structed. In this organizing work, according to P. Iu. Savel’ev and S. V. 
Tiutiukin, “Martov was simply irreplaceable.” When it came to work 
on Iskra, “Lenin acknowledged” that “he and Martov performed all 
editorial and technical functions for every issue.” Martov was “a first-rate 
socio-political commentator, one of those who defined the paper’s per-
sona. Forty-nine of Martov’s pieces were published in Iskra from 1900 
through 1903, including thirteen lead articles, while Lenin published 
thirty-two articles, including sixteen leaders.”40 The subsequent split 
with Lenin would not end this aspect of Martov’s activism; indeed, he 
continued in this role as a journalist/scholar/organizer until his death.

However, the famously acrimonious 1903 Second Congress of the 
RSDRP, as we have seen, permanently shattered the Triple Alliance, 
dividing Lenin from Martov and Potresov and, for a time, dividing 
Martov and his supporters from the Bund. How did the Iskra/Zaria 
quest for left unity result in its opposite—the most extreme disunity?

The split with the Bund can be relatively easily understood. The 
Russian socialists would not countenance recognizing the Bund as an 
autonomous section within the RSDRP, a section with sole respons-
ibility for the Jewish, Yiddish-speaking proletariat. The Bund—which 
was a genuine mass party within the Pale of Settlement—saw no 
reason to relinquish this autonomy to the much smaller, more rigid 
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and doctrinaire sections of the party outside the Pale. Their autonomy 
denied, the Bund delegates left the congress. However, the split between 
Lenin and Martov is much less easy to understand. The relatively cir-
cumscribed nature of the differences between the two men—a subtle 
disagreement over the party’s membership criteria and the compos-
ition of the Iskra editorial board—was completely out of proportion 
to the extreme emotions on full display in what Getzler described as 
“that stormy session in which Lenin and his twenty ‘hards’ purged the 
editorial board.”41 Brian Pearce says that there was “an atmosphere of 
extreme tension” at that session. One delegate “had to be restrained 
from beating up another delegate.”42 Pearce cites the testimony of 
Nadezhda Krupskaya:

The struggle became exceedingly acute during the elections. A couple 
of scenes just before the voting remain in my memory. Axelrod was 
reproaching Bauman (“Sorokin”) for what seemed to him to be a 
lack of moral sense, and recalled some unpleasant gossip from exile 
days. Bauman remained silent, and tears came to his eyes.

Another scene I remember. Deutsch was angrily reprimanding 
“Glebov” (Noskov) about something. The latter raised his head, and 
with gleaming eyes said bitterly: “You just keep your mouth shut, you 
old dodderer!”43

At that stormy session, this same Nikolai Bauman, whom Getzler 
calls “one of Lenin’s best-trusted men,” was among those who heckled 
Martov while he was speaking.44 Bauman’s name will reappear in the 
course of this narrative.

Tony Cliff articulates what is probably the hegemonic under-
standing of this unexpected and difficult-to-explain division—a 
premonition of necessary, inevitable divisions to come: namely, the split 
between Lenin’s “revolutionary” Bolsheviks and Martov’s “reformist” 
Mensheviks.45 Lars Lih invites us to trouble this standard interpret-
ation, arguing that “the somewhat frustrating debate of 1903–4 was 
not over the profound issues many people have wanted to read into 
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it. All the same, neither was it a trivial squabble. We can best call it a 
characteristic split over empirical questions.”46

In “Truth Behind Bars” I point out that, in the moment, key individ-
uals from what came to be called the “Menshevik” side of the division 
developed a third position, articulating a socialist politics explicitly 
based on the concept of self-activity. According to Leopold Haimson, 
“samoupravlenie, samostoiatel’nost’ samodeiatel’nost’ [lit. self-government, 
autonomy, self-activity] were terms used by the Mensheviks to express 
the need for the ‘active involvement’ of workers in public affairs,” and 
these “were developed by the Menshevik editors of Iskra following 
their 1903 split with Lenin.”47 Pavel Axelrod, in an influential article, 
the first part of which was published in late 1903, the second in early 
1904, outlined these ideas at some length, arguing that “the develop-
ment of class self-awareness and the self-activity of the proletariat is a 
process of self-development and self-education of the working class,” 
the indispensable foundation for the “process of social-democratic 
self-development and self-education.”48 The young Leon Trotsky (at 
the time just twenty-four years old), in his first major work, Our Polit-
ical Tasks, argued that the publication of Axelrod’s article marked “the 
beginning of a new era in our movement.”49 “The basic task,” Trotsky 
argued, “may in general be formulated as consisting of the development 
of the self-activity of the proletariat.”50

An in-depth exploration of self-activity and its opposite, substitu-
tionism, is undertaken in “Truth Behind Bars.” Relevant here is another, 
fourth aspect to the bitter divide, prominent at the time but largely 
hidden from history in subsequent decades, one with profoundly ethical 
rather than simply empirical dimensions.

The Ethical Dimension

In the months leading up to the 1903 split, the principal protagonists 
had become enmeshed in a private and increasingly toxic cauldron of 
dysfunctional personal relations. Potresov describes the atmosphere 
among the members of the Iskra editorial board as one of “increasingly 
fierce political struggle” leading to “an extremely unpleasant aggravation” 
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in their common work.51 Lenin described this time as “three years of 
‘legalistic wrangling.’”52 He would also famously pin the blame for this 
toxicity on what he believed to be the psychological indecisiveness 
inherent to the intelligentsia—an aspect of his thought covered in 
extenso in “Truth Behind Bars.” Potresov sees it quite differently, pin-
ning the blame on Lenin, whom he called “a sectarian who had a serious 
Marxist training behind him, a Marxist sectarian!”53 Potresov goes on 
to say that “the atmosphere surrounding Lenin was poisoned from the 
very outset by the fact that Lenin, in essence, was organically incapable 
of tolerating opinions that differed from his own, and consequently 
every editorial dispute tended to degenerate into a conflict accompanied 
by an acute aggravation of personal relations.” Lenin approached these 
debates deploying “war-like measures,” struggling to “gain the upper 
hand for his views, no matter the cost.”54

In early 1903, six months before the formal split, these tensions 
indeed exploded into open warfare. The issue was no longer one of mere 
personal friction but differences over standards of behaviour inside the 
party. Potresov’s account is grim:

Half a year before the party congress of 1903, at which the split in 
the party became a fact, relations between Lenin on the one hand, 
and Martov, Vera Zasulich and myself on the other—relations 
which had already become strained—broke down completely. The 
chance occasion that drew our attention to this Leninist amoralism 
and knocked the bottom out of the barrel was the resistance Lenin 
put up—with boundless cynicism—to the investigation into an 
accusation made by a complainant against one of the agents closest 
to him. All such accusations, even if they involved the death of a 
human being, were for Lenin only annoying obstacles standing in the 
way of his political successes, and as obstacles they were simply to be 
brushed aside.55

Lenin acknowledged the bitterness of this incident, saying that in 
the heat of debate, his opponents had called him and his ally Plekhanov 
“fiends and monsters” for defending a man whom Martov, Potresov, and 
Zasulich “all but ‘condemned’ . . . politically for an incident of a purely 
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personal nature.”56 But neither Lenin nor Potresov offer any meaningful 
details as to the nature of this incident.

To get those details, the best account comes from Lidiia Osipovna 
Dan (Martov’s sister), an account she provided to Leopold Haimson 
as part of a series of remarkable interviews recorded from exile in New 
York in the 1960s. Dan was a lifelong socialist, a key activist in the Iskra 
project, and from 1903 until her death in 1963, a committed member of 
the Menshevik wing of the party. Nikolai Bauman—referred to above 
as “one of Lenin’s best-trusted men”—was someone Dan knew “fairly 
well,” someone she described as being “rather derisive” and “enormously 
successful [sic] among his women comrades.” When in exile in Viatka 
province in the late 1890s, Bauman developed a relationship with 
another party activist, Claudia (Klavdiia) Prikhodko. After the couple 
broke up, Prikhodko “took up with” with another party activist, Metrov, 
who “helped her out, since she was very depressed.”57 Getzler tells a very 
similar story, although in his account (and those of all others) Claudia 
Prikhodko remains anonymous.58

These intertwined personal relationships became a party issue after 
Prikhodko discovered she was pregnant. Bauman, who “could draw 
rather well . . . drew a caricature which everyone immediately recog-
nized—Klavdiia as the Virgin Mary with a child in her womb, and 
a question mark asking who the baby looked liked. In short, it was 
pretty malicious, on the verge of being indecent. She was apparently 
very distraught, and committed suicide, hung herself.”59

Metrov (identified as “M.” by Getzler) brought to the Iskra editorial 
board, “as the highest party tribunal,” Claudia Prikhodko’s fifteen-page 
suicide note, dated 28 January 1902. In that note, according to Getzler,

she appealed to the party, “the party of the struggle for freedom, the 
dignity, and the happiness of man”: she complained of the “prevailing 
indifference” in the party to the “personal morality” of comrades, 
and expressed the hope that her “undeserved end” might “draw the 
attention of comrades to the question of the private morals of public 
figures.”60
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The appeal was unsuccessful. Lenin, to the dismay of Potresov, 
Martov, and Zasulich, ruled it out of order as a purely personal matter, 
outside the competence of Iskra and detrimental to the interests of the 
party.”61 Together with the grandee of the movement, G. V. Plekhanov, 
Lenin outlined the minority “dissenting” position in October 1902: 
“We find that the case, raised by Comrade Metrov, is a purely personal 
matter. . . . It cannot and, we firmly believe, should not be examined by 
any revolutionary organization at all. In particular, we, for our part, 
do not see at the present time absolutely any grounds for instituting 
actions against N. E. B[auman].”62 Ultimately, on 17 October 1902, 
Lenin and Plekhanov accepted a resolution from Martov to shelve 
the issue. Martov wrote that “in view of the differences revealed in 
the meeting . . . the editorial board and the administration did not 
consider it possible to investigate it.”63 How did Lenin and Plekhanov, 
by all accounts in a clear minority on this issue, get their way over 
the majority? “We were in the minority,” Lenin wrote, “but we won by 
sheer persistence, by threatening to bring everything into the open.”64

To the extent that this incident has stayed in the historical record, 
it has done so perversely. Bauman’s name is ubiquitous and revered 
inside Russia. During the turmoil of the 1905 revolution, Bauman 
was imprisoned for his role leading the Bolshevik organization in 
Moscow. According to Abraham Ascher, just after his release in Octo-
ber 1905, while leading a demonstration, he was “shot and then beaten 
to death by a worker sympathetic to the Black Hundreds,” a far-right 
anti-revolutionary group. His funeral procession was the occasion for 
one of the Bolshevik Party’s first mass demonstrations, attracting any-
where from 30,000 to 150,000 people.65 In subsequent decades, he has 
had factories, schools, streets, and even an entire district of Moscow 
named after him.66 By contrast, Bauman’s victim, Claudia Prikhodko, 
remains almost unknown—in most accounts, anonymous.

Potresov links the months-long personal friction on the editorial 
board with the sharp disagreement over how to deal with Bauman’s 
sexual misconduct, saying that, together, they provided evidence of 
Lenin’s firm belief that it did not matter how something was accom-
plished, only that the desired result be achieved. Potresov saw this as 
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extraordinary, labelling it with an exclamation mark as “the end justifies 
the means!” and calling Lenin “the most consistent adherent of this 
Machiavellian political recipe.”67 Potresov uses the term “amoralism” 
(Amoralismus) to describe such an approach, where in today’s language 
we might instead talk of an “ethical deficit.”

Potresov, in many ways, was ahead of his time: he insisted on the 
inseparability of the “political” and the “personal” at a time when many 
of his contemporaries maintained a sharp distinction between the two. 
Indeed, it would take the rise of second-wave feminism later in the 
century for an explicit and widespread recognition of the fact that the 
personal is political. In its first iterations, the concept was applied spe-
cifically to the situation of women. As Barbara Ryan articulated it, “what 
appeared to be a personal issue was actually a political one that occurred 
because of unequal gender relations.” In the decades since, this insight 
has been extended to all manifestations of oppression. “Domination of 
one group over another,” continues Ryan, “whatever the guise, leads to 
the awareness that the personal is, indeed, political.”68 The personal is 
political—or perhaps better, relations within the realm we designate 
as “personal” often reflect, or are connected to, relations at a societal 
level, relations we designate as “political.” We now understand that 
everyday bullying and microaggressions are manifestations not only 
of psychological issues but of systemic oppression as well. The bully, 
simply put, is socially constructed.69 This understanding is the neces-
sary foundation for our century’s #MeToo movement. A personally 
abusive and bullying relationship between a man and a woman is not 
something that we leave them to sort out on their own. These behav-
iours have public and political dimensions—and consequences. These 
insights from contemporary movements were developed generations 
after the early twentieth-century debates inside the Russian Left. But 
that should not prevent us from using these insights to adjust and focus 
our own rear-view mirror, helping us to more clearly see the contours 
of those long-ago events.
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The Hamlet Distraction

Martov’s organizing work in the years following the 1903 split are far 
less known than Lenin’s. But his efforts were intense and effective—and 
always framed by his principled anti-war internationalism.

An iconic moment in the reconstruction of an internationalist 
Left occurred in 1915 with the convening of the anti-war conference 
in Zimmerwald, Switzerland. Bruno Naarden says that the Russian 
Axelrod, “the Italian Morgari, the Swiss Grimm and the Dutchman 
Troelstra were of importance in launching international socialist dis-
cussion about the war and in opening up the way to Zimmerwald. 
Martov performed a comparable role in Paris.”70 Getzler confirms 
Martov’s importance to this project:

Though the original initiative came from the Italian socialists, it 
seems to have been Martov who . . . during his visit to Paris in April 
1915 . . . appealed to Robert Grimm to replace what was planned as a 
conference of socialists of neutral countries only, by an international 
conference of all socialists pledged to peace.71

Similarly, with the outbreak of the Great War, Martov played a 
crucial role as a journalist-scholar-organizer. In France, the newspaper 
Golos (The Voice) “had been founded by unemployed typesetters, 
who invited Martov to head the publication.”72 Martov declined that 
onerous role, most likely because of his chronic tuberculosis, a dis-
ease that would kill him just a few years later. He did, however, agree 
to participate in what was to become an extraordinary collective of 
fellow journalists, scholars, and organizers.73 According to Savel’ev 
and Tiutiukin, “Martov immediately emerged as the foremost con-
tributor to that low-circulation internationalist newspaper, small but 
attention-getting, which came to occupy a conspicuous place in the 
life not only of the Russian revolutionary intelligentsia but also, per-
haps, of the entire international socialist movement.”74 This description 
might be too modest. Golos was the first of three names for a daily 
socialist anti-war paper that was published in Paris from 13 September 
1914 until being banned by French authorities after its 26 January 1915 
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issue—reappearing as Nashe slovo (Our word) from 29 January 1915 to 
15 September 1916, in turn replaced by Nachalo (The Beginning), which 
continued to March 1917.75 At one point, Lenin described Golos as “the 
best socialist newspaper in Europe.”76 This newspaper was crucial in 
the organizing and training of an internationalist anti-war cadre—all 
of whom were to play key roles in the events of 1917. In its first years, 
Martov was central to this project.

This Martov—the anti-war journalist-scholar-organizer, the person 
of strong ethical conviction—is rarely visible in discussions of the Rus-
sian Revolution. This is true even in the account of Victor Serge, who, 
on meeting with Martov in 1920, praised him as someone “whose hon-
esty and brilliance were of the first order” but also described him as 
“puny, ailing, and limping a little . . . a man of scruple and scholarship, 
lacking the tough and robust revolutionary will that sweeps obstacles 
aside.”77

Serge’s masculinist, ableist gaze has no place in serious scholarship. 
From a very young age, Martov, along with his friends and family, faced 
obstacles that he had constantly to sweep aside, in the process exhibiting 
plenty of “tough and robust revolutionary will.” In May 1881, at the age 
of seven, he witnessed his family’s response to an anti-Jewish pogrom 
in Odessa. Getzler, relying on Martov’s memoirs, describes the events 
vividly:

The father being away in Petersburg, the Tsederbaum household 
“began to prepare itself for the pogrom”; his uncle rushed in bearing 
a revolver, while his mother boiled water to pour on the hooligans. 
Significantly enough she refused the offer of Captain Pereleshin, the 
chief of police, to post two cossacks for their protection, “convinced 
as she was, that the cossacks would be the first to take part in the 
pogrom.” . . . Luckily the pogrom had spent itself before it reached 
their street.78

After surviving this pogrom, Martov, while travelling by train back to 
St. Petersburg, heard from a person Getzler describes as “an Old Jew” 
the story of another terrible pogrom, this one in Elizavetgrad. In 1922, 
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writing near the end of his life, Martov reflected on the formative nature 
of these experiences:

Would I have become what I became had not Russian reality in 
that memorable night speedily impressed her coarse fingers into the 
plastic young soul, and under the cover of that burning pity which 
she stirred up in the childish heart, have planted with care the seeds 
of saving hatred.79

In St. Petersburg, where Martov’s family moved in the autumn 
of 1881, Getzler says that he “had to face the rough-and-ready world 
of the state gymnasium,” and offers the following comment: “Thus it 
came about that the well-behaved, diligent and rather quiet little boy, 
who had entered the high school, had turned before the year was over 
into a fully-fledged rebel, constantly breaking school regulations, daily 
detained after class, and becoming a sure candidate for expulsion.”80

As for the limp? When just a baby, he was dropped by a wet nurse, 
who “kept the incident secret. It was noticed only when he began to 
walk.”81

Unfortunately, Serge’s dismissive attitude reflects a hegemonic 
approach to assessments of Martov, one that focusses on aspects of 
his physicality, and according to which his political contributions are 
typically subsumed under the headline of psychology rather than 
politics. Getzler says that Martov’s critics claimed that “he was too 
intellectual (Sukhanov), lacked the will to action and power (Trot-
sky and Rappoport), had too many scruples (Lunacharsky), and was 
too doctrinaire (Kuskova, Ryss, and Vishniak).”82 Leon Trotsky, in 
a 1919 profile of Martov, predicted that he would “enter the history 
of the workers’ revolution as its leading minus. His thought lacked 
courage, his insight lacked will. . . . Deprived of the mainspring of a 
strong will, Martov’s thought invariably directed all the strength of its 
analysis to theoretically justifying the line of least resistance.”83 In 1930, 
Trotsky deployed the English language’s most iconic metaphor for 
indecision, labelling Martov the “Hamlet of democratic socialism.”84 
This approach to Martov’s scholarship has remained common practice 
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this century. Ben Lewis calls Martov “politically indecisive”.85 In the 
same book, without comment or mention of Trotsky as the source, 
we are offered “Martov: Hamlet of the Russian Revolution” to serve 
as a caption for a photo of the man.86 China Miéville, who on the cen-
tenary of 1917 published a very helpful contribution to the literature 
on the Russian Revolution, does weave Martov sympathetically into 
his story. But when he first introduces Martov, he describes him as “a 
scrawny figure peering through pince-nez over a thin beard. . . . Weak 
and bronchial, mercurial, talkative but a hopeless orator, not much 
better as an organiser, affecting, in these early days, a worker’s get-up, 
Martov is every inch the absent-minded intellectual.”87

There are at least three serious problems with these glosses on the 
man’s life. First, most of these commentators turn again and again to 
questions of psychology—specifically, to speculation as to Martov’s 
willpower (or lack thereof ). About this we can ask the same ques-
tion posed regarding speculations concerning Lenin’s personality and 
lifestyle in “Truth Behind Bars”: How do we know? While Trotsky, 
Sukhanov, Lunacharsky, Serge, and the other authorities cited here 
have credentials as political scholars and political organizers, they have 
none as psychologists.

Second, what about Martov’s many crucial intellectual contribu-
tions to the movement, noticed by Miéville and Serge but ignored by 
most others? We hear that he is “too intellectual,” “too doctrinaire,” 
“absent-minded”—but we hear nothing about the rich and varied con-
tent of his intellectual output. There is no need to summarize that 
content again—Martov’s many intellectual contributions have been 
outlined in extenso here and in “Truth Behind Bars.”

Third, labelling Martov as a poor organizer, let alone someone lack-
ing in willpower or courage, simply flies in the face of the evidence. 
This was a man whose youthful political writings were foundational 
to the first generation of Bund leaders, whose organizing efforts played 
a central role in the creation and early operation of Iskra and Zaria, in 
the establishment of the RSDRP and the Menshevik-Internationalists, 
in the building of an anti-war Left in the teeth of imperialist slaughter, 
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and in the development of a robust and vocal, if harassed and hounded, 
opposition to the degeneration of the Russian Revolution. How can 
someone who paid for this lifetime of organizing with repeated bouts of 
repression and exile (where he contracted the tuberculosis that would 
ultimately kill him) be called a poor organizer or accused of lacking in 
courage? He overcame the deep antisemitic prejudice characteristic of 
the Russian Empire (and most of Europe, for that matter) to become 
a central figure in both Russian revolutions. Martov’s life incorporates 
achievements of intellect and organization matched by very few who 
call themselves political journalists, scholars, or organizers. A century’s 
worth of flippant dismissals of a key historical figure—as well as being 
misleading and full of factual errors—are both insulting and unhelpful.

Let us return to Trotsky’s 1919 sketch of Martov’s life and work, 
referred to above—an article made widely available, for a time, when 
published in 1926 in Politicheskie siluety (Political profiles), volume 8 
of Trotsky’s Sochineniia (Works). The latter was an important but 
unfortunately incomplete publishing project brought to an abrupt 
halt when Trotsky became persona non grata—driven from leadership, 
expelled from the Soviet Union, shunned, and ultimately assassinat-
ed.88 I. M. Pavlov, editor of the truncated Sochineniia project, decided 
to include Trotsky’s piece in a section of volume 8 titled “Russian 
Social-Patriotism.” This section contains five articles, the first three 
of which are devoted to G. V. Plekhanov, one of the founders of Rus-
sian Marxism. When, on 4 August 1914, the world’s largest and most 
powerful socialist party, Germany’s Social Democratic Party (SPD), 
voted to provide government funds for the war, it began a stampede by 
socialists almost everywhere to discard anti-war internationalism in 
favour of nationalism and support for their own countries’ militaries. 
In Russia, Plekhanov became the embodiment of this “social patriot-
ism”—a phrase used to refer to socialists who supported Russia’s war 
against Germany and tried to justify it as a “defensive” or “just war,” 
their socialist ideas inevitably sinking under what Trotsky calls “the 
weight of national-patriotic ideology.”89 The fifth article is devoted to 
Grigorii Aleksinskii, a one-time Bolshevik who in 1914 emerged as what 
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Pavlov describes as “one of the most rabid Russian social-chauvinists.”90 
Toward both men, Trotsky deploys his not inconsiderable skills as a 
polemicist. Both “Negodiai” (The Scoundrel), which was directed at 
Aleksinskii, and “Ostav’te nas v pokoe” (Leave us alone), directed at 
Plekhanov, ooze with the contempt Trotsky felt for social patriotism 
and the betrayal it represented to the anti-war movement.91

Sandwiched between his deconstruction of Plekhanov and Alek-
sinskii is the equally sarcastic and dismissive piece on Martov.92 This 
is an extraordinary and unjustifiable editorial choice. In no way can 
Martov—against the world war from the beginning, one of the principal 
animators of the Zimmerwald anti-war movement, and a key organ-
izer of Golos in 1914, which was to become the chief Russian-language 
anti-war newspaper—be categorized as a “Russian social patriot.” The 
editorial decision to place in this category Trotsky’s article on Martov 
makes no sense—unless, of course, the object of the exercise is to shovel 
mud onto Martov’s reputation by placing him in the same category 
as Plekhanov and Aleksinskii. Trotsky, who knew very well Martov’s 
anti-war credentials, evidently did not object to this editorial sham-
ing of Martov; indeed, he directed toward the editor Pavlov “and his 
colleagues” his “heartfelt gratitude for the work done on this book.”93 
The injustice to Martov’s reputation has, unfortunately, been perpetu-
ated in English translation. In 1972, when the first section of volume 
8 of Trotsky’s Sochineniia was translated and published, the article on 
Martov remained in the “Russian Social-Patriotism” section, an error 
in judgment that was replicated once again when the 1972 translation 
was made available online by the Marxists Internet Archive.94

Behind by a Century

Martov struggled with repression and illness till the very end of his 
life. The debilitating effects of the disease he contracted as a result of 
tsarist repression were on full display on 15 October 1920. Martov had 
been invited to a congress of the Independent Social Democratic Party 
(Unabhängige Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands, or USPD) 
in Halle, Germany, to debate Bolshevik leader Grigory Zinoviev, who 
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was urging the USPD to join forces with the Bolsheviks in the new 
Communist International, something Martov believed would doom the 
Left in Germany to replicating the mistaken policies being carried out 
in Russia. The difficulty of Martov’s situation cannot be overstated. The 
USPD was a mass party in 1920, with something approaching 800,000 
members and a lively press that “included over 50 daily papers,”95 but 
it was bitterly divided over its attitude to the Bolshevik state. Martov’s 
speech was delivered before 392 mandated delegates sitting in a hall 
“divided in two sections,” according to his opponent Zinoviev, “as if 
a knife has cut them sharply in two,” along with “many observers . . . 
crammed into the gallery at the back of the hall.”96 He had to follow on 
the heels of Zinoviev, who spoke for over four hours!97 Lars T. Lih, in 
introducing his translation of Martov’s speech, says that Martov that 
day was “in poor voice and his speech was read aloud for him.”98 But 
“poor voice” completely minimizes the situation. Martov was in “poor 
voice” because of the tuberculosis that was shortly to prove fatal.99 He 
wrote the speech out in longhand. It was then read to the audience in 
German by Aleksandr Nikolaevich Shtein (Rubinshtein), who had “dif-
ficulty reading Martov’s handwriting.”100 In spite of these extraordinary 
obstacles, Savel’ev and Tiutiukin write that the speech “made a powerful 
impression on the delegates and palpably undercut the effect of the 
rather emphatic address delivered by Zinoviev.”101

It became clear after the Halle congress that Martov was, in Get-
zler’s words, “mortally ill.” In exile in Germany, he was confined to a 
health-care facility for four months in 1921, and then again from Novem-
ber 1922 until his death in April 1923.102 But, until the end, he continued 
his role as one of his generation’s leading political figures. As a “member 
of the Executive of the ‘Vienna International’ the International Union 
of Socialist Parties,” writes Getzler, Martov “maintained close connec-
tions with the socialist centre parties of Europe.”103 He was also central 
to the founding, in Berlin, of the biweekly Russian-language publication 
Sotsialisticheskii vestnik (Socialist courier), which, in the estimation of 
Savel’ev and Tiutiukin, “printed nothing more vivid and profound from 
1921 to early 1923 than Martov’s own eighty-plus articles.”104 Though 
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Martov would only be present for two years of the publication’s exist-
ence, Vestnik, which André Liebich describes as “a unique and respected 
journal of Soviet developments and socialist theory,” would continue 
for over forty years.105

Raphael Abramovitch wrote eloquently about his friend and mentor 
in a 1959 article whose title—including as it did the phrase “World 
Menshevism”—was a riff on Martov’s own World Bolshevism, written 
forty years earlier. Abramovitch noted that the mocking and decon-
struction of Martov, summarized here, was a well-established practice 
as early as 1918. What Abramovitch labelled the “pro-Bolshevik gutter 
press” would portray Martov “in a somewhat ridiculous and caricatured 
form,” often mocking his physical attributes, including his voice made 
hoarse by tuberculosis. In reports on meetings at which Martov and 
Lenin were both present, the two would regularly be painted with quite 
opposite colours. In those reports,

Martov always went up to the podium, limping, his jacket pockets 
stuffed with bundles and bundles of newspapers, documents and 
manuscripts. He would turn to Lenin and wheeze something not 
quite intelligible. Lenin would look away, so as not to meet the 
eyes of his former closest friend. The contrast between the physical 
weakness of the leader of the anti-Bolshevik socialists and the 
spectacle of the iron cohort of Bolsheviks—sitting or standing on 
the podium like knights clad in “leather armour” (an expression that 
often appeared in the afore-mentioned press)—would symbolize the 
weakness and helplessness of the defeated opposition and the power 
and dynamism of victorious Bolshevism.

But if this was the image created by what Abramovitch described 
as the “jaundiced journalism of Bolshevism,” a very different impression 
was given by those willing to listen to Martov during his many speeches. 
“In 1918 and 1919 Martov invariably spoke during the stormy sessions of 
the Congress of Soviets, the All-Russian Central Executive Committee, 
and at even larger meetings.”
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His face, though already emaciated, still inspired with its wonderful 
eyes, chiselled nose, and high forehead. He emanated some kind of 
attractive force, which atoned for his physical limitations, and testi-
fied to an elevated flight of thought and great spiritual honesty and 
warmth. There was no trace of demagoguery, no pursuit of cheap 
effects, nor any attempt to hide behind fake phrases and paradoxes. 
He spoke simply, clearly, with a tremendous persuasiveness, which 
made him trusted.106

We are in fact, “behind by a century.”107 We need to foreground this 
Martov and rescue his reputation from decades of calumny. Taking 
seriously Martov as a person will help remove the obstacles to taking 
seriously the framework he advanced for understanding the events of 
1917. Martov, in an offhand way, says in World Bolshevism that the central 
role of a temporary new class, the peasants-in-uniform, had been “in 
its time, adequately analyzed.”108 Perhaps that was true for the milieu 
of embattled dissidents in which he was immersed. For analysts in the 
twenty-first century, however, it is no longer true. Some emphasize the 
minimal role of workers and the central role of the armed forces in the 
October overturn. But very few view the armed forces through the lens 
of historical materialism, seeing this in class terms—the formation, 
through war, of a temporary new class. Many concur that the events of 
October should not be seen as a “great, socialist” revolution. But very 
few do so with a sense of loss—the lost opportunity of an alternative 
to capitalism opened up by the events of February and March 1917. 
As a reflection of this, few insist on the use of the descriptor perevorot 
(overturn) as an alternative to the binary of “revolution” or “coup.”

One of the last to weave these themes together was another of the 
Mensheviks in exile, Grigorii Aronson. His last book, published in 1966, 
touches on all of the major points mentioned above. “It is very important 
to note,” he writes “that, in the factories and plants of Petrograd, work 
was in full swing on 25 October,” the point on the old calendar when the 
Bolsheviks took power—an event that Aronson agrees is best described 
as an “overturn.” As to the role of the proletarian Red Guards, he says 
this “turned out to be a bluff. Suffice it to mention that at the Putilov 
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factory,” by most accounts the most important Bolshevik-influenced 
workplace, “there turned out to be only 80 Red Guards available for 
Bolshevik operations, not the mythical 1,500.”109 In the one chapter 
from his book that has achieved a wider circulation, he embeds this 
observation in an analysis completely in step with Martov’s:

It should not be forgotten that the broad strata of the Russian 
workers—especially new workers, created by the demands of the 
war—were intimately connected to the peasantry: and it was the 
peasantry in the form of soldiers, peasant sons dressed in grey over-
coats, that was the main social base of Bolshevism during October 
and was the main factor in the movement.110

However, this kind of emphasis is the exception rather than the rule. 
Martov died before his fiftieth birthday. Intellectuals like Aronson and 
Abramovitch developed and deepened his insights, but by the end of 
the 1960s, both had also passed away, along with most of the other Men-
sheviks in exile. While these intellectuals had seen their ideas circulate 
widely within the Yiddish- and Russian-speaking Soviet diaspora, with 
their passing and the decline of the diaspora as a distinct entity within 
Western society, their ideas, too, faded into the background. A century 
on, Martov’s thesis—his description of the pivotal role played by the 
temporary new class of peasants-in-uniform—has been pushed into 
the background, along with Martov himself. This aspect of the revo-
lution has been inadequately analyzed and its chief theorist too little 
appreciated. Making available again this 1919 monograph allows us—a 
century after the fact—to listen again to this important framework and 
to hear at least an echo of Martov’s voice.
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A Note on the Translation

Iulii Martov composed the monograph World Bolshevism (Mirovoi 
bol’shevizm) in 1919. Yet only nine of its twelve chapters were published 
that year. It was only in 1923, in the months after his death, that the Rus-
sian text appeared in its entirety in one volume—a Russian-language 
edition prepared by Fedor Dan and published in Berlin by Martov’s 
co-thinkers in exile, complete with an appendix, an essay originally 
published in Moscow in 1918. Only in 2000 were portions of the book 
published within Russia. In English translation, Martov’s text has 
had very limited circulation. In 1938, sections II and III (chapters 6 
to 12) and the appendix essay were translated by Herman Jerson and 
published in New York as a pamphlet titled The State and the Socialist 
Revolution (with an updated and annotated version published decades 
later by the British journal What Next?). But the 1938 translation omit-
ted the five chapters in section I. At last, in 2008, an English-language 
translation of that first section, “The Roots of World Bolshevism,” was 
made available on the Marxists Internet Archive, although the trans-
lator is not identified.

In this edition, Martov’s book is for the first time presented in 
its entirety in English-language translation—all twelve chapters and 
the appendix as published in Russian in 1923. Throughout, Mariya 
Melentyeva and I, while retaining some elements from earlier trans-
lations, have adopted a “minimalist” approach, sticking as closely as 
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possible to the structure and style of Martov’s original, including 
preserving all his many points of emphasis.

The many quotations in the text—some in Russian, which Mariya 
Melentyeva and myself worked on together, others in English, French, 
and German, for which I took sole responsibility—had to be brought 
into line with the contemporary literature, avoiding wherever pos-
sible “twice-removed” translations. For instance, Martov uses many 
French-language sources in his treatment of the Paris Commune and 
quotes extensively from several non-Russian authors, including Karl 
Marx and Karl Kautsky. He either used the existing Russian trans-
lations of those texts or provided his own translation, in both cases 
creating a Russian-language version at “one remove” from the original. 
If we were simply to take his Russian translation and translate it dir-
ectly from Russian to English, we would be at “two removes” from the 
original. So, where possible, we have used standard English translations 
of the texts concerned. Where none could be found, we have translated 
directly from the original—in the case of the section on the Paris Com-
mune, for example, from the French original to English. In certain cases, 
even where standard English translations exist, we have either amended 
those translations to some extent, where some clarification or improve-
ment seemed necessary, or have chosen not to use them in favour of 
a fresh translation. On occasion, small errors were discovered in the 
original and these have either been “silently” corrected or, if necessary, 
the corrections indicated in the endnotes. On other occasions, Martov’s 
Russian-language excerpts differed to a lesser or greater extent from 
contemporaneous sources. The English translations have been amended 
to account for these factors, and again those amendments are indicated 
in the endnotes.

When Martov is quoting from Russian-language sources, these 
quotations have been checked against the standard sources avail-
able to a contemporary audience. For Lenin’s Collected Works, this 
meant comparing the English-language versions in the readily avail-
able fourth edition, Lenin: Collected Works (LCW), against the 
Russian-language version in the standard fifth edition, Polnoe sobranie 
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sochinenii (Complete collected works) (PSS), amending and retrans-
lating where necessary. Again, on occasion, Martov’s Russian-language 
version differed to a lesser or greater extent from the sources we were 
using, and this is so indicated in the endnotes. On two occasions, 
where it was impossible to track down the originals from which 
Martov was quoting, there was no choice but to translate directly 
from Martov’s version, and to leave a note indicating “translated dir-
ectly from Martov.”

In addition to endnotes indicating the works cited, there are also 
citations that Martov himself provided, along with notes added by the 
editor of the 1923 edition, Martov’s brother-in-law Fedor Dan (whose 
life partner was Martov’s sister, Lidiia). Within these notes a concluding 
“—Martov” or “—Dan” will clearly indicate who is responsible for the 
material presented. All others are my responsibility. Most of these are 
annotations which I thought necessary to help a twenty-first century 
reader navigate the many historical, biographical, and cultural allusions 
used by Martov.

As in “Truth Behind Bars,” transliteration of Russian names and 
terms follows the system used by the American Library Association 
(ALA) and the Library of Congress (LC), although without recourse 
to diacritics—except where a name has acquired a standard English 
spelling, such as Abramovitch, Kerensky, Krupskaya, Lunacharsky, 
Trotsky and Zinoviev. For Martov’s first name, we have two standards, 
“Julius” and “Iulii.” As in “Truth Behind Bars,” the text uses the latter, a 
transliteration that offers a reasonable clue in English as to the correct 
pronunciation, as well as being as true as possible to the Cyrillic alpha-
bet. Mariya Melentyeva pointed out to me that for authors of Martov’s 
generation, German was a much more important second language than 
English, and it was quite reasonable to use “Julius Martow” as the trans-
literation of Martov’s name in German, encouraging English-language 
translators to use “Julius Martov.” But this leads to a distinct mispro-
nunciation of his first name, the German j being pronounced like the 
English y.
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Martov was a European intellectual deeply immersed in the mores 
and culture of his day. This meant that, like many of his peers, he 
took for granted a framework whereby some countries were deemed 
“advanced” and others “backward.” Where possible, we have made trans-
lation choices that preserve the original meaning but are less discordant 
to a contemporary ear. There remain, however, several paragraphs, 
involving brief comparative descriptions of the place within the world 
system of various nations, that reflect the Eurocentrism typical of Mar-
tov’s generation of European intellectuals.

Until February 1918, Russia used the Julian calendar, whose dates 
were thirteen days behind the Gregorian. On a handful of occasions, 
I will provide both dates, putting the Julian first, followed by the Gre-
gorian in parentheses.

Mariya Melentyeva was indispensable in helping to translate the text 
from Russian to English. Megan Hall, director of Athabasca Univer-
sity Press, skillfully helped navigate the copy editing and production 
process. The Russian-language copy editing of Elizabeth Adams from 
World Communications, and the copy-editing of the entire text by 
Ryan Perks led to a much-improved final product. Many thanks to 
Adrian Mather for preparing a professional and comprehensive index.

It was an unexpected pleasure to read this manuscript, discovered 
while researching “Truth Behind Bars.” What began as an exercise in 
ensuring the accuracy of English translations of excerpts from the text 
became a labour of love as I realized the importance of the document 
Martov had penned, in the very midst of the great upheavals of his 
era. One hundred years is long enough for this document to be out of 
circulation.

Mackenzie Paul Kellogg
Toronto, November 2021
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Foreword to the 1923 Russian-language 

Edition

The book World Bolshevism was left unfinished by the late Iulii Osipov-
ich Martov. A life disrupted by exile, constant overwork, serious illness, 
and the suppression of the independent press in Russia—including the 
social-democratic Kharkiv journal Mysl’ (Thought), for which these 
essays were originally intended—deprived the great publicist of the 
opportunity to finish the major work he had begun.

But the twelve chapters that Martov managed to write in 1919 are 
of absolutely exceptional interest. These chapters offer the deepest and 
most penetrating analysis of all that has been written concerning the 
social, ideological, and psychological origins of Bolshevism as a world 
phenomenon and about its ideology and the relation of this ideology to 
Marxism. Martov wields a sharp scalpel of historical analysis to reveal 
the spiritual connection of the Bolshevik proletarian movement to the 
movements of the 1871 commune era, to English Chartism, and even 
further in history to the movement of the Parisian “common poor” 
during the Great French Revolution. At the same time, his analysis 
is materialist and framed by the conditions of the class struggle. He 
thus explains the ideological relationship of movements separated from 
each other by more than a century of time. And finally, with his usual 
skill, Martov restores the actual theoretical views of Marx and Engels 
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concerning the essence of the “dictatorship of the proletariat” and the 
relationship of this dictatorship to the state.

The array of profound matters touched on by Martov in this work 
are by no means of only academic significance. They are of the most 
burning practical interest for the political education of all who are con-
vinced that above everything else, all politics should be based on an 
exhaustive understanding of the social and political phenomena at play. 
These phenomena will probably continue to play a significant role for a 
long time in the turbulent postwar events that yesterday shook eastern 
Europe, today shake the very heart of Europe, and tomorrow might well 
shake the whole world.

All twelve chapters offered here were written in the first half of 
1919, in Moscow. Of these, chapters 1 to 9 were published in nos. 10, 
12, 13, and 15 of the Kharkiv journal Mysl’ (Thought) (April–July 1919). 
Chapter 10 appeared in no. 11 (8 July 1921) and no. 15 (1 September 
1921) of Sotsialisticheskii vestnik (Socialist courier), published in Berlin. 
Somewhat abridged versions of chapters 1 to 5 were also printed in 
German translation in nos. 46, 48, and 49 (November–December 1920) 
of the journal Der Sozialist (The Socialist), published in Berlin under 
the editorship of R[udolf ] Breitscheid. Chapters 11 and 12 have never 
before been published.

We gathered material for the book from Martov’s papers, which 
were in great disarray. They consisted of: (1) clippings from the journal 
Mysl’ (Thought); (2) typewritten sheets; and (3) scattered handwrit-
ten notes. There were some corrections and additions in Martov’s 
handwriting on the journal clippings and typewritten sheets. He also 
provided titles for sections II and III and chapters 6 to 10 and 12—
some of these titles (for section II and for chapters 6 to 9) were written 
in German, clearly in order to assist with the task of publishing them 
in German. All amendments and additions are included in the text 
of this version. We have restored those editorial deletions that were 
clearly only made for the purposes of the German edition.

The editor’s task was very modest. It consisted, mainly, in the selec-
tion and verification of material. Further, the editor is responsible for 
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the titles of section I and all five of that section’s chapters, as well as the 
title of chapter 11 in section III. Finally, I felt it necessary to add—to a 
very limited extent—a number of endnotes throughout the text.

While reading this work, one should not lose sight of the fact that 
all of it was written in 1919, and only minor additions were made later. 
The lived experiences that Martov uses to illustrate his thoughts date to 
this period, and we felt it was necessary to add the occasional endnote 
for clarification.

In the appendix we reprint an article by Martov, “Marx and the 
Problem of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat.” The article is a valuable 
addition to and development of those ideas that are touched upon in 
World Bolshevism. It was published in the Marx “jubilee” issue of the 
magazine Rabochii Internatsional [The Workers’ International], pub-
lished under the editorship of Martov in Moscow in 1918.

F. Dan
November 1923
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I. 

The Roots of World Bolshevism

1. Bolshevism as a World Phenomenon

When the phrase “world Bolshevism” was first used in 1918, it seemed 
paradoxical to many Russian Marxists. It was absurd to think that our 
raw provincial Russian experience could prefigure the forms and content 
of the revolutionary process for “the rotten West.”1 We were all inclined 
to attribute Russian Bolshevism to the agrarian nature of the country, 
to the absence of deep political education among the broad masses, in 
a word, to purely national factors. It seemed extremely unlikely that 
the revolutionary movement in other countries—developing in sig-
nificantly different social conditions—would take the ideological and 
political form of Bolshevism. At best, it was assumed that revolutions 
in similarly underdeveloped agrarian countries such as Romania, Hun-
gary, and Bulgaria might become tinged with Bolshevism.

Likewise, it seemed obvious to western European socialists that 
Bolshevism was ill-suited for export on the world political market. 
Repeatedly they insisted that this purely Russian phenomenon could 
not take root in western Europe. Certainty on precisely this point was 
one of the reasons that prominent figures of European social democ-
racy, by praising Russian Bolshevism, paved the way for the influence 
of Bolshevik ideas on the working masses of their own countries. They 
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did not foresee that in their own countries, at a certain moment, Bolshe-
vism would emerge “like a thief in the night.” For reasons of mundane 
day-to-day politics, they either refused to make any criticism of the 
ideology and policy of Russian Bolshevism, or, without reservations, 
took it under their wing, protecting it from its bourgeois enemies. In 
doing so, they failed to separate the revolution as such from the specific 
phenomenon of Bolshevism, which incorporated a repudiation of the 
ideological heritage of the International.2 Many representatives of west-
ern European socialism still follow this policy. Not long ago, when he 
clarified the reasons for his party’s failure in the elections to the Con-
stituent Assembly, [Karl] Kautsky chided its leaders for persistently 
avoiding public criticism of Russian Bolshevism and instead providing 
it with political publicity.3

Such an attitude, we repeat, was possible only insofar as western 
European socialists were guided by the slogan “that’s not my headache” 
and were confident that it was not, in fact, their headache.

When, however, it became clear to everyone that “world Bolshevism” 
had everywhere become the most significant factor of the revolutionary 
process, western European Marxists turned out to be no less, if not 
more, unprepared than their Russian counterparts to understand the 
historical significance of this phenomenon and the roots that nourish it.

2. The Legacy of War

It became obvious after the experience of the first three months of 
revolution in Germany that Bolshevism was not only the product of an 
agrarian revolution.4 In fact, there was every reason to reconsider that 
view—which had managed to acquire the strength of prejudice—after 
the experience of revolution in Finland.5 Of course, the national char-
acteristics of Bolshevism in Russia are largely explained by our agrarian 
relations. “World Bolshevism,” however, must clearly be derived from 
other social factors.
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The role that the army plays in social life, thanks to the world war, 
is without any doubt the first common factor that is manifested in the 
revolutionary processes of countries as socially different as Russia, Ger-
many, England, and France. There is an undeniable connection between 
the role of soldiers in the revolution and the Bolshevik element in that 
revolution. Bolshevism is not simply a “soldiers’ revolution,” but the 
influence of Bolshevism on the course of the revolution in each coun-
try is proportional to the participation of armed soldier masses in this 
revolution.

The influence of the soldier and the army environment on the revo-
lution in Russia was, in its time, adequately analyzed. From the very first 
days of the Bolshevik wave, Marxists identified the “communism of the 
consumer” as the only social interest binding together social elements 
very different in their class composition and even declassed—that is, 
detached from their natural social milieu.

Less attention was paid to another aspect of the social revo-
lutionary psychology of the soldier masses: that is their peculiar 
“anti-parliamentarism”—quite understandable in a social environ-
ment not shaped, as in the past, through the school of collective 
defence of its interests, but in the present drawing its strength and 
influence exclusively from the possession of weapons.

English newspapers reported the following curious fact. When Eng-
lish troops on the French front were sent ballots during the most recent 
parliamentary elections, in many cases soldiers burned masses of them, 
stating, “When we return to England, we will put things right there.” 
In both Germany and Russia we have seen many examples of how the 
soldier masses showed their first active interest in politics by expressing 
their desire to “put things right” through force of arms—whether that 
be “from the Right,” as happened in the first months of the Russian 
revolution and the first weeks of the German one, or “from the Left.” 
In both cases it is a question of a particular corporate consciousness 
nourished by the certainty that possession of weapons and the ability 
to use them makes it possible to control the destinies of the state. This 
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outlook comes into fatal, irreconcilable conflict with the ideas of dem-
ocracy and with parliamentary forms of government.

But despite the enormous role played by the soldier masses in 
shaping the Bolshevik element, this alone is insufficient to explain the 
success of Bolshevism or its ubiquity. In Russia, severe disappointment 
befell those who, in October 1917, with blissful optimism, declared Bol-
shevism to be “revolutionary praetorianism” and predicted that with 
the demobilization of the army the social roots of Bolshevism would 
disappear. On the contrary, the genuine features of Bolshevism were 
especially clearly manifested when the old army that had brought it 
to power had disappeared, replaced by a new armed force on which 
Bolshevism relied—an armed force that ceased to be a factor, or even 
a participant, in state administration. On the other hand, in both Fin-
land and Poland—countries without national armies that have passed 
through the war—we have observed a Bolshevik element that is devel-
oping completely independently of any soldier’s revolution.

Therefore, the ultimate roots of Bolshevism must be sought, in the 
final analysis, in the state of the proletariat.

3. The Psychology of Bolshevism

What are the essential features of proletarian Bolshevism as a world 
phenomenon?

The first is maximalism, that is, the desire for immediate, max-
imum results in the implementation of social improvements without 
any attention to objective conditions. This maximalism presupposes a 
dose of naive social optimism, the uncritical belief that such maximum 
results may be achieved at any time, that the resources and wealth of the 
society that the proletariat aspires to acquire are inexhaustible.

The second is a lack of attention to the requirements of social pro-
duction—the predominance, as with the soldiers, of the consumer’s 
point of view over that of the producer.
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The third is the propensity to resolve all issues of political struggle, 
the struggle for power, by the direct application of armed force, even in 
relations between different sections of the proletariat. This propensity 
arises from a skeptical attitude toward the possibilities of finding a 
democratic solution to social and political problems. In the literature, 
the objective factors that account for the prevalence of these trends in 
the contemporary workers’ movement have already been adequately 
clarified.

The working masses have changed qualitatively. The old cadres, the 
most class-educated, spent four and a half years at the front. Detached 
from productive work, they became permeated with the psychology of 
the trenches, spiritually dissolved into the social milieu of declassed 
elements. On their return to the ranks of the proletariat, they brought 
to it a revolutionary spirit but, at the same time, the spirit of soldiers’ 
rabble-rousing. During the war, these class-educated cadres had been 
replaced in industry by millions of new workers drawn from ruined 
artisans and other “little people,” rural proletarians, and working-class 
women. These new proletarians worked under conditions where the 
political movement of the proletariat had completely disappeared and 
the trade union movement had been reduced to pitiful dimensions. 
Despite the enormous growth of the war industry in Germany, it was 
not until the revolution that membership in the metalworkers’ union 
returned to the level of July 1914. Class consciousness in these new 
proletarian masses developed extremely slowly, as they had almost no 
experience in collective struggle alongside more advanced strata of the 
working class.

While those who had lived in the trenches for many years lost their 
professional skills, were detached from regular productive labour, 
and were exhausted by the psychologically and physically inhuman 
conditions of modern warfare, the masses who took their place in the 
factories expended tremendous energy working overtime to acquire 
the bare necessities whose prices had increased massively. Most of this 
exhausting labour was carried out to produce means of destruction, 
labour that was, from the social point of view, unproductive and could 
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not contribute to generating in the working masses the consciousness 
of the indispensability of their labour for the existence of society. But 
this consciousness constitutes an extremely essential element in the 
class psychology of the modern proletariat.

In all the countries directly or indirectly affected by the world war, 
these socio-psychological factors were the prerequisites facilitating the 
development of the Bolshevik element.

4. The Crisis of Proletarian Consciousness

Nevertheless, it seems to me that the factors indicated above are not 
enough to explain the progress made by the Bolshevik element in the 
world arena. If Bolshevism is putting down deep roots in the working 
masses not only in those countries that took part in the war but also in 
neutral countries, this is only because the ascendance of these factors 
did not encounter sufficient psychological resistance in the social and 
political skills and the ideological tradition of the broad masses of the 
proletariat.

As early as 1917–18, the same phenomenon could be seen in different 
countries. The working masses awakening to the class struggle showed 
extreme distrust for those workers’ organizations that had led their 
movement up to August 1914. In Germany and Austria, strike move-
ments took place against the decisions of the unions. Here and there 
influential clandestine groups were formed, and these took the lead in 
political and economic struggles. In England, factory committees arose 
in opposition to the trade unions and launched powerful strikes. The 
same phenomena could be observed in the neutral countries, such as 
the Scandinavian nations and Switzerland.

After the war ended and the hands of the proletariat were set free, 
this trend manifested itself with even greater force. In November and 
December 1918, there was a general desire among the broad masses 
in Germany to exclude the unions from any role in the leadership 
of the economic struggle and in the control of private production. 
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Soviets [councils] and factory committees strove to take their place.6 
The Haase-Ebert government had to reckon with this fact and, at the 
expense of the unions, extend responsibilities to these new organiza-
tional centres.7 In England, the press noted that the most characteristic 
feature of the new strike movement was the masses’ distrust of their 
trade union officials—the masses’ refusal to submit to official direc-
tives. In one of his speeches in the House of Commons, [the United 
Kingdom’s Prime Minister] Lloyd George specifically emphasized this 
point as one of particular concern to the government.

The class movement called into existence by the war raised up new, 
deeper strata of the proletarian mass, strata that had not yet passed 
through the long school of organized struggle. These new strata did not 
find the guidance of a solid bloc of advanced comrades, united by the 
commonality of their ends and means, their program and their tactics. 
Rather, they found the crumpled edifice of the old parties and unions, 
the old International experiencing the deepest crisis the working-class 
movement had ever known, an International torn apart by irreconcil-
able warring factions, an International shaken in its beliefs, beliefs that 
for decades had seemed immutable.

In these conditions, nothing other than what we are now witnessing 
could have been expected. The movement of new strata of the prole-
tariat, and, partly, even of some who were already marching under the 
banner of social democracy in 1914, is developing as if in a vacuum in 
terms of ideological and political continuity. These new strata are spon-
taneously creating their own ideology, formed under the direct pressure 
of the relations and conditions of the current moment—a moment that is 
exceptional from the economic, political, and socio-psychological point 
of view. “Naked upon the bare earth” is very often how the proletariat 
appears today.8 The mass proletarian movement was brought to a com-
plete halt for four and a half years. The intellectual life of the working 
class completely atrophied. But was this not the case everywhere?

After all, Burgfrieden, that sacred union, involved the cessation of all 
agitation dealing with the irreconcilable class contradictions of society 
and the cessation of all educational and revolutionary work aimed at 
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“socialization of consciousness.”9 The work of the sacred union was 
diligently supplemented by censorship and the regime of martial law. 
That is why, when the masses began to stir, bewildered after the crush-
ing blow of the world war, they did not find at hand any ideological 
centre with universally recognized and undisputed moral authority, a 
centre on which they could psychologically find a “point of support.” 
What they were offered was only the psychological freedom to choose 
between the various remnants of the old International. Is it surpris-
ing that they chose those which represented the most simplistic, most 
general expression of the spontaneous instinct of revolt, those which 
were the least attached to the bonds of ideological continuity, and could 
endlessly adapt themselves to the demands of the emerging strata? Is it 
surprising that the reciprocal action between these emerging strata and 
such ideological elements led to the creation of ideological retrogression 
in the workers’ movements of the most advanced countries, that it led 
to a revival of illusions, prejudices, slogans, and methods of struggle 
that had had their place in the period of Bakuninism, at the beginning 
of the Lassallean movement, or even earlier—in the movements of the 
proletarian elements of the sans-culottes of Paris and Lyons in 1794 
and 1797?10

The fourth of August 1914—the day the social democratic majority 
surrendered to imperialism—witnessed a catastrophic break in the 
continuity of the class movement of the proletariat. On that day, the 
germs of all these phenomena were already present, phenomena that 
still surprise many people today. In those gloomy days, the thoughtful 
observer should already have discerned, behind the two self-satisfied 
figures of Scheidemann and Vandervelde, a “laughing third” figure—
anarchism, ready to be reborn from the soil of ideological devastation.11

In the very first weeks of the war, I had occasion to write that the 
crisis it caused in the working-class movement was primarily a “moral 
crisis”: the loss of mutual trust between the various sections of the pro-
letariat, the loss of faith within the proletarian masses in the old moral 
and political beliefs. For many decades, ideological bonds connected 
different sections of the movement—reformists and revolutionaries, at 
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certain moments even socialists and anarchists—and all of the above 
with liberal and Christian workers. I could not imagine that the loss of 
mutual trust, the destruction of ideological bonds, would lead to a civil 
war among proletarians.12 But it was clear to me that this prolonged, 
internal disintegration of class-based ideological unity, that this absence 
of a unifying ideology—which were consequences of the collapse of the 
International—would determine the whole picture of the reviving revo-
lutionary movement. And it was because of the inevitability of these 
effects of the collapse of the International that revolutionary Marxists 
had the duty to work energetically to weld together the proletarian 
elements who had remained true to the class struggle and to react reso-
lutely against “social-patriotism,” even at a time when the masses had 
not yet awakened from nationalist frenzy and military panic. To the 
extent that it would have been possible to achieve this welding together 
on an international level, there could be hope that in the spontaneous 
risings of the future, the ideological legacy of a half century of workers’ 
struggle would not sink without a trace and that it would be possible to 
build an ideological-organizational dam to contain the anarchist wave.

This was the objective meaning of the Zimmerwald-Kienthal 
approach of 1915 and 1916.13 Unfortunately, the goal it set itself was far 
from realized. This failure must not be attributed, of course, either to 
accidents or to the mistakes of individual “Zimmerwaldists.” Evidently, 
the crisis of the world labour movement was too deep for the efforts 
of the internationalist minorities of the time to change its course or 
to lessen the birth pangs of a new proletarian consciousness and new 
proletarian organizations. The very fact of this serves as proof of how 
historically inevitable the crisis was and how deeply its origins were 
rooted in profound changes in the historical existence of the proletar-
iat, changes that had not yet resulted in corresponding changes in its 
collective consciousness.

“The owl of Minerva takes its flight only when the shades of night 
are gathering,” Hegel said.14 Classes only begin to realize the historical 
significance of their movement after they have completed a certain cycle 
in their development. This was the case historically for the movement 
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of classes that preceded the proletariat. It is in the movement of the 
proletariat that theory, for the first time—while illuminating the move-
ment’s meaning as a link in the chain of historical development and the 
objective, historically necessary goals toward which it is going—has 
attempted to direct the movement so as to reduce to a minimum the 
number of victims and the loss of social energy that is characteristic of 
a “trial-by-error evolution.” This theory managed to do a lot, but it could 
not do everything. Once again, the chaos of historical development has 
proven stronger than theory. Once again, it has been confirmed that as 
long as humanity has not made a “leap from the realm of necessity to 
the realm of freedom,” as long as it has yet to subdue the elements of its 
own social economy, it is doomed to move mostly in darkness through 
its own trial-by-error efforts; to learn from defeats and the bitter fruits 
of retreats and zigzags.15 More than is the case with the movement 
of any other class, the movement of the proletariat is imbued with 
elements of a conscious historical creativity. But, until the proletariat 
and the rest of humanity is the master of its own economic life, it will 
have to set very narrow limits to the possibilities of self-emancipation 
[samoosvobozhdenie]—of controlling the course of historical events 
with the aid of scientific theory. The depth of the collapse that occurred 
on 4 August 1914, its long duration and the endurance of its ideological 
consequences, show that at this stage of historical development, these 
limits are even narrower than we believed in our proud celebrations of 
the successes achieved by the international workers movement in the 
last quarter of a century, including the dominance within it of revolu-
tionary Marxism.

The theoretical and political opponents of revolutionary teach-
ings are rushing to gloat and proclaim, “the bankruptcy of Marxism.” 
Do not be so hasty to declare victory. The very “defeat” of Marxism 
as the practical leader of the movement has revealed its greatest tri-
umph as the “materialist interpreter” of history. As the ideology of the 
conscious section of the advanced class, Marxism has shown itself 
to be entirely subject to the basic law of development established by 
Marxist theory, which governs the evolution of all ideologies within 
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an anarchic, class-divided society. Under the influence of the historical 
situation, Marxist theory evolved in the consciousness of one part of the 
working class into the “social patriotism” of class collaboration. In the 
consciousness of a different part of the working class, it evolved into a 
rudimentary anarcho-Jacobin “communism.” But this differentiation is 
due precisely to the supremacy of “being” over “consciousness,” the material 
side of the historical process of development over ideology, a supremacy 
proclaimed by the teachings of Marx and Engels.

Only when the collective consciousness of the proletariat realizes the 
secret of its own misadventures during the present period of transition, 
only when it discovers for itself the historical reasons for yesterday’s 
downfall and the objective meaning of its current wanderings—only 
then will it find the means to overcome the contradictions of its current 
movement, the utopianism of its immediate goals, and the limitation 
of its methods.

5. A Step Backward

The rupture in tradition, the loss of faith by the masses in the old lead-
ers and the old organizations—this made it extremely easy to imbue 
the new revolutionary movement with those anarchistic ideological and 
psychological themes that now characterize it everywhere. The change 
in the social composition of the proletariat, the four-year school of war 
and the resulting degradation, coarsening, and “simplification” of the 
European spiritual physiognomy created fertile ground for the revival 
of ideas and methods thought to have been irrevocably outmoded.

The dominance of “consumer communism” over the intention to 
organize production on a collective basis—that is, disdain for the tasks 
of maintaining and ensuring the development of the forces of pro-
duction—can now be seen everywhere among the proletarian masses. 
That is a great evil, one that marks a decisive step backward in the 
social development of the proletariat, in the process of its formation 
into a class capable of leading society. One of the principal tasks of 
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Marxist social democracy is to combat this trend of the revolutionary 
movement—a trend that so obviously feeds Bolshevism. But, while 
combating it, one should not lose sight of the perspectives of historical 
development. We should not forget the ground on which the popular 
masses acquired this disregard for the development of the forces of pro-
duction. Over a four-year period, the ruling classes set about destroying 
the forces of production, destroying the accumulated social wealth, 
solving all the problems of maintaining economic life through the crude 
method of “plunder what has been plundered”—i.e., by requisitions, 
indemnities, confiscations, and forced labour imposed on the defeated.16 
Should we be astonished that, deprived of any political education for 
four years, the popular masses, when called upon to make history, began 
where the ruling classes left off? An examination of past revolutions 
makes it possible to assert that, in past centuries, extreme revolutionary 
parties also settled problems of economic policy with requisitions, con-
fiscations, and indemnities, borrowing these methods from the arsenal 
of the wars of their time.

For years on end, the capitalist classes recklessly destroyed the forces 
of production, squandered the accumulated wealth, and diverted the 
best workers from their productive labour. They reassured themselves 
that this temporary destruction of the national heritage and its sources 
would (in the event of victory) lead to such a flourishing of the national 
economy through the conquest of world hegemony, annexations, and 
the like, that all the sacrifices would be repaid a hundredfold. None of 
the statesmen of the imperialist coalitions could furnish any serious 
evidence to support this opinion. Similarly, none of them could pro-
vide any serious arguments against the obvious truth that the world 
war, with its gigantic expense and destruction, would inevitably throw 
the world economy (or at least that of Europe) a considerable degree 
backward. In the end, these statesmen, as well as the bourgeois masses, 
shrugged off all their doubts in the naive belief that “everything would 
turn out all right” and that the elements of economic development 
would somehow heal the wounds inflicted by the “creativity” of the 
imperialist classes.
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Is it any wonder that the working masses are also full of a similar 
unconscious faith when they try to radically improve their situation 
without taking into account the continuing destruction of the forces 
of production? The fatalism that overwhelmed the world bourgeoisie 
on the day it gave free rein to the monster of war in turn infected 
the popular masses. Insofar as they reflected on the consequences of 
anarchy, the masses also unconsciously hoped that the curve of histor-
ical development would end up leading them to their destination and 
that the complete victory of the working class over its opponents would, 
in and of itself, heal the wounds inflicted on the national economy by 
the struggle for this victory.

Insofar as this is so, the proletarian masses today stand only a little 
higher than the petit-bourgeois masses who made a revolution in Eng-
land in the seventeenth century and in France in the eighteenth.17 As 
then, the conscious struggle of these masses provides no guarantee that 
their efforts will result in the system to which they aspire, and not, in 
fact, in a completely different kind of system. This, of course, is a sad 
sign of retrogression within the workers’ movement. The whole his-
torical meaning of the immense work carried out by that movement 
since 1848 was to bring the conscious creativity of the proletariat in 
line with the laws of historical development that had been discovered, 
and thereby, for the first time in history, to ensure that the objective 
results of the revolutionary process were in line with the subjective aims 
pursued by the revolutionary class.18

Yes, it is a retrogression. But when this retrogression is denounced, 
and when right-wing socialists base their policy on denouncing it, we 
cannot forget that it was with their assistance that this retrogression was 
prepared. Where were they during the great war, when for the first time 
in history there was a need to teach humanity a lesson about respect 
for the forces of production? Did they not, tailing after the bourgeois 
patriots, convince the popular masses that by means of the systematic, 
intensive destruction of the [enemy country’s] forces of production, 
within a certain time it would be possible to create the conditions for 
an unprecedented flourishing of these same forces in their own country? 
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“Through unlimited destruction, toward development at the highest 
level”—did not this slogan of the world war become the slogan of world 
Bolshevism?

This culture of disdain for the future of the national economy and 
for the maintenance of the forces of production—a disdain cultivated 
with the assistance of the right-wing socialists—permeates the whole 
psychology of the society that lived through the world war. This is true 
to such an extent that the social groups that today most fanatically 
oppose Bolshevism in the name of safeguarding and reconstructing 
these forces of production proceed regularly to employ means that are 
just as destructive from the economic point of view as are the methods 
of Bolshevism itself. We can observe this in both Ukraine and the Volga 
region, where the bourgeoisie preferred to destroy food stockpiles, rail-
ways, warehouses of supplies, and factory equipment rather than see 
them pass into the hands of the Bolsheviks. And, during the “sabotage” 
at the end of 1917, we observed how the right wing of democracy could 
denounce the Bolshevik revolution for economic vandalism while com-
pletely ignoring the blows that the successes of this “sabotage” would 
have inevitably inflicted on the national economy, much more than they 
would have inflicted on Bolshevik rule.19

We are now witnessing the same thing in Germany. There is per-
haps no idea as popular in modern Germany as the idea that labour 
discipline is the only thing capable of saving the productive forces of 
the country. In the name of this idea, the bourgeois and right-wing 
socialist parties denounce the Spartacist elements of the proletariat 
for their tendency to provoke permanent strikes and to thus under-
mine any possibility of regular productive labour.20 Objectively, they 
are right: the German economy is in such a critical state that a “strike 
epidemic” could in itself lead to a catastrophe. But what is interest-
ing is that, when the bourgeoisie and the elements grouped around 
the right-wing socialists resist Bolshevism, it is increasingly by means 
of strikes. Recently, in the struggle against the Spartacist movement, 
“bourgeois strikes”—strikes of all the liberal professions as well as of 
state and local public servants—are becoming commonplace. All at 
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the same moment, doctors and other medical personnel leave their 
hospitals, railway employees suspend rail traffic.

And the reasons they advance to justify these actions! Here in one 
of the eastern cities, the soldiers’ council [soviet] decides to disarm a 
division whose mood it considers counter-revolutionary. An assembly 
of representatives of the bourgeois professions finds that the division 
has furnished proof of its loyalty to the republic. They protest against 
the disarmament as constituting a weakening of the eastern front in 
the face of a possible invasion by the Russian Bolsheviks. As a result of 
this, they decide to proclaim a strike until the Council [Soviet] annuls 
the decision. Cases of this kind are not uncommon.21

Obviously it was not Bolshevism—i.e., the “extremist” current of the 
far-left-wing tendency of the class movement of the proletariat—which 
gave rise to the triumph of the “consumerist” point of view over the 
“productivist” one. It was not Bolshevism that caused the neglect of the 
development of the forces of production and the consumption of the 
surplus economic wealth accumulated from past production. On the 
contrary, the growth of this tendency of the proletariat’s class move-
ment, so clearly opposed to the very spirit of Marxist socialism, is the 
consequence of the disease with which capitalist society was afflicted 
from the moment it was hit by the crisis. Historians of the future 
will therefore see the triumph of Bolshevik doctrines in the workers’ 
movement of the advanced countries, not as a sign of an excess of revo-
lutionary consciousness, but as proof of the proletariat’s insufficient 
emancipation from the psychological atmosphere of bourgeois society.

It is for this reason that a policy that seeks to cure society of the 
economic vandalism of Bolshevism through an alliance with or capitu-
lation to the bourgeoisie is a policy that is fundamentally false. We have 
seen in Russia—in Ukraine, in Siberia—that, after having defeated 
the Bolsheviks by force of arms, the bourgeoisie has been unable to 
put an end to the economic devastation. In Europe, we are already 
seeing that, if it succeeds in defeating the proletarian revolution—in 
spite of all “League of Nations” labels—the bourgeoisie will construct 
such a system of international relations, such a body of armour on the 
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economic organism, such customs barriers, that the national economy 
will be condemned to reconstitute itself on the volcano of new armed 
conflicts, threatening even greater devastation than that which the 
world has just experienced. In these conditions, it is more than doubt-
ful that the world bourgeoisie will be able to bring Europe back to the 
level of economic development from which it was toppled by the war. 
Either the victory of reason over chaos within the framework of the 
proletarian revolution or economic and cultural regression for a fairly 
long period: there can be no other outcome from the present situation.

Typical of the movement whose ideology is world Bolshevism is a 
disregard for the production apparatus bequeathed from the old society. 
Accompanying this is a similar disdain for the intellectual culture of 
the old society, a readiness in the revolutionary process to ignore the 
positive elements of this culture. Here, too, the masses, now entering 
the historical arena as creators of the revolution, stand an entire stage 
below those masses that represented the core of the class movement 
of the proletariat in the previous peaceful era. And here, too, there can 
be no doubt that this retrogression must be entirely attributed to the 
influence of the four-year war.

In 1794, on the occasion of the execution of Lavoisier, the 
sans-culottes of Paris were already saying, “The Republic does not 
need scientists!” Robespierre, supporting the choice of [ Jean-Paul] 
Marat over the English materialist philosopher [ Joseph] Priestley as 
the Paris delegate to the National Convention, declared that there were 
“too many philosophers” in the representative assemblies.22 Modern 
sans-culottism in its communist sense is not so far removed from these 
examples in its attitude to the scientific heritage bequeathed by bour-
geois society. But then again, it is only “scribes and Pharisees” who can 
be outraged by this and not remember the militarism whose orgies 
only yesterday they celebrated, before which they bowed down, or to 
which they cowardly surrendered. Need it be recalled that militarism 
hardly treated science and philosophy any better, and that it is they who 
cultivated the contempt for science and philosophy among the popular 
masses who are now trying to make history. If German and French 
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militarism pitilessly sent professors and scientists to dig trenches and 
to contribute their clerical labour to the great cause of the “defence of 
the fatherland” without worrying about the temporary decline in the 
country’s intellectual productivity, what right have we to be indignant 
if, in an identical spirit of irrational waste, professors and scientists are 
used to clean cesspools or dig graves for the dead?

To the people who were indignant over the German troops’ destruc-
tion of the marvellous Reims Cathedral, Bernard Shaw sarcastically 
said, “You cannot have both a ‘beautiful’ war and beautiful monuments 
of art.” A. V. Lunacharsky came to the same conclusion on his own—
that one cannot keep in one’s heart the cult of “beautiful” civil war and 
care for the beautiful Basil the Blessed.23

The best people of the European bourgeoisie—the Norman Angells 
and Romain Rollands—warned the old society against the devastating 
consequences, for economic and intellectual culture, of an imperialist 
war.24 They were ridiculed by rabid gangs of bourgeois chauvinists or 
even denounced as backstabbers and traitors. A society intoxicated by 
patriotism gloated at their isolation. Is it any wonder that the “patri-
ots” of the revolutionary element see Kautsky and the like—with their 
appeals to the proletariat to adopt a careful attitude to the economic 
and cultural resources that have escaped the catastrophe—as ridiculous 
pedants? Intoxicated by their successes, the most ardent [of the revolu-
tionary patriots] deem the most frank to be “backstabbers and traitors.”

“You wanted it, you wanted it, George Dandin. [. . . You got just what 
you deserve].”25 In 1914–15, the bourgeoisie proved its still inexhaustible 
power of influence over the working class. It showed that the intellectual 
world of the proletariat was still subordinate to it. Today, the bourgeoi-
sie is up against a working class that is itself shaped by four years of 
“wartime” education that led to the degeneration of a proletarian culture 
that had been developed over long decades of class struggle.

There was fertile soil within the working masses of the advanced 
capitalist countries for the new heyday of the unsophisticated 
[pre-Marxist] communist ideas of equal distribution that prevailed 
in the labour movement at the beginning of its development. That is 
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precisely why, at this stage of the revolution, the role of inspirer and 
hegemon of the revolution could be assumed by the country where the 
roots of this simplistic conception of socialism go deep into the soil of 
primary accumulation and primordial social relations untouched by 
capitalist culture.

Imperialism brought western Europe back to the economic and cul-
tural level of the European East. Should it be a surprise that the latter 
is now imposing its ideological forms on the revolutionized masses 
of the West? World Bolshevism, which the European bourgeois and 
social-nationalists regard with apocalyptic horror, is perhaps the first 
gift from the East to triumphant imperialism of the West, a gift of 
revenge for the devastation and arrested economic development caused 
by the West.
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II.  

The Ideology of “Sovietism”

6. The Mysticism of the Soviet System

The political ideology of that part of the contemporary social- 
revolutionary movement that has taken on the colouring of Bolshevism 
recognizes only soviets as the form of political organization by which 
the social emancipation of the proletariat can take place.

The soviet state structure, leading to the gradual abolition of the 
state as an apparatus of social coercion, from this point of view appears 
to be the historically conditioned product of a lengthy social develop-
ment, a social form growing out of the class contradictions of capitalism 
when these have become acute at the highest imperialistic stage of its 
development. As the most suitable form for the class dictatorship of 
the proletariat, the soviet structure is seen as the most perfect form of 
genuine democracy, one that corresponds to the stage of development 
of society when the old bourgeois democracy has completely exhausted 
itself.

However, every perfection has a dangerous characteristic. That part 
of humanity untroubled by critical reasoning, completely disregarding 
the nuances of “grey [drab] theory,” becomes impatient to adopt perfec-
tion, without taking note that the perfection in question is supposed 
to be based on particular historical prerequisites. The metaphysical 
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thinking of the common masses has absolutely no regard for the dialect-
ical negation of the absolute. It does not know the category of relativity. 
Once the true, authentic, and perfect form of social life has at last been 
discovered, it insists on making this perfect form a reality.

And we see how this “perfection”—the soviet form of democracy—
turns out, contrary to theory, to be suitable for all peoples and societies, 
no matter their stage of social development. All that is necessary is that 
the people concerned should desire to modify the structure of the state 
system under which they are suffering. The soviet form of organization 
becomes the political slogan for the proletariat of the most developed 
industrial countries—the United States, England, Germany—as well 
as for overwhelmingly agricultural Hungary, peasant Bulgaria, and for 
Russia, where agriculture is just emerging from the stage of subsistence.

But the universal efficacy of the soviet form of organization does 
not end there. Communist publicists write seriously of soviet overturns 
emerging in Asiatic Turkey, among the Egyptian fellahin, and in the 
pampas and grasslands of South America. In Korea, the founding of a 
soviet republic is apparently only a matter of time, while in India, China, 
and Persia the soviet idea is apparently advancing with the speed of an 
express train. As for the Bashkirs, Kyrgyz, and Turkmen of Turkestan 
and the mountain dwellers of Dagestan, it is well-known that the soviet 
system has already been grafted onto the primordial, undeveloped con-
ditions of their social lives.

Contrary to Marxist theory, which originally provided its justi-
fication, the soviet form of organization turns out to be a universal 
state form that can solve any problems and contradictions of social 
development, not only those of highly developed capitalism, charac-
terized by extreme intra-national antagonisms between the proletariat 
and the bourgeoisie. In theory, peoples entering into soviet statehood 
are expected to have in fact, or at least in their thinking, passed through 
the stage of bourgeois democracy. They are expected to have freed 
themselves from a number of illusions: parliamentarism, the need 
for the “four-tails” [universal, direct, equal, and secret] of suffrage, 
the need for freedom of the press, etc.1 Only then can they know the 
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supreme perfection of soviet statehood. In practice, however, peoples 
skip through all the stages, possessed by the metaphysical negation of 
any relatively progressive categories. Kyrgyz nomads, Brazilian shep-
herds, and Egyptian fellahin resolve: “[But let your communication be] 
Yea, yea; Nay, nay: for whatsoever is more than these cometh of social 
betrayal.”2 If soviets are the perfect form of the state, if they are the key 
to the destruction of social inequality and poverty, then who would 
willingly put on the yoke of less perfect forms so that, through painful 
practice, they could learn their contradictions? Having tasted the sweet, 
who would wish to taste the bitter?3

In February 1918, at Brest-Litovsk, Trotsky and [Lev] Kamenev, 
with great tenacity, defended the principle of self-determination of 
peoples.4 They demanded from victorious Germany that this prin-
ciple be applied—through universal and equal suffrage—in Poland, 
Lithuania, and Latvia. The relative historic value of democracy was 
still recognized at that time. A year later, however, at the congress of 
the Russian Communist Party, the intrepid [Nikolai] Bukharin was 
already demanding that the principle of “self-determination of peoples” 
be replaced with the principle of “self-determination of the working 
classes.”5 Vladimir Lenin succeeded in maintaining the principle of 
self-determination—for underdeveloped peoples—just as some phil-
osophers who, not wanting to quarrel with the church, would limit the 
scope of their materialist teachings to animals deprived of the benefits 
of divine grace. The Communist congress refused to follow Bukharin, 
not because of doctrinal hesitations, but because of considerations of 
a diplomatic nature, considerations that were expressed by Lenin: it 
was thought unwise to alienate from the Communist International 
the Hindus, Persians, and other peoples who, as yet deprived of grace, 
were in a situation of nationwide struggle against the foreign oppressor. 
In essence, of course, the Communists were in full agreement with 
Bukharin. Having tasted the sweet, who would offer their neighbour 
the bitter?

When the Turkish consul in Odessa put out an unsubstantiated 
story about the triumph of a soviet revolution in the Ottoman 
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Empire, not one Russian newspaper refused to take seriously this 
obvious canard. Not a single publication expressed the slightest skep-
ticism concerning the ability of the brave Turks to jump over the 
stages of self-determination, the “four-tails” [universal, direct, equal, 
and secret] of suffrage, bourgeois parliamentarism, etc. The hoax was 
completely successful.

Because mysticism provides a breeding ground for hoaxes. The very 
concept of a political form that, by virtue of its particular character, can 
surmount all economic, social, and national contradictions, in the midst 
of which advances the revolution, generated by the world war—this is 
nothing less than mystical.

The congress of the Independent Social Democratic Party of Ger-
many at Leipzig, where its members puzzled over how to reconcile “All 
power to the soviets!” with the foundations of a democratic system and 
with the traditional ideas of social democracy concerning the political 
forms of the socialist revolution, showed once again how profoundly 
today’s popular idea—that of “All power to the soviets!”—is imbued 
with social mysticism.

The mystery escapes the understanding of the revolution’s true 
believers with the same persistence that the mystery of the immaculate 
conception escapes the understanding of the Christian faithful.

Sometimes it escapes the understanding of its own creator. We got 
the news that the soviet idea had triumphed in Hungary. It seemed, at 
first, that everything had been done “according to the ritual.” But one 
essential detail was missing. It was reported that the Hungarian “soviet” 
did not come into being as a result of a civil war within the Hungarian 
proletariat (we shall see later how important this detail is). It was, on 
the contrary, the product of the unity of the Hungarian proletariat. In 
a telegram, the complete text of which appeared in the foreign press, 
an astonished Lenin asked [Hungarian Communist leader] Béla Kun: 
“What proof do you have that your revolution is truly communist, and 
not merely socialist, that is to say (!) a revolution of social-traitors?”6

Béla Kun’s reply, published in the Russian press, was evasive and 
betrayed some embarrassment. He reported that power rested in 
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the hands of a group of five persons—two Communists, two Social 
Democrats, and “the fifth in the same category as your Lunacharsky.” 
The mystery had grown deeper.

As a result of the extreme class antagonism between the proletariat 
and the bourgeoisie, the proletariat overthrows the highest forms of 
democratic statehood. The proletariat creates thereby a political form 
that is the specific expression of the dictatorship of the proletariat. 
This is the starting point of the “soviet idea.” But the final point in the 
development of the “soviet idea” is that it is a political form universally 
applicable to all sorts of social upheavals, a political form that embraces 
all the diverse content of the revolutionary movements of the twentieth 
century.

In this dialectical contradiction, the mystery of “sovietism” is 
revealed, a mystery before which dogmatic political thinking on both 
the Left and the Right is powerless.

7. Dictatorship of a Minority

The mechanism by which people’s revolutions unfolded in the pre-
ceding historical period had the following characteristics. The active 
factors in the social upheavals were minorities of those social classes in 
whose interest the various phases of the revolution were carried out. 
These minorities made use of the vague discontent and sporadic explo-
sions of anger arising among the dispersed masses of their respective 
classes, carrying the masses along the path of overturning the old social 
relations. At the same time, these active minorities made efforts to over-
come the inertia [of the majority] through the concentrated energy [of 
the active minority] and, sometimes successfully, to crush the passive 
resistance of these same masses when the latter refused to move forward 
toward the broadening and deepening of the revolution. A dictator-
ship of an active revolutionary minority, a dictatorship that sometimes 
took on a terrorist character, was the natural result of the situation 
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bequeathed by the old social order to the broad masses of the people, 
now called on by the revolution to actively make their own history.

Where the active revolutionary minority was not able to organize 
such a dictatorship or maintain it for some time, as was the case in 
Germany, Austria, and France in 1848, we observed the incompleteness 
of the revolutionary process, the incompleteness of the revolutions.

As Engels put it, the revolutions of the previous historical period 
were the work of conscious minorities exploiting the spontaneous out-
rage of majorities lacking consciousness.

Of course, the word “conscious” should be understood here in a 
relative sense. It was a question of pursuing certain political and social 
goals, however contradictory and utopian they may have been. The 
ideology guiding the Jacobins in 1793–94 was completely imbued with 
utopianism. It cannot be considered to have been the product of an 
awareness of the objective process of historical development. But in 
relation to the mass of peasants, small producers, and workers in whose 
name they demolished the Old Regime, the Jacobins represented a 
conscious vanguard whose destructive work was subordinate to definite 
positive objectives.

In the 1890s, Engels arrived at the conclusion that the epoch of revo-
lutions effected by masses lacking consciousness under the leadership 
of conscious minorities had closed forever. From now on, he believed, 
revolution would be prepared by decades of political, organizational, 
and cultural work by socialist parties and would be carried out actively 
and consciously by the interested masses themselves.

Without question, this idea of Engels’s was assimilated by the great 
majority of modern socialists—assimilated to such an extent that the 
slogan “All power to the soviets!” was originally launched as an answer 
to the question: During the revolutionary period, how does one ensure 
the most active, conscious, and self-active [samodeiatel’ni] participation 
of the masses themselves in all the processes of social creativity?

Read Lenin’s articles and speeches of 1917 and you will discover this 
basic motif: “All power to the soviets!” means . . .
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• the direct, self-active [samodeiatel’ni] participation of the masses 
in the whole process of managing production and public affairs;

• the obliteration of all forms of mediation between those who 
govern and those who are governed, the obliteration of all social 
hierarchy;

• the maximum possible erasure of the boundaries between legis-
lative and executive powers, between the apparatus of production 
and the apparatus of administration, between the national state 
machinery and the machinery of local self-government;

• the maximum freedom of action for the masses with a minimum 
of autonomy for their elected representatives;

• the complete abolition of all bureaucracy.

Parliamentarism was repudiated not only as the arena where two 
enemy classes collaborate politically and engage in “peaceful” combat, 
but also as a mechanism of public administration. And this repudiation 
was motivated, above all, by the contradiction that arises between this 
mechanism and the unlimited revolutionary self-activity [samodeia-
tel’nost] of the masses and their direct participation in government and 
production.

In August 1917, Lenin wrote:

The workers, having conquered political power, will smash the old 
bureaucratic apparatus, tear it down to its foundations, leaving no 
stone unturned, and replace it with a new one, consisting of the same 
workers and salaried employees, against whose transformation into 
bureaucrats immediate measures will be taken that were specified in 
detail by Marx and Engels: (1) not only election, but also recall at 
any time; (2) pay not to exceed that of a worker’s wage; (3) immedi-
ate transition to ensuring that everyone performs the functions of 
control and supervision, so that everyone becomes a bureaucrat for a 
time and that, therefore, no one may become [an actual] bureaucrat.
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“Since the majority of the people suppress their oppressors,” he 
writes, “a ‘special force’ for suppression is no longer necessary. . . . Instead 
of the special institutions of a privileged minority (privileged bureau-
cracy, commanders of the standing army), the majority can directly 
fulfil all these functions, and the more the functions of state power 
are performed by the people as a whole, the less need there is for the 
existence of this power.”7

Elsewhere, he wrote of the “substitution of a [universal] people’s mil-
itia for the police” as well as proposing that “judges and other officials, 
both civil and military . . . be elected by the people with the right to 
recall any of them at any time by decision of a majority of their elec-
tors.”8 He wrote of “workers’ control” in its original sense, and of the 
direct participation of the people in the courts, not only in the form 
of a jury trial but also in the form of abolishing specialized prosecu-
tors and defence counsels and by deciding questions of guilt through 
[the vote of ] all present. That is how the overcoming of old bourgeois 
democracy through the soviet system was interpreted in theory—and 
sometimes in practice.

The first constitution, which was adopted at the Third Congress of 
Soviets on the initiative of V. Trutovskii, implemented the conception 
of “All power to the soviets!” when it gave comprehensive authority 
to the volost’ soviet within the volost’ [subdistrict or county], to the 
uezd soviet within the uezd [district], and to the guberniia soviet within 
the guberniia [province], while the coordinating functions of each of 
the higher soviet organs were limited exclusively to settling differences 
among the bodies/organs subordinated to it.9

Anticipating the objection that such extreme federalism might 
undermine national unity, Lenin wrote in The State and Revolution, 
the same pamphlet cited earlier:

Only those who are imbued a with petit-bourgeois superstitious 
faith in the state can assume that the destruction of the bourgeois 
state machine means the destruction of centralism! Now if the 
proletariat and the poor peasants take state power into their own 
hands, organize themselves quite freely in communes, and unite all the 
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communes in striking at capital, in crushing the resistance of the 
capitalists, in transferring the privately owned railways, factories, 
land, and everything else to the entire nation, to the whole of society, 
won’t that be centralism?10

Reality has cruelly shattered all these illusions. The “soviet state” 
has not established the practice of either election or recall of public 
officials and commanding staff. It has not abolished the professional 
police. It has not dissolved the courts into the direct law-making of 
the masses. It has not done away with social hierarchy in production. 
It has not destroyed the coercive power of the [national] state over the 
individual communes. On the contrary, in its development the soviet 
state displays the opposite tendency. In its behaviour, it displays a ten-
dency toward intensified centralism of the state, a tendency toward 
the utmost possible strengthening of the principles of hierarchy and 
coercion. It displays a tendency toward the development of an entire 
specialized apparatus of repression. It displays a tendency toward 
greater independence of elective bodies from the control of the electoral 
masses. It displays a tendency toward total freedom of the executive 
organs from the representative institutions that appoint them. The 
“power of the soviets” has been realized in life as “Soviet Power,” a power 
that originated in the soviets but has steadily become independent from 
the soviets.

We must assume that the Russian ideologists of the system have not 
abandoned their idea that a stateless social order should be the goal of 
the revolution. But as they see matters now, the road to this stateless 
social order no longer lies in the progressive “withering away” of the 
functions and institutions forged in the process of the development 
of the bourgeois state, as they said they had imagined in 1917. Now it 
appears that the road to this stateless social order lies in the expansion 
of these functions and in the revival, in an altered form, of many of 
the state institutions typical of the bourgeois era. They continue to 
reject democratic parliamentarism; however, they no longer reject along 
with it those instruments of state power to which parliamentarism is 
a partial counterbalance within bourgeois society: a counterbalance to 
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the bureaucracy, the police, the standing army with a command staff 
independent of the soldiers, courts that are beyond the control of the 
community, and so on.

The transitional revolutionary state, according to theory, in contrast 
to the bourgeois state, should be an organ for the “coercion of the min-
ority by the majority”—an organ of majority rule [vlast]. In reality, it 
turned out to be the same organ of minority rule [vlast] (of a different 
minority, of course).

Realization of this fact leads to an open or covert replacement of 
the power of the soviets [councils] with the power of a particular party. 
Little by little, the party becomes the principal state institution, the core 
of the entire system of the “republic of soviets [councils].”

The evolution accomplished by the idea of the “soviet state” in Russia 
sheds light on the psychological roots of the emergence of this idea in 
other countries, where the revolutionary process of today is as yet in 
its initial phase.

The “soviet system” turns out to be a means of putting in place and 
maintaining in power a revolutionary minority that seeks to defend 
those interests of the majority that the latter either has not recognized 
as its own or has not recognized as its own sufficiently so as to defend 
them with maximum energy and determination.

That this is so, is demonstrated by the fact that in many countries—
as also happened in Russia—the idea of “Soviet Power” is used against 
the existing, real soviets [councils] that were created during the first 
manifestations of the revolution. It is thus directed, first and foremost, 
against the majority of the working class and against the political ten-
dencies that dominated within the proletariat at the beginning of the 
revolution. Thus, the idea of “Soviet Power”—in terms of its actual 
political content—becomes an alias for the dictatorship of an extreme 
minority of the proletariat.

This is so true that when the failure of 3 July 1917 [the so-called 
July Days] demonstrated the stubborn resistance of the soviets to the 
onslaught of Bolshevism, Lenin disclosed the [truth about the] alias 
in his pamphlet On Slogans and proclaimed that the slogan “All power 
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to the soviets!” was henceforth out of date and had to be replaced with 
the slogan “All power to the Bolshevik Party.”11

But this “materialization” of the symbol, this disclosure of its true 
content, proved to be only a moment in revolutionary development, one 
that continued to take place under the sign of the “mystical” idea of the 
perfect political form, “at last discovered,” a political form possessing 
the capacity to reveal the social essence of the proletarian revolution.12

Power held by the minority of a given class (or an alliance [of 
classes]) organized into a party in the name of the real interests of the 
class (or classes), is in no way something new, arising from antagonisms 
of the most recent phase of capitalism, fundamentally distinguishing 
the new revolutions from the old ones. On the contrary, the dictatorship 
by such a minority is something common to both, that makes today’s 
revolution similar to those of the preceding historical period. If rule 
by a minority is the basic principle of the governmental mechanism 
in question, it is of little importance that—due to historical circum-
stances—this principle has assumed the form of soviets.

Indeed. The events of 1792–94 in France offer an example of a revo-
lution that was realized by means of a minority dictatorship in the form 
of the dictatorship of the Jacobin party. The Jacobin party embraced the 
most active, the most “left-leaning,” elements of the petite bourgeoisie, 
the proletariat, the declassed intelligentsia, and the lumpen proletariat. 
It exercised its dictatorship through a network of various institutions: 
communes, sections, clubs, and revolutionary committees. In this net-
work, informal organizations established by workers in industry, of a 
type similar to our workers’ soviets, were completely absent. Otherwise, 
however, among the network of institutions that implement the dicta-
torship of the minority, we see institutions that are similar to those of 
the Jacobin dictatorship. The party cells of today differ in no way from 
the Jacobin Clubs. The revolutionary committees of 1794 and 1919 are 
entirely alike. Today’s komitety bednoty [committees of the poor peas-
ants] are analogous to the committees and clubs on which the Jacobin 
dictatorship based itself in the villages, building them mainly among the 
poor elements.13 Workers’ soviets, factory committees, and trade-union 
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centres leave their mark on the revolutions of our time, giving them 
their specific character. This, of course, reflects the influence that the 
proletariat in heavy industry now has on the content and course of the 
revolution. Nevertheless, such specifically class-based organizations, 
such purely proletarian formations, having grown from a modern indus-
trial milieu, serve as the mechanical instruments for the dictatorship 
of a certain party minority, much as did the auxiliaries of the Jacobin 
dictatorship in 1792–94, though with completely different roots.

In the specific conditions of contemporary Russia, this party dicta-
torship primarily reflects the interests and sentiments of the proletarian 
sections of the population. This will be even more the case when soviet 
soviet power is consolidated in the more advanced industrial countries. 
But the decisive factor is not the nature of the soviets or their connec-
tions to industrial units. After 3 July 1917, we saw that Lenin envisaged 
the direct dictatorship of the Bolshevik Party, thereby bypassing the 
soviets. We see now that in some places such a dictatorship is fully real-
ized through the channel of revolutionary committees and party cells. 
All of this does not prevent it from retaining the strongest connection 
with the proletariat, in class terms reflecting above all the interests and 
aspirations of the urban working class.

On the other hand, as an organizational form, the soviets can be 
filled with a different class content, since soviets of soldiers and peas-
ants appear on the stage alongside the workers’ soviets. Accordingly, in 
countries that are economically less developed than Russia, the Soviet 
Power may represent something other than the proletariat. It may rep-
resent the party dictatorship of a section of the peasantry, or other 
non-proletarian section of the population. This is the solution to the 
mystery of the “soviet system.” A form derived from the specific features 
of a working-class movement corresponding to the highest develop-
ment of capitalism proves equally suitable for countries without either 
large-scale capitalist production or a powerful domestic bourgeoisie, or 
a proletariat that has gone through the school of the class struggle—it 
is suitable for Egypt, for Yugoslavia, for Brazil, even for Korea.
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In other words, in the developed countries, the proletariat has 
recourse to a soviet form of dictatorship from the moment its movement 
toward a social revolution encounters the impossibility of exercising its 
power except in the form of the dictatorship of a minority, a minority 
within the proletariat itself.

The theory of the “form at last discovered,” the theory of the political 
form that, while belonging to the specific conditions of the imperialist 
phase of capitalism, is the only form that can realize the social emanci-
pation of the proletariat, constitutes the historically necessary illusion 
through which the revolutionary segment of the proletariat renoun-
ces its belief in its ability to lead the majority of the population of 
the country and resurrects the forms of the Jacobin dictatorship of a 
minority, created by the bourgeois revolution of the eighteenth cen-
tury—a revolutionary method that had been rejected by the working 
class to the extent that it had freed itself from the spiritual heritage of 
petit-bourgeois revolutionism. As soon as the soviet system has played 
its role as an alias under the cover of which the Jacobin and Blanquist 
idea of a minority dictatorship is reborn in the ranks of the proletar-
iat, then the soviet system acquires a universal character, universally 
applicable to any kind of revolutionary upheaval.14 All specific content 
associated with a definite phase of capitalist development is necessarily 
eliminated. The soviet system now becomes a universal form of revolu-
tion, supposedly suitable to any revolution regardless of political divisions, 
inactivity, and lack of internal cohesion among the masses, provided only 
that the bases of the old regime have been radically undermined through the 
course of historical development.

8. Dictatorship over the Proletariat

So, the secret of the triumph of the [idea of the] “soviet system” in 
the consciousness of the agitated proletarian masses of Europe lies in 
the loss of faith—by these revolutionary masses—in their ability to 
directly lead the majority of the people on the road to socialism. Since 
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this popular majority, currently opposing socialism either actively or 
passively—or as yet continuing to follow parties that reject socialism—
includes significant strata of the proletariat, the principle of the “soviet 
system” implies not only the rejection of democracy in the framework 
of the nation but also its elimination within the working class itself.

In theory, soviet rule does not abolish democracy, but only limits 
its scope to the working class and the “poorest peasantry.” After all, 
the essence of democracy is not expressed—either exclusively or in 
principle—by absolute universal suffrage. The “universal” suffrage that 
we managed to win in the most advanced bourgeois countries before 
the Russian Revolution excluded women, the military, and sometimes 
young people up to the age of twenty-five. These exceptions did not 
render undemocratic these countries’ systems, as long as among those 
called on to exercise the people’s sovereignty, there existed a degree of 
democracy consistent with the preservation of the capitalist founda-
tions of the social system.

For this reason, excluding from the circle of voters all bourgeois, 
rentiers, those who use hired labour, and even members of the liberal 
professions—something Plekhanov famously accepted for the period 
of the dictatorship of the proletariat—does not in itself make the 
soviet system something absolutely opposed to democracy.15 On the 
contrary, such exceptions are entirely compatible with the develop-
ment of other, no less significant principles of democracy. In spite of 
the limitation of electoral rights, this system is still a “more perfect 
democracy” than all the democratic regimes we have known to date, 
which have been based on the social domination of the [subordinate 
classes by the] bourgeoisie.

The exclusion of the bourgeois minority from participation in state 
power may be (as we think) both useless from the point of view of con-
solidating the power of the majority and directly harmful, since it leads 
to an impoverishment of the process through which the social content 
of the popular will is expressed in the electoral struggle.16 But that alone 
does not eradicate the democratic character of the soviet system.
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That democratic character is eradicated when the basic features of 
democracy are suppressed in the relations between citizens who stand 
inside the privileged circle, designated as the bearers of state power.

[Consider the following:]

• Absolute subordination of the executive apparatus to popular 
representation (even though, in the case of the soviets, popular 
representation does not include all citizens).

• The right to elect and recall the administration, judges, the 
police. Democracy within the army.

• The control and open, public character of all administrative acts.

• Freedom to form voluntary groupings of citizens (though 
this may mean freedom only for the “privileged,” in the 
above-mentioned sense of the term).

• Inviolability of citizens’ individual and collective rights and pro-
tection from any abuses on the part of any individuals in power 
or official institutions.

• Freedom of citizens to discuss all matters of state. The right of 
citizens to freely exert pressure on the governmental mechanism, 
etc., etc.

These are the integral features of a democratic regime, no matter how 
limited the circle of citizens to whom they apply. (After all, we have 
historical examples of democratic republics of slaveholders—Athens, 
for example.)

The theoreticians of the soviet system have never rejected these fea-
tures of democracy as applicable to the internal system of the soviets. 
On the contrary, they argued that, given the restricted electoral base of 
the soviets, these principles would develop as they never could on the 
broader electoral base of capitalist democracies. Let us recall Lenin’s 
promise about the participation of all working people in government, of 
all soldiers in the election of officers, and the abolition of all police and 
of all bureaucracy. The rejection of all democratism within the soviet 
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system presupposes a recognition by those sections of the proletariat 
advocating such a rejection that either the working class forms a min-
ority in a population that is hostile to it, or that it is deeply divided into 
factions fighting among themselves for power—or both.

In all these cases, the true essence of the popularity of the soviet 
system is found in the desire to ensure that the will of a certain revo-
lutionary minority prevails, by suppressing the will of all other groups 
of the population, including proletarian groups.

Describing the fascination with the idea of the soviets that swept 
through the Swiss proletariat, Charles Naine, the well-known Swiss 
socialist, writes:

At the beginning of 1918, there was genuine excitement. In Switzer-
land, without delay, soviets of worker, soldier and peasant deputies 
had to be formed, and a red guard established. It was up to the 
conscious minority to impose its will on the majority, by brute 
force if necessary. The great mass of workers was in such economic 
bondage, it was impossible for them to liberate themselves through 
their own efforts. Moreover, educated and trained by their masters, 
they were incapable of understanding their real interests. It was up 
to the conscious minority to free the masses from this tutelage. Only 
then would the masses be able to understand. Scientific socialism 
being the truth itself, the minority possessing the knowledge of this 
truth had a duty to impose it on the masses. Parliament is nothing 
more than an obstacle, an instrument of reaction. The bourgeois 
press, which poisons the minds of the people, must be suppressed, or 
at least muzzled. Freedom and democracy can only be revived later, 
after the socialist dictators have transformed the regime. Then the 
citizens will be able to form a true democracy, because they will be 
freed from the economic regime that oppresses them and keeps them 
from manifesting their true will.17

One has to be a hypocrite or completely oblivious not to see that 
Charles Naine has presented here, freed from verbal adornments, the 
true ideology of Bolshevism. It has been assimilated in this form by 
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the masses in our country [Russia], Germany, Hungary—wherever 
the Bolshevik movement has made its appearance.

Verbal adornments do not always help to obscure this essence of 
the matter. Take, for example, the article by P. Orlovskii18 in Pravda, 
no. 101, 13 May 1919, entitled “The Communist International and the 
World Soviet Republic.” The author, in his own words, deals with “the 
very essence of the matter”—that is, with the soviet system. “The soviet 
system,” he writes, “in itself means only the participation of the masses 
in public administration, but it does not assure them either dominance 
or even preponderant influence.”19

In this tirade, if we substitute the words “parliamentary democracy” 
for the words “soviet system,” we get the same elementary truth as the 
one expressed by Orlovskii. After all, while democratic parliamentar-
ism, implemented consistently, ensures the participation of the masses 
in public administration, it does not in itself guarantee their political 
dominance.

What conclusion does Orlovskii draw from this?
“Only,” he says, “when actual state power in the soviet system passes 

into the hands of the Communists, that is to say the party of the work-
ing class, will workers and the exploited not merely obtain access to 
state power, but also have an opportunity to rebuild the state on new 
principles that meet their needs,” and so on.

In other words, the soviet system is good only insofar as it is in the 
hands of the Communists. For:

As soon as the bourgeoisie succeeds in getting its hands on the 
soviets (as was the case in Russia under Kerensky and now—in 
1919—in Germany), it will use them to fight against the revolution-
ary workers and peasants, just as the tsars used the soldiers, who 
came from the people, to oppress the people. Therefore, soviets can 
fulfil a revolutionary role—that is, to free the working masses—
only when the Communists play the leading role. And for the same 
reason, the growth of soviet institutions in other countries is a revo-
lutionary phenomenon in the proletarian sense—not merely in the 
petit-bourgeois sense—only when this growth goes hand in hand 
with the triumph of communism.20
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It is impossible to express it more clearly. The “soviet system” is 
the scaffolding by which “state power passes into the hands of the 
Communists.” The scaffolding is removed as soon as it has fulfilled its 
historic mission. While never spoken out loud, this is, in fact, what is 
done in real life.

At the same time, the premise is always: “The Communist Party, 
that is to say, the party of the working class.” Not one of their parties, 
nor even the most advanced party best representing the general class 
interests of the proletariat, but the only truly working-class party.

Orlovskii’s idea is well-illustrated in the resolutions adopted by the 
Communist conference at Kashin, published in Pravda, no. 3, 1919:

The middle peasants may be admitted (!) to power, even when they 
do not belong to the party, if they accept the soviet platform—with 
the reservation that the leading and dominant role in the soviets 
must remain with the party of the proletariat. It is to be seen as 
totally unacceptable and dangerous to leave the soviets entirely in the 
hands of the non-party middle peasantry. That would expose all the 
achievements of the proletarian revolution to the danger of complete 
destruction at a moment when the decisive and final struggle with 
international reaction is taking place.21

To be sure, the Communists at Kashin reveal the secret meaning 
of “dictatorship” only insofar as it is applied to the peasantry. But, as 
everyone knows, the question of the dictatorship of the “middle worker” 
(there is such a term) is solved in the same manner. This is precisely the 
essence of “worker and peasant” power and not merely workers’ power.

No doubt, what originally made “sovietism” so attractive to socialists 
was their utmost confidence in the collective intelligence of the work-
ing class, their confidence in the workers’ ability to attain, by means 
of their dictatorship over the bourgeoisie, a condition of complete 
self-governance, without the shadow of tutelage by a minority. The first 
enthusiasm for the soviet system was an enthusiasm for escaping the 
framework of a hierarchically organized state.
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In the eloquent report presented by Ernest Däumig (Left Independ-
ent)22 at the first Pan-German Congress of Councils (16–21 December 
1918), we read:

The current German revolution has damnably little confidence in 
its own strength. Naturally, the spirit of military subservience and 
passive obedience still weighs heavily on it, a legacy of centuries. This 
spirit cannot be killed by electoral struggle or by election leaflets 
distributed among the masses every two or three years. It can only 
be killed by a sincere and powerful effort to maintain the German 
people in a condition of permanent political activity. And this can 
only be accomplished in the soviet [council] system. We must 
finish, once and for all, with all the old administrative machinery of 
the empire, of the individual [German] states and municipalities. 
Self-governance, instead of governance from above, should more and 
more become the aim of the German people.

And at the same congress, the Spartacist Heckert declared:

The Constituent Assembly will be a reactionary institution even if it 
has a socialist majority, precisely because the German people are a 
completely apolitical people who want to be led and who have not 
shown any evidence of a desire to take their destinies into their own 
hands. Here in Germany, we wait to have liberty brought to us by 
leaders, not from the bottom up.

“The soviet system,” he says elsewhere, “is the one that transfers direct 
responsibility for building society to the broad masses of the proletariat, 
while the Constituent Assembly is an organization that transfers this 
responsibility to the hands of the leaders.”

But here’s the interesting thing. In the same report in which Däumig 
glorifies the soviets [councils] as guarantors of the self-governance of 
the working class, he gives a very gloomy description of the actual 
German soviets [councils], personified by their congress of 1918:
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Gentlemen, no revolutionary parliament in history has shown such 
a timid, narrow, pedestrian spirit as the parliament of the revolution 
assembled here.

Where are the great, uplifting, spiritual ideals that dominated the 
French National Convention? Where is the youthful enthusiasm of 
March 1848? Not a trace of either can be seen today.

And it is precisely when Däumig discovers the “timid, narrow, ped-
estrian” spirit that dominates the German soviets [councils], that he 
seeks the key to all the problems raised by the social revolution in the 
slogan “All power to the soviets!”23 All power to the timid, narrow, and 
pedestrian as a means of skipping the pedestrian character of universal 
suffrage! A strange paradox! But this paradox makes perfect sense, if in 
the “subconscious” sphere the process is already taking place that, when 
it passes into the sphere of consciousness, will find its expression in P. 
Orlovskii’s formula: “With the aid of the soviet system, state power 
passes into the hands of the Communists.” In other words, through 
the intermediary of the soviets, the revolutionary minority subjugates 
the “pedestrian” majority.

Note that Däumig is in fact right. In the first all-German Con-
gress of Soviets [the First German Congress of Workers’ and Soldiers’ 
Councils], Scheidemann’s partisans and the soldiers held an over-
whelming majority. The congress, you might say, smelled of timidity 
and pedestrianism. Four and a half years of “class collaboration” and “the 
brotherhood of the trenches” had not failed to leave their mark both 
on the worker in overalls and the worker in a grey military overcoat.

Similarly, our Bolsheviks were right when, in June 1917, they 
shrugged their shoulders in indignation at the hopelessly timid spirit 
that dominated the First All-Russian Congress of Soviets, despite the 
fact that it—unlike its German counterpart—was headed by a polit-
ician like I. G. Tsereteli, an individual who had an outstanding ability 
to raise the masses above their everyday timidity.24 We, the [Menshe-
vik] Internationalists, who had the pleasure of being in the minority at 
this congress, also despaired at the timidity and lack of understanding 
shown again and again by the immense “swamp” of the Menshevik and 
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Social Revolutionary majority in the face of great world events and 
the most complex socio-political problems. And, we could not under-
stand why the Bolsheviks sitting to the left of us—who were even more 
indignant at the spirit [dominating the congress]—nonetheless called 
for “All power to the soviets!” We could not understand them when, 
during this congress, they organized a demonstration with the object 
of forcing such an assembly to take all power into its own hands.

As was mentioned above, fear of the triumph by “the timid majority” 
prompted even Lenin, after 3 July 1917, to propose removing from the 
agenda the slogan “All power to the soviets!,” recognizing this old slogan 
as being outdated, and replacing it with “All power to the Bolsheviks!”25 
We might perhaps find a German parallel to this in the Spartacist deci-
sion to boycott the election to the second (April) all-German Congress 
of Councils [Soviets].

The subsequent course of the Russian Revolution cured Lenin of 
his temporary lack of faith. The soviets fulfilled their intended role. 
A wave of spontaneous bourgeois-revolutionary enthusiasm swept 
through the broad masses of workers and peasants, dissolving their 
“timid, narrow, and pedestrian” spirit (along with something else). On 
the crest of this wave, the Communists seized the machinery of power. 
Then the role of the rebellious self-active [samodeiatel’ni] element was 
played out. The servant had done its work. [The servant could now 
go and leave the stage.]26 The state which had been constructed with 
the aid of the “power of the soviets” became the “Soviet Power.” The 
Communist minority organized into this state insulated itself, once 
and for all, against any new recurrence of the “narrow” and “pedestrian” 
sentiments in the masses. The idea that had glimmered in the sphere 
of the subconscious could finally be brought to fruition in the theory 
of P. Orlovskii, sanctioned by the practice of the Kashin Communists.

Dictatorship as a means of protecting the people from their innate reac-
tionary “pedestrianism”—such was the historical origin of revolutionary 
communism at the time when the proletariat began to see through the 
lies and hypocrisy of the liberty proclaimed by capitalism.
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Buonarotti, the theoretician of Babeuf ’s communist conspiracy of 
1796, concluded that as soon as power was taken over by the commun-
ists, they would need to isolate France by an impassable barrier in order 
to shield the masses from pernicious influences coming from other 
countries. He demanded that no publication should appear in France 
without the authorization of the communist government.27 According 
to Wilhelm Weitling, writing in the 1840s:

All Socialists, with the exception of the followers of Fourier . . . are 
agreed that the form of government which is called the rule of the 
people is totally unsuitable, and even dangerous, for the young prin-
ciple of social organization about to be realized.28

Étienne Cabet wrote that in each city in a socialist society, there could 
be only a single newspaper, which would of course be issued by the 
government.29 The people were to be protected from the temptation 
of seeking the truth in the clash of opposing opinions.

At the political trial arising from the 1839 insurrection led by Blanqui 
and Barbes, a communist catechism was found in the possession of the 
accused. This catechism dealt, among other things, with the problem 
of dictatorship:

Unquestionably, after a revolution carried out in the spirit of our 
ideas, it will be necessary to create a dictatorial power whose mission 
is to lead the revolutionary movement. This dictatorial power will 
necessarily draw its strength from the assent of the armed popu-
lation, which, acting for the common good and for humanitarian 
progress, will obviously represent the enlightened will of the great 
majority of the nation. . . .

In order to be strong, to be able to act quickly, dictatorial power 
will have to be concentrated in as few men as possible. . . .

To undermine the old society, to destroy it to its very foun-
dations, to overthrow the internal and external enemies of the 
Republic, to prepare the new foundations of social organization, and, 
finally, to lead the people from the revolutionary government to a 
regular republican government—such are the responsibilities of the 
dictatorial power and the limits of its duration.30
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The question is: How great is the theoretical distance separating those 
that stand for “Soviet Power,” in the manner of P. Orlovskii and the 
Kashin Communists, from the Parisian communists of 1839?

9. Metaphysical Materialism and Dialectical Materialism

The working class is the product of capitalist society. As such, its 
mindset is subjected to the influence of this society. Its consciousness 
is developed under the pressure of its bourgeois masters. School and 
church, the barracks and the factory, the press and social life—in short, 
all the factors shaping the consciousness of the proletarian masses—are 
powerful conductors of the influence of bourgeois ideas and attitudes. 
That is fairly obvious. As Charles Naine pointed out in the lines cited 
above, for revolutionary socialists, at least in Switzerland, precisely the 
observation of these facts served as the starting point for their belief in 
the necessity of a dictatorship by a minority of conscious proletarians 
over all the people, and even over the majority of the proletariat itself.

Emile Pouget, the prominent syndicalist leader, wrote:

Were the democratic mechanism to be applied in workers’ organ-
izations, the indifference of the unconscious and non-unionized 
majority would paralyze any action. But the minority is not inclined 
to abdicate its claims and aspirations before the inertia of a mass not 
yet energized and enlivened by the spirit of revolt.

Therefore, for the conscious minority, there is an obligation to act 
without taking into account the sluggish mass. . . .

The amorphous mass, numerous and compact though it may be, 
has little cause to complain about this. It is the first to benefit from 
the action of the minority. . . .

Who would blame the minority for its selfless initiative? Cer-
tainly not those lacking consciousness, whom the militants consider 
to be little more than human zeros, which only acquire numerical 
value when another number is placed to their left.
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This is the enormous difference in method distinguishing syn-
dicalism from democratism. The latter, through the mechanism of 
universal suffrage, gives leadership to the unconscious, the laggards 
. . . and stifles the minorities who carry within them the future. The 
syndicalist method gives diametrically opposite results: the impetus 
for the movement comes from the conscious, the rebels. All those of 
good will are called on to act, to participate in the movement.31

The thesis about the inevitable mental/spiritual subjugation of the 
proletarian masses by the capitalist class also forms one of the premises 
of P. Orlovskii’s conclusions, given in the preceding chapter.

This thesis is undoubtedly materialist in nature. It is based on the 
recognition of the dependence of people’s thinking on their material 
environment.

Such a recognition was characteristic of many socialists and com-
munists, utopian and revolutionary, in the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries.

We can discover its traces in Robert Owen, Cabet, Weitling, and 
Blanqui.32 They all recognized that the mental servitude of the masses 
was generated by the material conditions of their situation in the 
present society. And all of them drew the conclusion that only a fun-
damental change in the material conditions in which the masses lived, 
only a fundamental transformation of society, would render the masses 
capable of directing their own destiny.

But who will change these conditions?
The wise educators of humanity who come out of the privileged 

classes, that is to say, individuals freed from the material conditions 
that overwhelm the thinking of the masses—that was the answer of 
the social utopians.

A revolutionary minority composed of individuals who, for more 
or less accidental reasons, have shielded their mind and wills from this 
pressure, persons who in our society represent an exception that proves 
the rule—this, as we have seen, was the answer of revolutionary com-
munists like Weitling and Blanqui, and the conception of their epigones 
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of the anarcho-syndicalist type, like Pouget and Gustave Hervé of 
blessed memory.33

For some, it was a benevolent dictatorship; for others, a violent one 
that was to be the deus ex machina, the external factor that was going to 
bridge the gap between the social situation that produced the spiritual 
bondage of the masses and the social situation that would make pos-
sible their full development as human beings.

“The character of human beings,” wrote Robert Owen, “is formed by 
environment and education. . . . From this follows the task: to transform 
these two factors shaping character in such a manner that human beings 
become virtuous.”34

According to Owen, the task of performing this transformation fell 
to the legislators, to the philanthropists, to the pedagogues.

It is easy to see that both pacifist and revolutionary utopians were 
only half materialist. They understood in a purely metaphysical way the 
thesis about human psychology’s dependence on the material environ-
ment. That is, [they understood it] statically, being unaware of the 
dynamics of the social process. Their materialism was not dialectical. 
The relationship between a given state of social consciousness and the 
conditioned state of social being, which determines the former, were 
understood by them [the utopians] as something frozen, once and for 
all given. They, therefore, stopped being materialists and became pure 
idealists as soon as they tried to solve the practical problem of how to 
change the social environment in order to make possible a change in 
the condition of the masses.

Marx long ago observed in his “Theses on Feuerbach”:

The materialist doctrine that people are products of circumstances 
and education, and that, therefore, changed people are products of 
other circumstances and changed education, forgets that it is the 
people who change the circumstances and that the educators must 
themselves be educated. Hence, this doctrine must of necessity 
divide society into two parts, one of which is elevated above the other 
(in Robert Owen, for example).35
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Applied to the class struggle of the proletariat, this means the fol-
lowing. Driven by the very “circumstances” of capitalist society that 
form its character as a subjugated class, the proletariat enters into a 
struggle against the society that subjugates it. The process of this strug-
gle modifies the social “circumstances.” It modifies the environment in 
which the working class lives. In this way, the working class modifies 
its own character. From a class reflecting passively the mental servitude 
to which it is subjected, it becomes a class that actively overthrows all 
subjugation, including that of the mind.

This process is far from straightforward. It does not take place evenly 
in all strata of the proletariat, nor all aspects of proletarian conscious-
ness. It will not, of course, be complete when a combination of historical 
circumstances makes possible or even inevitable the working class tear-
ing the apparatus of political power from the hands of the bourgeoisie. 
The workers are condemned to enter the realm of socialism burdened 
by a significant share of those “vices of the oppressed,” the yoke that 
Ferdinand Lassalle had so eloquently urged them to throw off.36

In the process of the struggle against capitalism, the proletariat 
modifies the material environment surrounding it, thereby modify-
ing its own character and emancipating itself intellectually/spiritually. 
Likewise, in the process of using its conquered power to systematically 
construct the entire social order, the proletariat eventually frees itself 
completely from the intellectual influence of the old society, because it 
achieves a radical transformation in the material environment by which 
its character is determined.

But only “eventually!” Only as the result of a long, painful and con-
tradictory process in which, as in all preceding historical processes, 
social creativity develops only under the hammer of iron necessity, 
under the imperious pressure of elementary needs.

The conscious will of the advanced members of the class can appre-
ciably shorten and facilitate this process. It can never bypass it.

Some people assume that if a compact revolutionary minority, 
having the willpower to establish socialism, seizes the machinery of 
state administration and concentrates in its own hands all the means of 
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production and distribution as well as all organizational apparatuses of 
the masses and all sources of education,37 it may—guided by the ideals 
of communism—create conditions in which the popular mind will, 
little by little, be purged of its old intellectual heritage and be filled with 
a new content. Then, and only then, will the people be able to stand on 
their own and walk the path of socialism.

If this utopia could be fully implemented, it would lead to the 
diametrically opposite result, if only because, in Marx’s words, the 
“educators must be educated,” and because, therefore, such a dictator-
ship, and the relations established between the dictatorial minority and 
the mass, educate the dictators in all possible ways, but not as people 
capable of directing the course of social development along the path of 
building a new society. It goes without saying that such an education 
can only corrupt and spiritually debase the masses.

The only possible builder of the new society, and consequently the 
only possible successor to the former dominant classes in the adminis-
tration of the state, is the proletarian class considered as a whole—and 
we are using the word in its broadest sense, including knowledge 
workers, the workers of intellectual labour, whose co-operation in 
the direction of the state and the administration of the economy is so 
obviously necessary. The proletarians will also find it indispensable to 
win the active support or at least the friendly neutrality of very broad 
layers within the non-proletarian producers of the city and countryside. 
This follows from the very nature of the social revolution, the realiz-
ation of which is the proletariat’s historic mission. This change must 
manifest itself in every part of the life of society. Only if it generates 
the maximum moral and spiritual energy will the proletariat be able to 
take in its hands the vast heritage of capitalism without squandering 
it and put into motion capitalism’s gigantic forces of production so 
that the result is real social equality based on an increase in the gen-
eral well-being. This is only possible with the maximum development 
of the organized self-activity [samodeiatel’nost] of all the component 
parts of the working class—that is, under conditions that absolutely 
preclude the dictatorship of a minority standing “above society,” along 
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with the indispensable companions of such a dictatorship: terror and 
bureaucracy.

In the process of freely constructing a new society, the proletariat 
will re-educate itself and eliminate from its character those traits that 
come directly into conflict with the great tasks it faces. This applies 
both to the working class as a whole and to each of its individual strata. 
Naturally, the duration of this process will vary for each of these strata. 
Socialist policy, standing on the firm ground of historical reality must 
reckon with this fact—the inevitably slow, sometimes very slow, pace of 
the developmental process by which the psychological adaptation of the 
whole class to its new situation will be accomplished. Any attempt to 
artificially force the pace of this process is certain to yield the opposite 
result. For the goal to be achieved, a whole series of historically imposed 
compromises will be found absolutely indispensable, in order to adapt 
to the intellectual/spiritual level attained by the different strata within 
the working class at the moment of capitalism’s collapse.

But the ultimate goal justifies only those compromises that do not 
contradict it, that do not bar the road to its realization. Consequently, 
it is inadvisable to make too far-reaching a compromise with either the 
destructive elements that attract some sections of the working class 
or with the conservative inertia of other sections of the working class.

A compromise made with a hostile class is nearly always fatal to 
the revolution. A compromise that guarantees the unity of the class 
in its struggle against the enemy and makes possible the self-active 
[samodeiatel’ni] participation of the broadest masses of this class in the 
work of the revolutionary government can only move the revolution 
forward.

To be sure, this will be at the cost of a longer, more winding path 
of development for the revolution, compared to the straight line that 
could be drawn under the conditions of a minority dictatorship. But 
here, as in mechanics, “what is lost in distance is made up in speed,” the 
speed in more rapidly overcoming the inner psychological obstacles 
that arise in the way of the revolutionary class and hamper it in its 
attempt to achieve its aims. By contrast, the straight line, preferred by 
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the doctrinaires of the violent revolution because it is shorter, leads in 
practice to the maximum of psychological resistance, and because of 
this, to the minimum productivity from creative social revolutionary 
work.
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III.

Decomposition or Conquest of 
the State?

10. Marx and the State

The supporters of a “pure soviet system” (an expression common in 
Germany) do not realize, as a rule, that the political constructs of 
contemporary Bolshevism are essentially about the organization of a 
minority dictatorship. On the contrary, the supporters of a “pure soviet 
system” begin by sincerely looking around for political forms that might 
best express the genuine will of the majority. They come to “sovietism” 
only after rejecting the democracy of universal suffrage—precisely 
because it does not express this. While the psychology of the extreme 
leftists in their passion for “sovietism” is characterized by the desire to 
jump over the historical inertia of the masses, of the majority of the 
people, dominating their logic is the idea of a new political form, “at 
last discovered,” that best expresses the class rule of the proletariat, 
just as the democratic republic best expresses the class domination of 
the bourgeoisie.

The idea that the realization of workers’ power requires the use 
of social forms that are absolutely and fundamentally different from 
those in which the power of the bourgeoisie is manifested has existed 
since the dawn of the revolutionary labour movement. We find it, for 
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example, in the vigorous propaganda of the immediate predecessors of 
the Chartist movement: the construction worker James Morrison and 
his friend, the writer James Smith.1 While the advanced workers of 
the period were only beginning to feel the need to win political power 
and for this purpose to achieve universal suffrage, Smith wrote in his 
journal The Crisis on 12 April 1834:

The only House of Commons is a House of Trades [unions]. . . . 
We shall have a new set of boroughs when the unions are organized: 
every trade [union] shall be a borough, and every trade [union] 
shall have a council of representatives to conduct its affairs. Our 
present commoners know nothing of the interests of the people, and 
care not for them. . . . The character of the Reformed Parliament is 
now blasted [discredited], and . . . is not easily recovered. It will be 
replaced with a House of Trades.2

In the same period, Morrison wrote in his publication The Pioneer, 31 
May 1834:

The growing power and growing intelligence of trades unions . . . 
will become, by its own self-acquired importance, a most influential, 
we might almost say dictatorial, part of the body politic. When this 
happens we have gained all that we want: we have gained universal 
suffrage, for if every member of the Union be a constituent, and 
the Union itself becoming a vital member of the State, it instantly 
erects itself into a House of Trades which must supply the place of 
the present House of Commons, and direct the industrial affairs of 
the country, according to the will of the trades. . . . With us, univer-
sal suffrage will begin in our lodges, extend to the general union, 
embrace the management of trade, and finally swallow up the political 
power.3

Substitute “soviet” for “union,” “ispolkom” [executive committee] for 
“council of representatives,” “Soviet Congress” for “House of Trades,” 
and you have an outline of the “soviet system” established on the basis 
of productive units.
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Polemicizing with these representatives of the syndicalist concep-
tion of the dictatorship of the proletariat, Bronterre O’Brien, who later 
headed the Chartists, wrote in his newspaper Poor Man’s Guardian: 
“Universal suffrage does not signify meddling with politics, but the 
rule of the people in the state and municipality, a Government therefore 
in favour of the working man.”4

Drawing heavily on the experience of the revolutionary workers’ 
movement in England, the 1848 communism (scientific socialism) of 
Marx and Engels, identified the problem of winning state power by 
the proletariat with the problem of organizing a consistent democracy.

The Communist Manifesto declared: “The first step in the revolution 
by the working class is to raise the proletariat to the position of ruling 
class, to win the battle of democracy.”5

According to Lenin, the Manifesto poses the question of the state 
“in an extremely abstract manner, in the most general terms and 
expressions.”6 The problem of the conquest of state power begins to be 
presented more concretely in the Eighteenth Brumaire. Its refinement 
is completed in The Civil War in France, written on the basis of the 
experience of the Paris Commune. Lenin believes that, in the course of 
this refinement, Marx’s understanding of the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat, which today forms the basis of Bolshevism, was fully defined.

In 1852, in the Eighteenth Brumaire, Marx wrote: “All [previous] revo-
lutions perfected this [state] machine instead of breaking it.”7

On 12 April 1871, in a letter to Kugelmann, he formulated his view-
point on the problem of revolution as follows:

If you look at the last chapter of my Eighteenth Brumaire, you will 
find that I say that the next attempt of the French revolution will be 
no longer, as before, to transfer the bureaucratic military machine 
from one hand to another, but to break it, and that is essential for 
every real people’s revolution on the Continent. And this is what our 
heroic Party comrades in Paris are attempting.8
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In this sense, Marx declared (in The Civil War in France) that the 
Commune was “a Republic that was not only to supersede the mon-
archical form of class-rule, but class-rule itself.”9

What, then, was the Commune? It was an attempt to bring 
about a truly and consistently democratic state by destroying the old 
military-bureaucratic state apparatus. It was an attempt to establish 
a state based entirely on the sovereignty of the people [narodovlastie]. 
Marx speaks of the eradication of the bureaucracy, the police, and the 
standing army, he speaks of the election and recall of all officials, of 
the broadest local self-government, of the concentration of all power 
in the hands of the people’s representatives (thus doing away with the 
gap between the legislative and executive branches of the government, 
and replacing the “talking” parliament with a “working institution”).10 To 
this point, then, in his defence of the Commune, Marx remains faith-
ful to the conception of social revolution presented in The Communist 
Manifesto, in which the dictatorship of the proletariat is identified with 
winning “the battle of democracy.”11 He therefore remains quite con-
sistent when, in his letter to Kugelmann, quoted above, he stresses 
that “for every true people’s revolution on the Continent” (our emphasis, 
Martov), it is essential to break “the bureaucratic military machine.”12

It is interesting to compare the conclusions on this question drawn 
by Marx and Engels from their experiences in the events of 1848 with 
the conclusions drawn by Herzen. In his Letters from France and Italy, 
Herzen wrote:

Universal suffrage, when combined with the monarchical organ-
ization of the state, the absurd division of powers, of which the 
adherents of constitutional forms so boasted, the religious concept 
of representation, and the police centralization of the entire state in 
the hands of the ministry, is as much an optical illusion as the equal-
ity that Christianity preached. The issue is by no means whether you 
gather once a year to elect a deputy and again return to the passive 
role of the governed. The entire social hierarchy had to be based on 
elections, the commune had to be allowed to elect its own govern-
ment, and the department its own; all the proconsuls who receive 
their holy office from ministerial anointment had to be abolished; 
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only then would it be possible for the people to really make use of 
their rights and, moreover, to elect their central deputies efficiently.

On the contrary, the bourgeois republicans “wished to leave the 
cities and communes in the most complete dependence on the execu-
tive power and applied the democratic idea of universal suffrage to a 
single civic act.”13

Like Marx, Herzen denounced the supposedly-democratic bour-
geois republic in the name of a republic that was genuinely and 
consistently democratic. And like Herzen, Marx attacked universal 
suffrage as a deceptive decoration attached to the “monarchic organ-
ization of the state,” bequeathed by the past. [Instead, he favoured] 
a state system built from top to bottom on universal suffrage and the 
sovereignty of the people.

Commenting on Marx’s idea, Lenin rightfully observes:

This was understandable in 1871, when England was still the model 
of a purely capitalist country, but without militarism and, to a 
considerable degree, without bureaucracy. Marx therefore excluded 
England, where a revolution, even a people’s revolution, then seemed 
possible, and indeed was possible, without [the prior condition] of 
first destroying the “ready-made state machinery.”14

Unfortunately, Lenin hurried on without giving much thought to all 
the questions that arise from this limitation posited by Marx.

That limitation, according to Lenin, allowed for a situation where 
the people’s revolution would not need to destroy the ready-made state 
machinery; [the people’s revolution] could make use of the ready-made 
state machinery if the latter did not have the military-bureaucratic char-
acter typical of the Continent. It was a question of an exception to the 
overall process of development, within the framework of and in spite 
of capitalism—the development in a country of a democratic apparatus 
of self-governance, which the military-bureaucratic machine had not 
succeeded in suppressing. In that case, according to Marx, the people’s 
revolution had only to take possession of this apparatus and develop it 
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in order to create a state form suitable for the realization of its creative 
tasks.

There was a reason that both Marx and Engels theorized the possi-
bility that a socialist overturn in England could be brought about by 
peaceful means. This theoretical possibility rested precisely on the 
democratic character, capable of further development, of the English 
state system of their day.

Much water has flowed under the bridge since then. In both 
England and the United States, imperialism has created that 
“military-bureaucratic state machine” whose absence had consti-
tuted the main feature differentiating the political evolution of the 
Anglo-Saxon countries from the general type of capitalist states. At the 
present time, it is doubtful whether this distinctive feature [the absence 
of a military-bureaucratic state machine] will be preserved even in the 
younger Anglo-Saxon republics: Australia and New Zealand. “Today,” 
Lenin correctly remarks, “in England and America, ‘the precondition 
for any real people’s revolution’ is the demolition, the destruction of the 
‘ready-made state machinery.’”15

The theoretical possibility was not in the end realized. But the very 
fact that he admitted such a possibility shows us clearly Marx’s true 
views, leaving no room for any arbitrary interpretation. What Marx 
called the “demolition of the ready-made state machine” in the Eight-
eenth Brumaire and in his letter to Kugelmann was the destruction of the 
military-bureaucratic machine that the bourgeois democratic system had 
inherited from the monarchy and developed in the process of establish-
ing the domination of the bourgeois class. There is nothing in Marx’s 
reasoning that even suggests the destruction of the state organization as 
such and the replacement of the state during the revolutionary period—
that is, during the dictatorship of the proletariat—with some other 
social bond formed on a principle opposed to that of the state. Marx and 
Engels foresaw such a replacement only at the end of a prolonged pro-
cess involving the “withering away” of the state,16 the withering away of 
all the functions of social coercion, the result of the prolonged existence 
of a socialist society.
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No wonder that Engels wrote in 1891, in his introduction to The 
Civil War in France:

The state is . . . an evil inherited by the proletariat after its victor-
ious struggle for class supremacy, whose worst sides (our emphasis, 
Martov) the victorious proletariat, just like the Commune, cannot 
avoid having to lop off at once . . . until such time as a generation 
reared in new, free social conditions, is able to throw the entire 
lumber of the state on the scrap-heap.17

This seems quite clear. The proletariat lops off “the worst sides” of 
the democratic state (for example, the police, the standing army, the 
self-perpetuating bureaucracy, excessive centralization, etc., etc.). But it 
does not eliminate the democratic state itself. On the contrary, it shapes 
and develops it [the democratic state] in order to have it replace the 
“ready-made military-bureaucratic machine,” which must be smashed.

If one thing is certain, it is that our party and the working class can 
only come to power under the form of a democratic republic. This is 
even the specific form for the dictatorship of the proletariat, as the Great 
French Revolution has already shown.18

So wrote Engels in his critique of the draft of the Erfurt program 
in 1891.19 He does not speak of a “soviet” republic (this social form was 
as yet unknown), nor of a communist republic opposed to the state. 
Neither does he speak of a “trade-union republic” as conceived by Smith 
and Morrison or the French syndicalists. Explicitly and definitively, 
Engels speaks of a democratic republic—that is, of a state (“an evil 
inherited by the proletariat”) democratized from top to bottom.

This is so explicit, so definitive, that when Lenin quotes these words, 
he finds it necessary to immediately obscure their meaning. “Engels,” 
he says,

reiterates here in a particularly striking form the fundamental 
idea that runs through all of Marx’s works—namely, that it is the 
democratic republic that comes closest to the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat (our emphasis, Martov). For such a republic—without in the 
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least eliminating the rule of capital, and, consequently, the oppres-
sion of the masses and the class struggle—inevitably leads to such 
an extension, development, expansion, and escalation of this struggle 
that, as soon as it becomes possible to satisfy the basic interests of 
the oppressed masses, this possibility is realized inevitably and solely 
through the dictatorship of the proletariat, through the leadership of 
those masses by the proletariat.20

Engels is not speaking about a political form that “comes closest to 
the dictatorship,” as Lenin suggests in his comments, but rather about a 
“specific” political form in which to implement the dictatorship. Accord-
ing to Engels, the dictatorship is realized in a democratic republic.21 Lenin 
sees the democratic republic merely as an arena in which to sharpen 
the class struggle to the extreme, thus confronting the proletariat with 
the task of dictatorship. For Lenin, then, since the democratic republic 
finds its conclusion in the dictatorship of the proletariat, the former, 
having given birth to the latter, so to speak, naturally dies in the very act 
of its birth. Engels, on the contrary, believes that by gaining supremacy 
in the democratic republic and thus realizing its dictatorship within it, 
the proletariat is thereby, for the first time, investing the democratic 
republic with a character that is genuinely, fundamentally, and com-
pletely democratic. That is why, in 1848, Engels and Marx equated the 
notion of raising “the proletariat to the position of ruling class” with that 
of winning “the battle of democracy.” That is why in The Civil War, Marx 
emphasized, in the experience of the Commune, the absolute triumph 
of the principles of sovereignty of the people [narodovlastie]: universal 
franchise, election, and recall of all officials. That is why in 1891, in his 
preface to The Civil War, Engels once again wrote:

Against this transformation of the state and the organs of the state 
from servants of society into masters of society—an inevitable 
transformation in all previous states—the Commune made use of 
two infallible means. In the first place, it filled all posts—administra-
tive, judicial and educational—by election on the basis of universal 
suffrage of all concerned, subject to the right of recall at any time by 
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the same electors. And, in the second place, all officials, high or low, 
were paid only the wages received by other workers.22

Universal suffrage is therefore an “infallible means” by which to pre-
vent the transformation of the state [and the organs of the state] “from 
servants of society into masters of society.” Thus, the state conquered 
by the proletariat in the form of a consistently democratic republic can 
be a real “servant of society.”

Is it not obvious that when Engels speaks this way and identifies, at 
the same time, a democratic republic of this kind with the dictatorship 
of the proletariat, he is not employing the latter term to indicate a form 
of government but to denote the social character of state power? This was 
exactly what Kautsky emphasized in his Dictatorship of the Proletariat 
when he says that for Marx such a dictatorship was not a question “of 
a form of government but of a condition which must everywhere arise 
when the proletariat has conquered political power.”23 Any other inter-
pretation leads inexorably to a glaring contradiction between Marx’s 
statement that the Paris Commune was the embodiment of the dicta-
torship of the proletariat and his reference to the consistent democracy 
implemented by the Paris Commune.

The above quotation from Lenin demonstrates that—in his rare 
moments of spiritual communion with the first teachers of scientific 
socialism—even he was able to rise above a simplistic conception of 
class dictatorship, its reduction to dictatorial forms of organization of 
power, and understand it precisely as a distinct “political condition.” In 
the above quotation from The State and Revolution, Lenin equates the 
“dictatorship of the proletariat” with the “leadership of those (popular) 
masses by the proletariat.” This equation is entirely in the spirit of Marx 
and Engels. It is the way that Marx depicted the dictatorship of the 
proletariat during the Paris Commune when he wrote “this was the 
first revolution in which the working class was openly acknowledged 
as the only class [still] capable of social initiative, [acknowledged] even 
by the great bulk of the Paris middle class—shopkeepers, tradesmen, 
merchants—the wealthy capitalists alone excepted.”24
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It is the voluntary acceptance by the masses of the population of the 
leadership of the working class in the struggle against capitalism, that is 
the essential condition for the “political status” that is called the “dicta-
torship of the proletariat.” Similarly, it is the voluntary acceptance by the 
broad popular masses of the leadership of the bourgeoisie that makes 
it possible to call the political conditions existing in France, England, 
and the United States the “dictatorship of the bourgeoisie.” This dicta-
torship in no way disappears when the bourgeoisie considers it feasible, 
by granting them universal suffrage, to offer formal sovereignty to the 
peasants and the petite bourgeoisie under its leadership. Similarly, the 
dictatorship of the proletariat about which Marx and Engels spoke is 
also realizable on the basis of the same sovereignty of the people and 
the wide application of universal suffrage.25

Therefore, if we keep in mind the assessments by Marx and Engels, 
cited previously, concerning dictatorship, the democratic republic, and 
the state as “an evil [inherited by the proletariat],” we cannot but arrive at 
the conclusion that, for Marx and Engels, the problem of the conquest 
of political power by the proletariat was reduced to the destruction of 
the bureaucratic-military machine, which commands the bourgeois 
state in spite of its democratic parliamentarism, and to the development 
of a new state machine based on the consistent implementation of dem-
ocracy, universal suffrage, and the broadest self-governance, under the 
condition that the proletariat actually leads the majority of the people.

In that regard, Marx and Engels continue and extend the political 
tradition of the Montagnards of 1793 and the Chartists of the O’Brien 
school.26

There is no doubt that it is possible to discover in the works of 
Marx and Engels traces of a different set of ideas. These appear to offer 
grounds for the thesis that the forms and institutions in which the pol-
itical power of the proletariat manifests itself take on a fundamentally 
new character, fundamentally opposed to the forms and institutions 
that embody the political power of the bourgeoisie, fundamentally 
opposed to the state as such. Consideration of these traces of an entirely 
different set of ideas merits a separate chapter.
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11. The Commune of 1871

When Marx was writing about the Commune, not only did he have to 
present his views on the dictatorship of the proletariat, simultaneously 
and above all else he had to defend the Commune against its numerous 
embittered enemies. This circumstance could not fail to influence the 
very assessment of the slogans and forms of the movement.

The revolutionary explosion that led to the seizure of Paris by the 
armed proletariat on 18 March 1871—on the basis of an acute struggle 
between labour and capital—was affected by the clash between the 
democratic-republican population of the French capital and the con-
servative masses of the provinces, especially the rural masses.

During the preceding two decades, the “backward peasantry” of 
France had suppressed revolutionary and republican Paris by sup-
porting [the Second Empire’s] extreme bureaucratic centralism. As a 
result, the uprising of the Parisian democracy against the represent-
atives of those backward peasants gathered at Versailles took on the 
character of a struggle for municipal autonomy.27

At first, this character of the movement gained the Commune 
the sympathy of many representatives of a purely bourgeois radical-
ism—supporters of administrative decentralization and broad local 
self-government. But this aspect of the Paris Commune of 1871 also 
obscured—even from the leaders of the Commune—the true nature 
and historic meaning of the movement they were leading.

In his memoir about the [First] International, the famous anarchist 
James Guillaume tells how immediately after the outbreak of the revolt, 
the Jura Federation, which he headed, sent its delegate Jacquault to Paris 
in order to learn the best way to help the movement—a movement the 
Jurassians saw as the beginning of a worldwide social revolution. They 
were very surprised when their delegate returned with a report that E. 
Varlin, the most prominent leader of the left-wing French Internation-
alists, responded to this question with an expression of astonishment. 
According to Varlin, the revolution of 18 March had only one, purely 
local aim—the conquest of municipal freedoms for Paris. According 
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to Varlin, the conquest of these freedoms was not expected to have any 
social and revolutionary consequences for the rest of Europe.28

This, of course, could have been said only during the first days of 
the Commune. Soon, the historic meaning of their revolution began 
to reveal itself to the Paris proletariat. Nevertheless, when it came to 
conceiving of the Commune’s aims, the influence of narrow bourgeois 
ideas of municipal autonomy continued to be felt until the very end. It 
was not without reason that Marx in his Civil War had to refute Brit-
ish liberals and even Bismarck himself, who tried to depict the whole 
Commune movement as aimed at achieving municipal autonomy.

And was it not this lack of clarity in the Communards’ ideology that 
Marx had in mind later, in one of his letters to Kugelmann, reporting 
on the rebellion against him by the exiled leaders of the Commune in 
London? Marx reminded the activists of the Commune that it was he 
who had “defended the honour” of the 1871 revolution.29 Marx defended 
the Commune precisely by revealing the historic meaning of its heroic 
deeds, a meaning that had escaped the consciousness of even the Com-
munard combatants.

But besides bourgeois radicalism, other ideological influences were 
also strong—anarchist Proudhonism and Hébertian Blanquism.30 
These two tendencies are organically intertwined with the general 
French working-class movement. For the representatives of both these 
ideological currents, the slogan “the commune” carried a meaning dia-
metrically opposed to that assigned to it by bourgeois-democratic 
decentralist radicalism. These opposing views were united only in a 
purely formal sense, the fact that each took a stand against the bureau-
cratic and centralizing leanings of the state apparatus bequeathed by 
the Second Empire.

In the second half of the 1860s, French Blanquism, having drawn 
closer to the working class masses, partially overcame the narrow con-
spiratorial and bourgeois-Jacobin character of the political tradition 
under whose influence they (and along with them, the Babeuf school) 
had grown up. While Blanqui continued to draw his political inspira-
tion from the heritage of the eighteenth-century revolution, he and the 
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most active of his followers became more critical of the Jacobin forms 
of popular sovereignty [narodovlastie] and revolutionary dictatorship. 
They tried to find ideological support for the proletarian movement of 
their time in the revolutionary tradition of the so-called Hébertists—
the extreme left-wing of the sans-culottes of the French Revolution.

In 1793–94, Hébert and his supporters relied on the true “common 
poor”31 of the Parisian faubourgs, whose vague social and revolution-
ary hopes they expressed. By means of this support, the Hébertists 
turned the Paris Commune into an instrument by which they might 
exert pressure on the central government. Relying directly on the armed 
masses, they sought to transform the Paris Commune of 1794 into the 
centre of all revolutionary power. Until Robespierre reduced it to the 
level of a subordinate administrative mechanism (which he accom-
plished by crushing the Hébertists and sending their leaders to the 
guillotine), the Commune of 1794, being in fact an elected body of the 
active revolutionary elements among the Parisian urban poor, embodied 
the instinctive desire of these urban poor to impose their dictatorship 
on politically backward rural and provincial France.32

The Commune as the centre of the revolutionary will and the direct 
revolutionary creativity of the proletarian masses—contrasted with 
the democratic state—that became the fighting political slogan of the 
young Blanquists toward the end of the Second Empire.33

Alongside this “Hébertist” current and intertwined with it—in the 
course of the revolution of 18 March—another political current mani-
fested itself: anarcho-Proudhonism.

For this latter current, just as for the Hébertist-Blanquist one, the 
“commune” was a lever for a revolutionary overturn. But it was not the 
commune as a political organization with a specifically revolutionary 
character, opposed to another political organization—a more or less 
democratic state—that was to obtain the effective submission of the 
latter by means of the dictatorship of Paris over France. The “commune” 
they had in mind was a “natural” social organization of producers. They 
opposed every state as an “artificial” (that is, political) union of cit-
izens established on the basis of hierarchical subordination through 
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the “fraudulent” apparatus of popular representation. Understood this 
way, the commune was not to rise above the state or subordinate it to 
its dictatorship. It was to separate itself from the state and invite all 
the 36,000 communes (cities and villages) of France to do the same, 
with the purpose of decomposing the state and replacing it with a free 
federation of communes.

“What does Paris want?” asked La Commune on 19 April, answering 
its own question as follows:

The absolute autonomy of the Commune extended to all localities 
in France, assuring to each one its full rights, to every Frenchman 
the full exercise of his faculties and abilities as a man, citizen, and 
worker.

The autonomy of the Commune will be limited only by the right 
to equal autonomy of all the other municipalities adhering to the 
pact. Such an association of communes will assure French unity.34

From this evolved a consistently federalist program in the 
Proudhonist-Bakuninist sense, which recognized a voluntary pact as 
the only tie between individual communities and which ruled out any 
complex apparatus of general state administration. The “Federalists” 
were particularly eager to be called “Communards.

“On the 18th of March,” wrote the Bakuninist Arthur Arnould, a 
member of the Commune, “the people declared that it was necessary 
to escape the vicious circle, to cut off the evil at its root—not merely 
to change masters, but to cease having masters altogether. With an 
admirable insight into the truth, to achieve this goal they [the people] 
proclaimed the means that could lead to it—the autonomy of the Com-
mune and a federation of communes.

It was a matter of elucidating, for the first time, the actual rules, the 
just and normal laws, which can assure the real independence of the 
individual and the group, whether communal or corporative, and 
then to link similar groups together, so that they would enjoy at the 
same time, the union that creates strength . . . and the autonomy that 
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is essential to . . . the unlimited expansion of all original capacities, all 
productive and progressive characteristics.35

This communal federalism was presented by the anarcho- 
Proudhonists as the [model for an] organization in which the economic 
relations of the producers could be directly expressed.

“It is up to each autonomous grouping,” says the same Arnould, 
“whether communal or corporative, depending on circumstances within 
its own circle, to solve the social question, that is, those questions related 
to the property question, the relation between labour and capital . . . etc.”36

Note the caveat: “communal or corporative, depending on circum-
stances . . .” The viewpoint of the Federalist-Communard approaches 
quite closely the outlook that led successively to: in 1833 the Morrison 
and Smith formula of a “house of trade-unions”; at the beginning of 
the twentieth century, the doctrine of Georges Sorel, Édouard Berth 
and [Daniel] De Leon, on the replacement of the “artificial” subdivisions 
of the modern state by a federation of “natural” corporative (occupa-
tional) cells; and in 1917–19, the conception of the “soviet system.”37 The 
“communal grouping,” comments Arnould in a footnote, “corresponds 
to ancient political organization” while “the corporative grouping would 
have corresponded to the social organization.”38 Thus the communal 
organization was to serve as a transition from the state to a “corporative” 
federation.

This opposition of a “political” organization to a “social” organization 
suggests that the “breaking up of the state machinery” by the proletariat 
will immediately restore “natural” relationships among the producers, 
relations that can only manifest themselves outside of political norms 
and institutions. This opposition is the basis of the social revolutionary 
tendencies among the Communards.

All that the socialists call for, everything they would not be able to 
obtain without horrible convulsions, without bitter, painful, and 
ruinous struggles from a strong and centralizing power, no matter 
how democratic it is presumed to be, they will achieve in an orderly 
manner, with certainty and without violence, through the simple 
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activation of the communal principle of free groupings and federa-
tion.

The solution can belong only to the corporative and productive 
groups, linked together federally, and freed therefore from govern-
mental and administrative—that is to say, political (our emphasis, 
Martov)—shackles, which till now have maintained, by oppression, 
the antagonism between capital and labour, subjecting the latter to 
the former.39

Such was the understanding of the essence and meaning of the 
Commune by its most advanced militants, most directly linked with 
the social revolutionary class movement of the French proletariat.

Charles Seignobos is certainly wrong when he writes (in his essay 
on the Commune, found in the Histoire générale edited by Lavisse and 
Rambaud) that the revolutionaries moved away from their initial aim—
the seizure of power in France—and instead moved to the cause of a 
self-sustaining commune in Paris because they found themselves on the 
defensive, isolated from the rest of France.40 This circumstance merely 
facilitated the triumph of the anarcho-federalist ideas in the Com-
mune movement. If, in the program statements of the Communards, 
the Hébertist conception of the Commune as dictator exercising power 
over France, was superseded by the Proudhonist idea of an apolitical 
federation, it was because the class character of the movement was 
sharply outlined in the struggle between Paris and Versailles. At that 
time, the class consciousness of the proletariat in the small industries of 
Paris revolved entirely around the ideological opposition of a “natural” 
union of producers within society to the “artificial” union of producers 
within the state. We have already seen how Varlin gave the Commune, 
in its early days, a purely democratic-radical interpretation. In its proc-
lamation of 23 March 1871, the Paris section of the International wrote: 
“The independence of the Commune is the guarantee of a contract 
whose clauses, freely debated, will bring an end to class antagonism 
and will assure social equality.” That is, with the fall of the power of 
coercion exercised by the state, it becomes possible to create a simple 
“natural” social bond among the members of society—a bond based on 
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their economic interdependence. And it is precisely the Commune that 
is destined to become the framework within which this relationship 
can be organized.

“We have demanded the emancipation of the workers,” continues 
the proclamation, “and the communal government guarantees it, for 
it shall furnish each citizen with the means of defending his rights 
and effectively controlling the acts of its representatives charged with 
managing its interests and determining the progressive application of 
social reforms.”41

It is clear at a glance that, for the anarchist idea of a workers’ com-
mune—that is, a union of producers, as contrasted to a union of citizens 
within the state—the proclamation has discreetly substituted the idea of 
a political commune, the prototype of the modern state, a state micro-
cosm within which the representation of interests and the satisfaction 
of social needs become specialized functions, just as (though in a sim-
pler form) in the complex mechanism of the modern state. P. Lavrov 
understood this quite well. He notes in his book on the Commune:

In the nineteenth century, the community of communal interests 
completely disappeared in the face of the rise of the internal struggle 
between classes. As a unified moral whole, the community did not 
exist at all [Lavrov’s emphasis]. In each community, the irreconcil-
able camps of the proletariat and the big bourgeoisie confronted 
each other, with the struggle becoming more complicated due to 
the presence of the most diverse groups of the petite bourgeoisie. 
For a moment, Paris was united by a common affect: anger with the 
Bordeaux and Versailles Assemblies. But a transient affect cannot be 
the foundation of a political order.

The “real autonomous principle of the system,” Lavrov writes in the 
same book, “to which the social revolution must lead is not a political 
commune that permits inequality, a mixture of parasitic and working 
classes, etc., but a solidaristic grouping of workers of various kinds, rallied 
to the program of the social revolution” (our emphasis, Martov).42

P. Lavrov speaks definitively of a “confusion of two notions.”
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On the one hand, the autonomous political commune, the ideal of 
the Middle Ages, in the struggle for which the bourgeoisie solidified 
itself and grew strong during the first phases of its development. On 
the other hand, the autonomous proletarian commune, which is to 
emerge after the economic victory of the proletariat over its enemies, 
after the establishment, within the community, of a social solidarity 
that is inconceivable as long as the economic exploitation of labour 
by capital continues, and therefore as long as class hatred within 
each community is inevitable. When we analyze the demands of 
communal autonomy as they were generally formulated in the course 
of the struggle in question, it may seem strange how the indisputably 
socialist militants of the Commune saw the connection between 
the fundamental question of socialism, about the struggle of labour 
against capital, and the slogan of the “free commune” that they 
inscribed on their banner.43

The strangeness of which Lavrov speaks lies in the fact that a social 
form into which, we believe, the more or less complete structure of a 
socialist economy will be moulded, is [simultaneously] assumed to be 
necessary for the very process of transforming the capitalist system into 
a socialist one. This is the same strangeness, the same contradiction, 
that can be observed among anarchists. It is an indisputable fact that 
once the foundations of the private economic order are destroyed and 
the entire national economy is transformed into a communal, socialist 
economy, the need for the state as an organization that rises above 
the producer disappears. The anarchists conclude from this that the 
precondition for this social transformation is “the demolition of the 
state,” its “decomposition” into its simplest cells, into “communes.” There 
existed in the ideology of the Communards a conflation of Proudhon-
ist, Hébertist, and bourgeois-autonomist notions. As a result, in their 
discourse on the essence of the revolution, they switched quite easily 
from the political “commune”—a territorial unit created by the preced-
ing bourgeois development and that, in essence, is the main part of the 
state mechanism—to the labour or “corporative” commune, a commune 
of freely associating workers that we can easily imagine as the probable 
form of the social grouping in a fully finished socialist system in which 
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the collective work of perhaps one or two generations will have rendered 
possible the “gradual dying out of the state” as predicted by Engels.44

Dunoyer, one of the witnesses who appeared before the commission 
of inquiry appointed by the Versailles National Assembly after the 
fall of the Commune (quoted by Lavrov in his Paris Commune), gave 
interesting insights into the fact that the communalist ideas, as they 
were perceived by the workers, were nothing more than an attempt to 
transpose the forms of their own militant organization into the organ-
ization of society.

“The grouping of workers within the International by sections and 
federations of sections was one of the elements in the development of 
the communal idea in France in 1871.” The International “possessed a 
ready-made organization, where the word ‘commune’ stood for the word 
‘section’ and the federation of communes was nothing but a federation 
of sections.”45

Compare this quotation with those of the English syndicalists of 
the 1830s, cited in the preceding chapter, who wanted to replace the 
bourgeois-parliamentary state with a federation of trade-unions. Let us 
recall the analogous theses of the French syndicalists in the twentieth 
century. And let us not forget that in our time, working people every-
where come to the idea of the “soviet state” after experiencing the soviets 
as their own combat organizations, created in the process of a class 
struggle that has taken revolutionary forms.

In all the communalist theses, it is common to deny that the “state” 
can be an instrument for the revolutionary transformation of society 
in the direction of socialism. However, Marxism, as it developed from 
1848 onwards, is characterized above all by the fact that—following 
the tradition of Babeuf and Blanqui—it recognized the state (natur-
ally after its conquest by the proletariat) as the principal lever of such 
a transformation. That is why, as early as the 1860s, the anarchists and 
Proudhonists considered Marx and Engels to be “statists.” How, then, 
did they [Marx and Engels] react to the experience of the Paris Com-
mune, when the proletariat attempted for the first time to exercise its 
dictatorship and embark on a socialist transformation?
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12. Marx and the Commune

The Proudhonists and the anarchists, who were not well acquainted 
with the laws of economic development, imagined the process of trans-
ferring the means of production to the working class in a very naive and 
simplistic way. They did not see that capitalism had created such a gran-
diose mechanism of concentrated production and exchange that the 
working class cannot master it without having at its disposal an equally 
grandiose administrative machinery, extending over the entire economic 
sphere embraced by capital. Only by ignoring the whole complexity and 
magnitude of the social and revolutionary transformation could they 
imagine the self-sufficient “commune”—itself based on self-sufficient 
“autonomous” productive units—as the lever of such a transformation.

Of course, Marx was better informed than anyone about the decisive 
role played by anarcho-Proudhonism in the communist movement. As 
early as 1866, in a letter to Engels (20 June 1866), he refers ironically 
to “Proudhonized Stirnerianism,” which is inclined to see “everything 
broken down into small ‘groups’ or ‘communes,’ which in turn form an 
‘association,’ but not a state.”46

But in 1871, Marx’s task was to defend the cause of the Commune 
from its arch-enemies. He faced the task of justifying the first attempt 
of the proletariat to gain power, an attempt that, had it not been crushed 
by external forces, would have led the workers beyond their original 
objectives and broken the ideological bonds that limited and distorted 
the scope of their revolution.

It is understandable, therefore, why in his defence of the Commune 
Marx did not even raise the question of whether the realization of 
socialism is conceivable within the framework of autonomous city and 
rural communes. In light of the existing division of labour, economic 
centralization, and the degree of development of the forces of produc-
tion already attained at that time, merely to pose the question would 
have meant a categorical rejection of the notion that the autonomous 
commune could “solve the social question.” It is understandable why 
Marx avoided the question of whether a federalist link between the 
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communes could ensure, to some extent, planned social production 
on the broad basis prepared by capitalism. It is understandable why 
Marx touches only in passing on one of the most important issues 
of the social revolution—the relationship between the city and the 
countryside—and merely asserts, without any supporting evidence, 
that “the communal constitution brought the rural producers under the 
intellectual lead of the central towns of their districts, and there secured 
to them, in the working men, the natural trustees of their interests,”47 
whereas, on the contrary, the whole question is whether a socialist econ-
omy—involving economic leadership of the village by the city—can be 
placed within the framework of a federation of autonomous communes.

Marx could “push aside” all these questions in the expectation that, 
in the process of the social revolution, they would find their own solu-
tion, leaving behind the anarcho-communalist illusions with which the 
workers began the revolution.

But Marx did not merely remain silent on the Paris Commune’s 
contradictions. He attempted to resolve these contradictions by rec-
ognizing the Commune as “the political form at last discovered under 
which to work out the economical emancipation of labour,”48 and in so 
doing came into conflict with his own principle, that the lever of the 
social revolution can only be the conquest of state power.

“The Communal Constitution,” declared Marx, “would have restored 
to the social body all the forces hitherto absorbed by the State parasite 
feeding upon, and clogging the free movement of society.”49

“The very existence of the Commune,” he says later, “involved , as a 
matter of course, local municipal liberty, but no longer as a check upon 
the, now-superseded, State power” (our emphasis, Martov).50

Thus, the destruction of the “bureaucratic-military machine” of the 
state, about which Marx writes in a letter to Kugelmann, morphed 
imperceptibly into the abolition of all state power, of any apparatus of 
coercion in the service of the social administration. Breaking up the “the 
modern state edifice”51 of the Continental type became the decompos-
ition of the state as such.
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Are we dealing here with a certain deliberate vagueness of wording 
that allowed Marx to avoid touching on the weak points of the Paris 
Commune at a moment when the Commune was being trampled by 
triumphant reaction? Or did the powerful impulse of the revolutionary 
proletariat of Paris, marching under the banner of the Commune, make 
acceptable to Marx certain ideas of Proudhonist origin? Whatever the 
case, Bakunin and his friends saw Marx’s The Civil War in France as an 
acknowledgement of the correctness of the very path of social revolu-
tion which they advocated. In his memoirs, James Guillaume observes 
with satisfaction that, in its assessment of the Commune, the General 
Council of the International (under whose auspices The Civil War was 
published) adopted the viewpoint of the federalists.52 Bakunin declared 
triumphantly: “The effect of the communalist uprising was so great that 
even the Marxists were compelled to bow and scrape before it—because 
it had overthrown all their ideas—and contrary to any logic and their 
actual sentiments, appropriated its aims and program.”53 There is more 
than a little polemical exaggeration in these words, of course, but they 
do contain a grain of truth.

In the summer of 1917, it was precisely these not very definite 
opinions of Marx’s on the destruction of the state by a proletarian 
uprising and the creation of the Commune, that formed the basis for 
the new revelation Lenin presented to the world concerning the tasks 
of the social revolution. It is precisely on the basis of these opinions of 
Marx, that Lenin constructed his anarcho-syndicalist scheme for the 
destruction of the state happening in the very moment of the proletariat’s 
conquest of the dictatorship, replacing the state with the political “form ‘at 
last discovered’” which in 1871 was imagined as the Commune and was 
now [imagined as] “the soviets,” which after “the Russian Revolutions 
of 1905 and 1917, in different circumstances and under different condi-
tions, continue the work of the Commune and confirm Marx’s brilliant 
historical analysis.”54

As early as 1899, in his well-known The Preconditions of Socialism, 
Eduard Bernstein observed that in The Civil War Marx took a step 
toward Proudhon. “Whatever other differences there may be between 
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Marx and ‘petit-bourgeois’ Proudhon, on this point their way of think-
ing is as nearly as possible the same.”55 Bernstein’s words threw Lenin 
into a rage. “Monstrous! Ridiculous! Renegade!” Lenin shouted at Bern-
stein, and he took the opportunity to revile Plekhanov and Kautsky for 
not correcting “this distortion of Marx by Bernstein”56 in their polemics 
against Bernstein’s book.57

But following his attack on Kautsky and Plekhanov, Lenin could 
have also come down on the “Spartacist” Franz Mehring, unquestion-
ably the best expert and commentator on Marx. In his Karl Marx: The 
History of His Life, published not long before his death, Mehring writes 
categorically, leaving no room for doubt.

The way in which the Address dealt with these details [about the 
Commune—Martov] was brilliant, but there was a certain contra-
diction between them and the opinions previously held by Marx and 
Engels for a quarter of a century and set down in The Communist 
Manifesto.58 They held that one of the final results of the future pro-
letarian revolution would certainly be the dissolution of that political 
institution known as the state, but this dissolution was to have been 
gradual. The main aim of such an institution was always to protect 
by force of arms the economic oppression of the working majority of 
the population by a minority in exclusive possession of the wealth of 
society. With the disappearance of this minority of wealthy persons, 
the necessity for an armed repressive institution such as the state 
would also disappear. At the same time, however, they pointed out 
that, in order to achieve this and other still more important aims of 
the future social revolution, the working class must first seize the 
organized political power of the state and use it to crush the resist-
ance of the capitalists and reorganize society. These opinions of The 
Communist Manifesto could not be reconciled with the praise lavished 
by the Address of the General Council on the Paris Commune for the 
vigorous fashion in which it had begun to exterminate the parasitic state. 
(Our emphasis throughout, Martov)59
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And Mehring adds, “It is not difficult to realize that the supporters of 
Bakunin interpreted the Address of the General Council in their own 
way.”60

Mehring believes that it was “perfectly clear” to Marx and Engels 
that there was a contradiction between the theses presented in The 
Civil War and their previous position on the conquest of state power. 
He writes, “After the death of Marx, Engels was compelled to engage in 
a struggle against the anarchist tendencies in the working-class move-
ment, and he let this proviso drop and once again took his stand on the 
basis of The Manifesto.”61

“On the basis of The Manifesto,” the working class would seize the 
state apparatus that the bourgeoisie had created, democratize it from top 
to bottom (see the immediate measures that, according to The Mani-
festo, the proletariat would implement upon winning power), and thereby 
transform it from a machine used by the minority for the suppression 
of the majority into a machine for the suppression of a minority by the 
majority, for the emancipation of this majority from social inequality. 
That means, as Marx wrote in 1852, not merely to adopt and use the 
ready-made state machine of the bureaucratic, police, and military type, 
but to smash it in order to construct a new state machine based on the 
self-government of the people under the leadership of the proletariat.

The ambiguous formulations found in The Civil War in France were 
reasonable enough given the practical necessity for the General Council 
of the International to defend the cause of the Commune (a Commune 
led by Hébertists and Proudhonists) against its enemies. But these 
formulations almost completely erased the line between the Marxist 
thesis of the “conquest of political power” and the anarchist idea of 
the “destruction of the state.” On the eve of the overturn of October 
1917, in his struggle against the republican democratism practised by 
the socialist parties that he opposed, Lenin used these formulations 
to good effect, accumulating in his The State and Revolution as many 
contradictions as were found in the heads of all the members of the 
Commune put together: Jacobins, Blanquists, Hébertists, Proudhon-
ists, and anarchists. Objectively (and most likely without Lenin’s even 
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realizing it), this was necessary so that an attempt to create a state 
machine very similar in its structure to the former military and bureau-
cratic type and in the hands of a small party,62 might be presented to 
the masses—then in a seething, revolutionary state—as the destruction 
of the old state machinery, the birth of a stateless society based on a 
minimum of coercion and discipline.

At a time when the most revolutionary masses were expressing their 
emancipation from the centuries-old yoke of the old state by forming 
autonomous “Kronstadt republics” and carrying out experiments in 
“workers’ control,” which were understood in a completely anarchist 
sense, etc.—at that moment, the “dictatorship of the proletariat and 
the poor peasantry” (in the form of the actual dictatorship of the “true” 
spokespeople for the needs of these classes: the chosen ones of Bol-
shevik communism) could only be consolidated by dressing itself in 
this anarchist anti-state ideology. The formula of “All power to the 
soviets!” was the most suitable to give mystical expression to the con-
tradictory desires of the revolutionary elements of the people: to create 
a machine that would suppress the exploiting classes to the benefit of 
the exploited; and, simultaneously to be free from any state machine, 
which for them would mean the necessity of subordinating their wills 
as individuals or groups to the will of the social whole.

The “soviet mysticism” current at this stage of the revolution in the 
countries of western Europe, is no different in origin and significance, 
while in Russia itself, the evolution of the soviet state has already led to 
the creation of a new and very complex state machine based on the very 
same antagonisms that characterize the state of the capitalist class—the 
opposition of the “administration of persons” to the “administration 
of things,” the opposition of “administration” to “self-government,” the 
opposition of the bureaucratic functionary to the citizen.

The economic retrogression that occurred during the world war 
simplified economic life in all countries and, in the consciousness of the 
masses, the question of the organization of production was eclipsed by 
the question of uniformity in distribution and consumption. This retro-
gression has revived in the working class the illusion that the national 
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economy can be controlled by transferring the means of production dir-
ectly—bypassing the state—to individual groups of workers (“workers’ 
control,” “immediate socialization,” etc.).

From the soil of these resurgent economic illusions,63 we see again 
the growth of the illusion that the emancipation of the working class 
can be realized, not by conquering the state, but by destroying it. Through 
these and other illusions, the revolutionary working class is thrown 
back toward the confusion, obscurity, and ideological immaturity that 
characterized it during the Commune of 1871.

In part by exploiting, in part by themselves falling victim to these 
illusions and this ideological immaturity, certain extremist minorities 
of the socialist proletariat seek to circumvent the difficulty of realizing 
a genuine class dictatorship under conditions where this class, having 
lost its internal unity in the crisis of the war, is incapable of directly 
fighting for revolutionary goals. In the end, this anarchist illusion in 
the destruction of the state covers for the desire to concentrate all the 
coercive power of the state in the hands of a proletarian minority, one 
that trusts neither in the objective logic of the revolution nor in the class 
consciousness of the proletarian majority, let alone the people’s majority. 
Therefore, compelled by external conditions and the inner conditions 
of the proletariat, the idea of a fundamental rupture in principle with 
all the old bourgeois forms of revolution—[a rupture] in the form of 
a “system of soviets”—serves as a cover for methods of the struggle for 
power characteristic of the bourgeois revolutions. Those revolutions 
were always accomplished through the transfer of power—from one 
“conscious minority, relying on an unconscious majority”—to another.
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Appendix

Marx and the Problem of the Dictatorship  

of the Proletariat

I

In her polemic against Eduard Bernstein, Rosa Luxemburg was quite 
right when she wrote, “The necessity of the proletariat’s seizing power 
was always unquestionable for Marx and Engels.”1 But the conditions 
under which this seizure of power was to be realized certainly did not 
appear quite the same to Marx and Engels at different periods of their 
lives.

“At the beginning of their activity,” writes Kautsky in his recent 
article Democracy and Dictatorship, “Marx and Engels were at first 
strongly influenced by Blanquism, although from the very beginning 
they treated it critically. The dictatorship of the proletariat to which 
they aspired, still showed many Blanquist features in their early works.”2 
This statement is not entirely accurate. Even if Marx—putting aside the 
petit-bourgeois revolutionism that in no small measure coloured both 
the ideology and politics of Blanquism—considered the Blanquists 
of 1848 to be a party representing the revolutionary French proletar-
iat, there is insufficient evidence to show that Marx and Engels were 
under the ideological influence of Blanqui and his supporters. Kautsky 
correctly points out that Marx and Engels always had a quite critical 
attitude toward the Blanquists. Their initial views on the dictatorship of 
the proletariat were undoubtedly influenced by the Jacobin tradition of 
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1793, a tradition with which the Blanquists were imbued. The powerful 
historical example of the political dictatorship exercised during the 
Terror by the Parisian lower classes served Marx and Engels as a point 
of departure for their conception of the future conquest of political 
power by the proletariat.

In 1895 (in his preface to Class Struggles in France), Engels summed 
up the experience that he and his friend had gathered in the revolutions 
of 1848 and 1871: “The time of surprise attacks, of revolutions carried 
through by small conscious minorities at the head of masses lacking con-
sciousness is past.”3 Engels acknowledged that, in the first period of their 
activity, he and Marx had in fact been concerned with the conquest of 
political power “by a small conscious minority at the head of masses 
lacking consciousness,” in other words the repetition, in the nineteenth 
century, of the experience of the Jacobin dictatorship, with the role of 
the Jacobins and the Cordeliers taken by the conscious revolutionary 
elements of the proletariat, relying on the vague social ferment of the 
broad masses. With skilful policies and imbued with the understanding 
conferred by the practise and theory of scientific socialism, the van-
guard in power should, on the day after the revolution, introduce the 
broad proletarian masses to the historical tasks of the revolution, and 
educate them to be conscious subjects of historical action. Only with 
such a conception of the dictatorship of the proletariat could Marx 
and Engels expect that the revolution of 1848—which began as the 
final struggle between feudal and bourgeois society, and with internal 
conflicts between individual strata of bourgeois society—would end 
after a more or less prolonged interval with the historic victory of the 
proletariat over bourgeois society.

In 1895, Engels recognized the inconsistency of this view. “Where it 
is a question of a complete transformation of the social organisation, 
the masses themselves must also be in on it, must themselves already 
have grasped what is at stake, what they are coming out for. The history 
of the last fifty years has taught us that.”4

This is not to say, however, that in 1848 Marx and Engels in any way 
ignored the basic historical preconditions for socialist revolution. Not 
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only did they recognize the need for capitalism to develop sufficiently to 
make possible a socialist transformation, but they also explicitly rejected 
the possibility of the proletariat retaining power in the absence of this 
precondition. In 1846, in his letter to Moses Hess, Wilhelm Weitling 
described his break with Marx in the following words: “We have come 
to the conclusion that there could be no question now of realizing com-
munism in Germany; that first the bourgeoisie must seize power.”5 The 
“we” here refers specifically to Marx and Engels, for Weitling goes on to 
say that “on this point Marx and Engels argued very sharply with me.”6 
In October and November of 1847, in his article “Moralizing Criticism,” 
directed against Herzen, Marx wrote on this question with complete 
certainty:

If the bourgeoisie is politically, that is, by its state power, 
“maintaining injustice in property relations” [Herzen’s expression—
Martov], it is not creating it. The “injustice in property relations” 
. . . by no means arises from the political rule of the bourgeois class, 
but vice versa, the political rule of the bourgeois class arises from 
these modern relations of production. . . . If therefore the proletariat 
overthrows the political rule of the bourgeoisie, its victory will only 
be temporary, only an element in the service of the bourgeois revolution 
itself, as in the year 1794, as long as in the course of history, in its 
“movement,” the material conditions have not yet been created which 
make necessary the abolition of the bourgeois mode of production, 
and therefore also the definitive overthrow of the political rule of the 
bourgeoisie.7

Marx, then, allowed for the possibility of a political victory of the 
proletariat over the bourgeoisie at a point in historical development 
when the prerequisites for a socialist revolution were not yet mature. 
But such a victory, he said, would prove to be fleeting, and he predicted 
with ingenious foresight that such a premature—from a historical view-
point—conquest of political power by the proletariat would “only be . . . 
an element in the service of the bourgeois revolution.” We must conclude, 
therefore, that, in the case of an obviously premature conquest of power, 
Marx would consider it obligatory for the conscious elements of the 
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proletariat to pursue a policy that takes account of the fact that such 
a conquest objectively represents “only an element in the service of the 
bourgeois revolution” and would serve the latter by aiding its further 
development, a policy based on the “self-limitation” of the proletariat 
in defining and resolving revolutionary tasks. For the proletariat will 
be able to score a real victory over the bourgeoisie—instead of for the 
bourgeoisie—only when “in the course of history, in its ‘movement,’ the 
material conditions have . . . been created which make necessary [not 
merely objectively possible!—Martov] the elimination of the bourgeois 
mode of production.”

The following words from Marx make it clear the sense in which a 
temporary victory of the proletariat could prove to be a moment in the 
development of the bourgeois revolution:

The terror in France could thus by its mighty hammer-blows only 
serve to spirit away, as it were, the ruins of feudalism from French 
soil. The timidly considerate bourgeoisie would not have accom-
plished this task in decades. The bloody action of the people thus 
only prepared the way for it.8

The Reign of Terror in France was the temporary domination of the 
petit-bourgeois democracy and the proletariat over all the propertied 
classes, including the genuine bourgeoisie. Marx indicates very clearly 
that such temporary domination cannot serve as a starting point for 
a socialist transformation until the material conditions making this 
transformation necessary have developed. Marx seems to be writing 
specifically for the benefit of those people who consider the fact that 
the petit-bourgeois democracy and the proletariat can seize power, as 
proof that society is ripe for a socialist revolution. At the same time, 
however, he writes as if for the benefit of those socialists who see a 
radical contradiction between the fact of a revolution that is bourgeois 
in its objectives, and the fact that in the course of its very development 
power might escape (temporarily) from the hands of the bourgeoisie 
and pass into the hands of the democratic masses—or for the bene-
fit of those socialists who consider utopian the mere idea of such a 
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displacement of power and who do not realize that this phenomenon 
is “only an element in the service of the bourgeois revolution,” ensuring, 
under certain circumstances, a more complete and more radical removal 
of the obstacles in its [the bourgeois revolution’s] path.

II

The European revolution of 1848 did not lead to the conquest of pol-
itical power by the proletariat. Soon after the June Days, Marx and 
Engels began to realize that the historical conditions for such a conquest 
were not yet ripe. However, as is well known, overestimating the pace 
of historical development, they expected a new revolutionary upsurge 
in the coming years, even before the last wave of the 1848 crisis had 
subsided. They saw new factors that seemed to favour the possibility 
of political power passing into the hands of the proletariat, not only 
in the rich experience it had acquired in the class struggles during the 
“mad year”9 but also in the evolution experienced by the petite bour-
geoisie, which—in their opinion—was being pushed irresistibly toward 
a lasting alliance with the proletariat.

In his Class Struggles in France and later in the Eighteenth Bru-
maire, Marx noted the movement toward the proletariat of the urban 
democratic petite bourgeoisie, a movement that took definite form by 
1848. And in the second of the books mentioned, he announced the 
probability of a similar movement on the part of the small-holding 
peasants, as a result of their disillusionment with the dictatorship of 
Napoleon III, whose principal creators and strongest support they had 
been. Marx wrote:

The interests of the peasants, therefore, are no longer, as under 
Napoleon, in accord with, but in opposition to the interests of the 
bourgeoisie, to capital. Hence the peasants find their natural ally and 
leader in the urban proletariat, whose task is the overthrow of the 
bourgeois order.10
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The proletariat, therefore, did not have to “wait” until it became a 
decisive majority in order to win political power. In addition to the 
growth resulting from the development of capitalism, it benefitted 
from the disintegration of the foundations of private property, alien-
ating the small property-holders of the city and the countryside from 
the capitalist bourgeoisie. When the revolutionary process—halted 
due to self-exhaustion—resumed twenty years later, leading to the 
creation of the Paris Commune, Marx saw in this new fact an oppor-
tunity favouring the completion of this uprising in the real and lasting 
dictatorship of the proletariat. Marx wrote in The Civil War in France:

This was the first revolution in which the working class was openly 
acknowledged as the only class capable of social initiative, even by 
the great bulk of the Parisian Third Estate—shopkeepers, trades-
men, merchants—the wealthy capitalists alone excepted. . . . In 1848, 
the same portion of the Third Estate had assisted in putting down 
the working men’s insurrection of June 1848, then immediately was 
unceremoniously sacrificed to their creditors by the Constituent 
Assembly. . . . This mass of the Third Estate felt it had to choose 
either the Commune or the Empire. . . . After the exodus from Paris 
of the high Bonapartist and capitalist Bohême, the true middle-class 
Party of Order came out under the name of the “Union répub-
licaine,” enrolling themselves under the colours of the Commune and 
defending it against the wilful slander of Thiers.11

As early as 1844, when he was still only making his way toward 
socialism, Marx defined, in his Introduction to the Critique of Hegel’s 
Philosophy of Law, the conditions under which the revolutionary class 
could lay claim to a leading position in society. For that, “one estate” 
must be recognized by all the masses oppressed under the existing 
regime as “par excellence the estate of liberation.” This situation is pos-
sible when the estate against which the struggle is led becomes, in the 
eyes of the masses, “the obvious estate of oppression.”12 In 1848, this 
situation certainly did not exist. The decomposition of small property 
was not yet far enough advanced.
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The situation appeared substantially different in 1871. By that time, 
Marx and Engels had undoubtedly freed themselves from all influence 
of the Jacobin tradition and, therefore, from the conception of the dic-
tatorship of a “conscious minority” acting at the head of the unconscious 
[i.e., simply outraged—Martov] masses. It is precisely on the phenom-
enon of the ruined small property-holders consciously rallying around 
the socialist proletariat that the two great theoreticians of scientific 
socialism based their forecast of the success of the Parisian insurrection, 
which, as we know, began against their wishes. They were undoubtedly 
correct concerning the urban petite bourgeoisie (at least, that of Paris). 
Unlike the June Days, the massacre of the Communards was not the 
work of the entire bourgeois society but only of its capitalist classes. 
The petite bourgeoisie had no part in the suppression of the Commune 
nor in the orgy of reaction that followed. They were, however, much less 
correct when assessing the situation with regard to the peasantry. In 
The Civil War, Marx presumed that only the isolation of Paris from the 
provinces and the brevity of the Commune’s existence had prevented 
the peasants from joining with the proletarian revolution. Pursuing a 
line of reasoning begun in the Eighteenth Brumaire, he said:

The peasant was a Bonapartist, because the great Revolution, with 
all its benefits to him, was in his eyes personified in Napoleon. This 
self-delusion had almost entirely disappeared under the Second 
Empire. This prejudice of the past could not withstand the appeal of 
the Commune, which appealed to the living interests and the urgent 
needs of the peasantry. The Rurals (as the agrarians, who sat on the 
National Assembly, were called at that time) knew too well that if 
Communal Paris communicated freely with the provinces, a general 
rising of the peasants would break out in just three months.13

The history of the Third Republic has shown that Marx was wrong 
on this point. In the 1870s, the peasantry (as well as a significant sec-
tion of the urban petite bourgeoisie in the provinces) was still far from 
such a break with capital and the bourgeoisie. They were still far from 
recognizing the latter as the “oppressing class,” far from considering the 
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proletariat as “the liberating class” and handing over to it the leader-
ship of their movement. In 1895, in his introduction to Class Struggles, 
Engels had to state: “Once again it was proved how impossible even 
then, twenty years after the time described in our work [1848–51], this 
rule of the working class was,” because “France left Paris in the lurch.” 
(On the other hand, as a cause of the defeat, Engels pointed to the 
lack of internal unity in the very ranks of the insurgent proletariat, to 
its still insufficient revolutionary maturity, thanks to which it wasted 
its strength in “fruitless strife between the two parties which split it, 
the Blanquists (the majority) and the Proudhonists (the minority).”14)

But no matter how mistaken Marx was in his assessment of the 
real balance of forces, in 1871 he outlined very clearly the problem of 
the dictatorship of the proletariat. “The Commune,” he wrote, was “the 
true representative of all the healthy elements of French society, and 
therefore the truly national government.”15 Therefore, according to Marx, 
the dictatorship of the proletariat does not consist in the proletariat 
suppressing all non-proletarian classes in society. On the contrary, it 
means the proletariat rallying around itself all the “healthy elements” 
of society—all except the “rich capitalists,” all except the class against 
which the historic struggle of the proletariat is directed. Both in its 
composition and in its tendencies, the government of the Commune 
was a workers’ government. But this government was an expression of 
the dictatorship of the proletariat not because it was imposed by violence 
on the majority of non-proletarian masses. It was a proletarian dicta-
torship because those workers and those “acknowledged representatives 
of the working class” had derived their power from that majority. “The 
Commune,” Marx stressed, “was formed of the municipal councillors, 
chosen by universal suffrage in the various wards of the town. . . .”

While the merely oppressive organs of the old governmental power 
were to be amputated, its legitimate functions were to be wrested 
from an authority usurping pre-eminence over society itself, and 
restored to the responsible agents of society. . . . universal suffrage 
was to serve the people, constituted in Communes [outside of Paris] 
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as individual suffrage serves every other employer in the search for 
the workmen and managers in his business.”16

The consistently democratic organization of the Commune, based 
on universal suffrage, the immediate recall of every elected represent-
ative by decision of the electorate, the absence of a bureaucratic caste 
and an armed force separated from the people, the fact that all offices 
were subject to election—that is what constitutes, according to Marx, 
the essence of the class dictatorship of the proletariat. He does not 
speak of any opposition between [such a] dictatorship and democracy. 
In 1847, in his original draft of The Communist Manifesto, Engels wrote:

In the first place, it [the proletarian revolution] will inaugurate a 
democratic constitution and thereby, directly or indirectly, the political 
rule of the proletariat. Directly in England, where the proletariat 
already constitutes the majority of the people. Indirectly in France 
and in Germany, where the majority of the people consists not only 
of proletarians but also of small peasants and urban petit-bourgeois, 
who are only now being proletarianized and in all their political 
interests are becoming more and more dependent on the proletar-
iat and therefore soon will have to conform to the demands of the 
proletariat.17

The first step in the workers’ revolution, declares the Manifesto, “is to 
raise the proletariat to the position of ruling class, to win the battle of 
democracy.”18

Marx and Engels equate the transformation of the proletariat into 
the ruling class with the achievement of democracy. It is only in the 
form of a consistent democracy that they envisaged the proletariat exer-
cising its political authority.

As Marx and Engels became convinced that socialism could win only 
by relying on the majority of the people consciously sympathizing with 
the positive program of socialism, any Jacobin content was erased from 
their ideas of a class dictatorship. But what positive content remains in 
the concept of dictatorship once it has been modified in this manner? 
Exactly that which was formulated quite precisely in the program of 
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our party [the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party, RSDRP], a 
program drafted at a time when the theoretical disputes provoked by 
“Bernsteinism” prompted Marxists to polish and define with precision 
certain terms that had lost a considerable amount of concrete meaning 
through long, uncritical use in everyday political struggles.

The program of the RSDRP was the only official program of a 
workers’ party to formulate the idea of the conquest of political power 
by the proletariat in the terms of a “class dictatorship.” It was the persis-
tent desire of Bernstein, Jaurès, and other critics of Marxism to attach 
the term “dictatorship of the proletariat” to the Blanquist meaning of 
power, that which is held by the violence of an organized minority and 
resting on violence exercised by this minority over the majority. For this 
reason, the authors of the Russian program had to delineate as precisely 
as possible the limits of this political concept. They did this by saying 
that the dictatorship of the proletariat is that power which is capable of 
crushing all resistance of the exploiting classes to revolutionary socialist 
transformation.

And that is all. An effective force concentrated in the state power 
[vlast], capable of carrying out the conscious will of the majority against 
the resistance of an economically powerful minority—in this way, and 
only in this way, does the meaning of “dictatorship of the proletariat” 
align with the teachings of Marx. Not only can such a dictatorship be 
reconciled with democratic rule, it can only exist within the frame-
work of democracy—that is, only if complete political equality for all 
citizens is assured. Such a dictatorship is conceivable only insofar as 
the proletariat has rallied around itself “all the healthy elements of the 
nation”—that is, all those who cannot but benefit from the revolution-
ary transformation outlined in the program of the proletariat, when 
historical development has led all the healthy elements to a conscious-
ness of their interests. A government embodying such a dictatorship 
would be, in the full sense of the word, a “national government.”
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[Newspaper Report, Pravda, 6 February 1918],” in LCW, 26:516.
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Christopher Hill, The English Revolution 1640, 6.
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revolutions, including the sometimes-arbitrary nature of the 1793-94 
Great Terror in France and the brutal war against Ireland carried out 
by the English revolutionaries. “There are therefore great difficulties 
involved in ascribing a progressive role to the system responsible for 
such events.” Neil Davidson, How Revolutionary Were the Bourgeois 
Revolutions?, 632–57.

18. The year 1848 witnessed a series of revolutionary upheavals throughout 
Europe, the most profound of which was in France, culminating in the 
abdication of the king on 24 February 1848, and the creation of France’s 
short-lived Second Republic. According to Ferdinand Lassalle, “The 
24th February 1848 saw the first light of the dawning of a new historical 
era.” Quoted in Eduard Bernstein, The Preconditions of Socialism, 136. 
 The Second Republic was overthrown in a December 1851 coup 
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carried out by the republic’s own president, Louis-Napoléon Bonaparte 
(nephew of the famous Napoleon I). Bonaparte would go down in 
history as “Napoleon III,” dictator of France’s Second Empire (1852–
1870).

19. “Sabotage” refers to the two-month long strike by government 
employees—a strike movement that spread to teachers, librarians, 
bank employees, telephone and telegraph operators—in the immediate 
aftermath of the October overturn in Russia in 1917. Tony Cliff, Lenin, 
vol. 3, Revolution Besieged, 15.

20. The Spartacist group (Spartakusbund) whose most prominent figures 
were Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht, originated as the anti-war 
wing of the SPD in 1914, helped form the USPD in 1917, and would 
ultimately provide the core of the German Communist Party (KPD) 
founded early January 1919. According to Broué: “When the Spartacus 
group, following Liebknecht, declared that the main enemy was at home, 
it took its place in the revolutionary wing which was gradually taking 
shape within the international socialist movement.” Broué, The German 
Revolution, 64.

21. In our time, Martov could, of course, give still more striking examples 
of the lack of care for and even conscious destruction of the forces of 
production by a bourgeois reaction—all while speaking tirelessly of 
the development and preservation of these same forces of production. 
Suffice it to recall the devastating damage done by the magnates of 
capital to the entire national economy of Germany, especially its 
finances, or the prolonged complete paralysis of Ruhr industry as a 
result of its occupation under the leadership of French capital. —Dan

22. Antoine Laurent Lavoisier (1753-1794) is often regarded as the founder 
of modern chemistry. One of the many victims of the Terror during the 
French Revolution, he was executed in May 1794, for having been a tax 
agent of the former king. It was in fact one of the three judges at his trial 
who said: “The Republic has no need for scientists.” Vivian Grey, The 
Chemist Who Lost His Head, 20.

Maximilien-François-Isidore Robespierre (1758-1794) was the most 
prominent Jacobin leader during the French Revolution. He was elected 
to the Committee of Public Safety in July 1793, the executive power of 
the French government from April 1793 until October 1795. A split in 
the Jacobins led to his arrest on 9 Thermidor (27 July) 1794, and he was 
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executed the next day, effectively marking the end of the Terror. HDFR, 
280-82.

Jean-Paul Marat (1743-1793) acquired the nickname “Friend of the 
People” during the French Revolution, after the name of the paper L’Ami 
du Peuple which he launched in 1789. From 1792, Marat and his paper 
were supported by the Club of the Cordeliers. On 13 July 1793, he was 
stabbed to death in his bath by Charlotte Corday. HDFR, 209-10.

The Club of the Cordeliers was “founded in April 1790 as the Society 
of the Friends of the Rights of Man and Citizen” and according to 
Hanson was “politically more radical than the Jacobin club.” It had a 
“low membership fee” making it accessible to the some of the urban 
poor. “Women were also welcome at its meetings which generally ranged 
between 300 and 400 in attendance.” On 24 March 1794, the leaders 
of the Cordeliers fell victim to Robespierre and the Terror, effectively 
marking the end of the Cordeliers. HDFR, 87–88.

Joseph Priestley (1733-1804) is credited with the discovery of oxygen. 
In England he was “the central figure in the formation of English 
Unitarianism, and he anticipated many of the viewpoints of Protestant 
liberalism in general.” He was also a materialist philosopher and a 
partisan of the French Revolution. To escape persecution for his political 
views, following the outbreak of war between England and France, he 
and his family emigrated to the United States in 1794. Ira V. Brown, 
“The Religion of Joseph Priestley,” 85–95.

23. A report on the damage caused by Bolshevik artillery to the dome of 
the Cathedral of St. Basil the Blessed during the October 1917 battles in 
Moscow prompted the people’s commissar of education, A. Lunacharsky, 
to resign from the government. He withdrew this resignation request, 
however, after a few days. —Dan

Anatoly Vasil’evich Lunacharsky (1875-1933) was a journalist, writer 
and philosopher, often called the “poet of the revolution.” He joined 
Lenin and the Bolsheviks in 1904, but in the years following launched a 
rival left-wing group around the paper Vpered (Forward). Lunacharsky 
worked closely with Trotsky and Martov on the anti-war paper best 
known by its second name Nashe slovo (Our word). In 1917, with Trotsky, 
he joined the Mezhraionka group (Petrograd Interdistrict Committee) 
before, along with Trotsky and most other “Mezhraiontsii”, joining 
the Bolsheviks, serving as People’s Commissariat for Enlightenment 
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(Education) in the Bolshevik government until resigning in the spring of 
1929. Larry E. Holmes, “Lunacharskii, Anatolii Vasil’evich,” in MERSH, 
20: 188–94; HDRR, 181–84.

24. Romain Rolland (1866-1944) was a major French literary figure (winner 
of the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1915) and also a fierce critic of world 
war. “In the period 1917–1919” Rolland “played with the idea of a fraternal 
organization of intellectuals, an ‘intellectual’s international’ of thinkers 
who had not capitulated to war propaganda.” David James Fisher, 
Romain Rolland and the Politics of Intellectual Engagement, 47.

Norman Angell (1872–1967) was a British pacifist intellectual, one of 
those Rolland saw as being part of the “intellectual’s international.” Just 
prior to the outbreak of world war, he formed the short-lived Neutrality 
League. Martin Ceadel, “Angell, Sir (Ralph) Norman [Formerly Ralph 
Norman Angell Lane] (1872–1967), Peace Campaigner and Author.”

25. Martov is here cryptically citing Molière. The portion in square brackets 
is not in Martov, but is in Molière, and is necessary for the reference to 
be properly understood. The full extract is: “Vous l’avez voulu, vous l’avez 
voulu, George Dandin, vous l’avez voulu; cela vous sied fort bien, et vous 
voilà ajusté comme il faut; vous avez justement ce que vous méritez.” 
Molière, “George Dandin ou le mari confondu,” 24 (act 1, scene VII).

II. The Ideology of “Sovietism”
1. The expression “four-tails of suffrage” was associated most closely with 

the Kadets (Constitutional Democrats). Peter Enticott, The Russian 
Liberals and the Revolution of 1905, 39 and 66n22.

2. Martov is here invoking a quotation from the New Testament, “social 
betrayal” being substituted for “evil.” The portion in square brackets is in 
the Biblical original, but not in Martov. Matthew 3:37 [KJV]).

3. The “sweet and bitter” imagery, used here and elsewhere in this section, is 
a variation on a traditional Russian proverb: “If you don’t taste the bitter, 
you won’t know the sweet.” Alexander Margulis and Asya Kholodnaya, 
Russian-English Dictionary of Proverbs and Sayings, 142.

4. Peace negotiations between the new Bolshevik-led state and the German 
state took place in the German-controlled border town of Brest-Litovsk 
(today known as Brest, a city in Belarus), following an armistice in 
December 1917. The Brest-Litovsk treaty was eventually agreed to and 
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signed by representatives of the Russian state on 3 March 1918, with 
terms that were extremely punitive toward Russia. “Russia lost its 
sovereign claims to about 34 percent of its population, 32 percent of its 
agricultural lands, 85 percent of its sugar beet lands, 54 percent of its 
industrial establishments and 89 percent of its coal mines.” G. Douglas 
Nicoll, “Brest-Litovsky, Treaty of,” in MERSH, 20: 188–94.

5. Nikolai Ivanovich Bukharin (1888-1938) was an “Old Bolshevik,” a widely 
published economist and theoretician, and a close associate of Lenin’s, 
who famously called him the “darling of the party.” One of the many 
victims of the Great Terror under Stalin, he was executed in August 
1936—belatedly “rehabilitated” in 1988. Lyman H. Legters, “Bukharin, 
Nikolai Ivanovich,” in MERSH, 5: 237–40; HDRR, 70–72; Lande, 
“Posthumous Rehabilitation and the Dust-Bin of History,” 267.

6. Martov’s transcription of this wireless message, while having essentially 
the same meaning, differs from what we have in the Russian version 
of Lenin’s collected works: “Report, please, what actual guarantees you 
have that the new Hungarian Government will actually be communist, 
and not merely socialist, that is composed of social-traitors.” V. I. Lenin, 
“Radiotelegramma Bela Kunu” [Telegram to Béla Kun] (March 1919, 
first published 1932), in PSS, 38:217. Compare with the standard English 
translation, LCW, 29:227. “(!)” appears in Martov’s Russian-language 
version.

Béla Kun (1886-1939), was an Hungarian conscript soldier in the 
world war. After being captured by the Russians in 1916, he led a 
Marxist study circle among other Hungarian prisoners of war, a study 
circle which became the core of the Hungarian Group of the Russian 
Communist Party (Bolshevik). In November 1918, he returned to 
Budapest, was arrested for his political activities, and then in confusing 
circumstances emerged from jail in March 1919 as the head of the 
Hungarian Soviet Republic. When the republic collapsed 1 August 1919, 
Kun sought exile in Russia, where he went on to play a leading role 
in the Communist International. Arrested during the years of Stalin’s 
Great Terror, he apparently died in prison in 1939. Kun, like many 
others, was posthumously rehabilitated. James K. Libbey, “Kun, Béla,” in 
MERSH, 18: 163–65.

7. While identical in meaning, Martov’s Russian version in these two 
quotations, has wording that is slightly different from that in the 
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standard Russian edition. See V. I. Lenin, Gosudarstvo i revoliutsiia [The 
state and revolution], 1917, in PSS, 33:109, 42–43. Compare with the 
standard English translation, LCW 25:486, 424–25.

8. The first quote from Lenin can be found in The Tasks of the Proletariat in 
Our Revolution, 10 April 1917 (published September 1917); Martov added 
the emphasis, as well as the word “universal.” The second quotation, 
about the election of judges, can be found in Lenin’s Materials Relating 
to the Revision of the Party Programme, April–May 1917 (published June 
1917). For the English, see, respectively, LCW, 24:70 and 24:473.

9. Arthur Tsutsiev, “Administrative Units of the Russian Empire and the 
USSR”.

Vladimir Evgenievich Trutovskii (1889-1937), was a leading Left SR, 
and commissar in the Bolshevik-Left SR coalition government, until 
resigning along with all the Left SRs, in protest at the signing of the 
Brest-Litovsk treaty. HDRR, 267.

Imprisoned in Moscow in 1923, a group of Left SR prisoners launched 
a hunger strike to protest horrendous conditions, in the course of 
which Trutovskii attempted to commit suicide by self-immolation. 
Abramowitsch [Abramovitch], Suchomlin, and Zeretelli [Tsereteli], Der 
Terror Gegen Die Sozialistischen Parteien in Russland Und Georgien [The 
Terror against Socialist Parties in Russia and Georgia], 41 and 69.

Trutovskii was executed in 1937 during the Great Terror, 
posthumously rehabilitated in 1992. https://stalin.memo.ru/persons/ 
p9101/.

10. Lenin, Gosudarstvo i revoliutsiia [The state and revolution], in PSS, 
33:53. In Martov’s Russian original, the wording of the quotation differs 
slightly from that in the PSS edition, but the meaning is unchanged. For 
the standard English translation, see LCW, 25:434.

11. V. I. Lenin, On Slogans, July 1917, in LCW, 25:185–92.
The “July Days” were two days of armed demonstrations in Petrograd, 

3 and 4 (16 and 17) July 1917, in the context of a disastrous offensive 
launched by the Russian armies in the world war. “For two whole days” 
writes Abramovitch, “trucks packed with soldiers, sailors and some 
workers, all armed with loaded rifles, roamed up and down” the streets of 
the city. Samuel Oppenheim estimates the numbers demonstrating on 4 
July as upwards of half a million. David Mandel says that approximately 
400 were injured or killed, resulting from “clashes between the 
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demonstrators and provocateurs.” Abramovitch, The Soviet Revolution: 
1917-1939, 59; Samuel A. Oppenheim, “July Days,” in MERSH, 15: 150–56; 
David Mandel, The Petrograd Workers and the Fall of Old Regime, 191.

Lenin’s pamphlet On Slogans clearly makes the claim that “All power 
to the Soviets!” was a dated slogan, but it does not explicitly make the 
claim that it should be replaced by the slogan “All power to the Bolshevik 
Party.” Martov may be referencing a Bolshevik Central Committee 
resolution which in July 1917, in the wake of the July Days, did vote 
to replace the slogan “All power to the soviets” with that of “All power 
to the working class led by its revolutionary party—the Bolshevik-
Communists.” Oppenheim, “July Days,” in MERSH, 15: 154.

Interestingly, however, in an unpublished and unfinished article where 
he sharply criticizes many aspects of Martov’s analysis, Lenin remains 
silent on this quite important point. Lenin, “V lakeiskoi” [In the servants’ 
quarters], in PSS, 39:139–45. Compare with LCW, 29:540–46.

12. Here and throughout, Martov is invoking a phrase made famous by 
Marx, when he described the Paris Commune of 1871 as “the political 
form at last discovered under which to work out the economical 
emancipation of labour.” Karl Marx, The Civil War in France: Address of 
the General Council of the International Working-Men’s Association (third 
English edition, August 1871), in MECW, 22:333–34.

13. The committees of the poor—often known as “Kombedy”, an acronym 
derived from their Russian name (komitety bednoty)—were established 
by decree on 11 June 1918 and were, according to James Nutsch, “the 
most significant early feature of War Communism.” Through these 
committees, the poorest peasants were organized and allied with 
“Bolshevik-backed groups from the city, primarily armed detachments 
of workers, but at times by members of the Cheka and even Red Army 
soldiers.” In theory, this was a class war against the very rich among the 
peasantry, but in practice this pitted the poor peasants “against families 
who often owned not more than a few acres of land and two or three 
head of cattle.” The Kombedy were disbanded by decree 2 December 
1918. James G. Nutsch, “Committees of the Poor,” in MERSH, 7: 210–12.

14. Louis August Blanqui (1805-1881)—labelled by some a communist and 
revolutionary (Bernstein), by others an “insurrectionist” (Docherty)—
was influential in the European left of the nineteenth century and 
according to Bernstein, “took an active part in all Paris uprisings from 
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1830 to 1870.” Prior to the unsuccessful May 1839 uprising in Paris, 
Monty Johnstone says that “Blanqui sought to organise a relatively small, 
centralised, hierarchical elite to prepare and lead an insurrection, which 
would replace capitalist state power by its own temporary revolutionary 
dictatorship.” Johnstone says that while Marx and Engels came to 
reject this conception of an “educational dictatorship by a revolutionary 
minority,” they nonetheless held him “in high esteem.” During the Paris 
Commune of 1871, Blanquists were the most influential left current. 
Bernstein, The Preconditions of Socialism, xliii. HDS, 107. Monty 
Johnstone, “Marx, Blanqui and Majority Rule,” 299–306.

15. In his well-known speech at the Second Congress of the RSDRP in 
1903. —Dan

In that speech, Plekhanov said: “Any given democratic principle should 
be considered not by itself in the abstract, but in its relation to what 
may be called the basic principle of democracy, namely the principle 
which says that salus populi suprema lex [the welfare of the people is the 
highest law] . . . . [I]f, for the sake of the success of the revolution, it was 
necessary to temporarily restrict the operation of this or that democratic 
principle, then it would be a crime to refrain from imposing such a 
restriction. My personal opinion, I will say, is that even the principle 
of universal suffrage must be looked at from the point of view of what 
I have called the basic principle of democracy. Hypothetically we can 
think of a case where we social democrats would be against universal 
suffrage. . . . The revolutionary proletariat may restrict the political rights 
of the upper classes, just as the upper classes had once restricted their 
[the proletariat’s] political rights. The suitability of such a measure could 
only be judged in terms of the principle: salus revolutionis suprema lex 
[the welfare of the revolution is the highest law].” Institut Marksizma-
Leninizma pri tsk KPSS [Institute of Marxism-Leninism of the Central 
Committee of the CPSU], Vtoroi s”ezd RSDRP Iiul’-Avgust 1903 Goda: 
Protokoly [Second Congress of the RSDLP July-August 1903: Minutes], 
181–82.

See note 25 in Section III for Martov’s comments on this speech.
16. It is worth recalling here Kautsky’s remarks about the “curial” nature of 

Soviet elections and their inevitable consequences. —Martov.
The term “curial” references the limited suffrage allowed under tsarism. 

Voting eligibility in Russia was expanded after the 1905 revolution but 
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did not by any means amount to universal suffrage. Access to the vote 
“depended on the ownership of property or the payment of taxes, and 
the population was divided into four curiae: landowners, peasants, 
town dwellers, and workers” leading to very skewed representation. 
Landowners, for instance, comprised 32.7 percent of the electors, while 
workers comprised just 2.5 per cent. Abraham Ascher, The Revolution of 
1905: A Short History, 110–11.

Eligibility to vote under the Soviet system was also weighted by 
economic class location. The 1918 draft Soviet constitution “lays it down 
that not all the inhabitants of the Russian Empire, but only specified 
categories have the right to elect deputies to the Soviets. All those 
may vote ‘who procure their sustenance by useful or productive work’.” 
Among those whom this definition excluded was “the worker who loses 
his work, and endeavours to get a living by opening a small shop, or 
selling newspapers.” Karl Kautsky, The Dictatorship of the Proletariat, 
81–82.

17. Charles Naine, Dictature du prolétariat ou démocratie, 7.
Charles Naine (1874-1926) was a prominent anti-war socialist from 

Switzerland. He joined the anti-militarist league in 1905, and was a 
leading figure in the building of the Social Democratic Party (SPS). 
Karl Lang, “Naine, Charles.”

18. V. Vorovskii, later Soviet representative at Rome, killed in Lausanne, 
May 1923. —Dan

19. P. Orlovskii, “Kommunisticheskii Internatsional i Mirovaia Sovetskaia 
Respublika” [The Communist International and the World Soviet 
Republic]. Martov gives the date for this article as 13 March 1919, when 
in fact it was 13 May 1919.

20. Ibid.
Alexander Feodorovich Kerensky (1881-1970) was a prominent 

leader of the Russian progressive movement, associated variously with 
the Social-Revolutionaries and the Trudovik Party (a small agrarian 
socialist party, close to the Constitutional Democrats). As minister of 
justice following the February (March) Revolution of 1917, Docherty 
listed his main accomplishments as “abolishing ethnic and religious 
discrimination—a czarist policy that particularly affected Jews—and the 
death penalty.” Kerensky served as Prime Minister until the Bolshevik 
seizure of power in October (November) 1917. HDS, 143-44. HDRR, 
152-56.
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21. Translated directly from Martov. “(!)” appears in the Russian text.
22. After the split of the Independent Party [USPD] at the congress of 1920 

in Halle, he moved to the Communists. —Dan
Ernst Däumig (1866-1922) was an army veteran who joined the SPD 

in 1898. During Germany’s November 1918 revolution he was one of 
the leaders of the Revolutionary Shop Stewards’ movement in Berlin. 
He and many others on the Left of the Independent Social Democratic 
Party (hence “Left Independent”) joined the KPD in 1920. Stefan Berger, 
“Däumig, Ernst.”

23. Translated directly from Martov. The original Russian word filisterskii 
has been translated as “pedestrian,” here and throughout.

Fritz Heckert (1884-1936) was born in Chemnitz, Germany, joined 
the SPD in 1902, and in 1916 co-founded the Chemnitz Group of the 
Spartacus League (Spartakusbund). A workers’ council leader in 1918, 
he helped co-found the KPD at the end of that year. Klaus Schönhoven, 
“Heckert, Fritz.”

24. Iraklii Georgievich Tsereteli (1881-1959) was a socialist from Georgia, 
who became a leader of the Menshevik wing of the RSDRP. During 
the world war he took an internationalist (anti-war) position. When he 
returned from internal exile after the February / March Revolution of 
1917, he played a leading role in the Petrograd Soviet, where he advocated 
a defensist position (i.e., justifying a continuation of the war in order 
to defend the revolution). After the dissolution of the Constituent 
Assembly in January 1918, Tsereteli escaped arrest and returned to 
Georgia, after the Russian conquest of Georgia, ending up in exile in 
Europe and eventually the United States. Ziva Galili y Garcia, “Tsereteli, 
Iraklii Georgievich,” in MERSH, 40: 25–28.

Tsereteli co-authored one of the first major exposés of the Russian 
labour camp system. Abramowitsch [Abramovitch], Suchomlin, and 
Zeretelli [Tsereteli], Der Terror Gegen Die Sozialistischen Parteien in 
Russland Und Georgien [The Terror against Socialist Parties in Russia 
and Georgia].

25. See note 11 this section.
26. Martov here makes cryptic, and incomplete reference to a famous phrase 

from Schiller. The word “servant” is not in the original but preserves 
the meaning. The portion in square brackets is not in Martov, but is in 
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Schiller, and is necessary for the reference to be properly understood. 
Friedrich Schiller, “Fiesco; or, the Genoese Conspiracy,” 224.

27. François Noel (Gracchus) Babeuf (1760-1797) in the early years of the 
French Revolution, published the Correspondent Picard, and organized 
opposition to seigneurial dues. After the overthrow of Robespierre in 
1794, he launched the newspaper Tribun du people, and later organized 
an early communist organization, the Conspiracy of Equals. HDFR, 
23-24.

Philippe Buonarroti (1761-1837) is primarily known for his book 
Buonarroti’s History of Babeuf ’s Conspiracy for Equality (translated 
by Bronterre. 1836. London: H. Hetherington.) He was also “in the 
front ranks among the conspirators who, prior to 1859, worked for the 
liberation of Italy.” Georges Weill, “Philippe Buonarroti (1761-1837),” 241.

28. The standard English-language translation is slightly different. “All 
Socialists with the exception of the followers of Fourier … are agreed 
that the form of government which is called the sovereignty of the 
people is a very unsuitable, and even dangerous, sheet anchor for the 
young principle of Communism about to be realized.” Quoted in 
Kautsky, The Dictatorship of the Proletariat, 20.

Wilhelm Weitling (1808-1871) was one of many German veterans of 
the 1848 revolution, who after the revolution, emigrated to the United 
States of America. Hans Mühlestein calls him “the most important 
proletarian representative of ‘equalitarian communism.’” Carl Frederick 
Wittke, The Utopian Communist; a Biography of Wilhelm Weitling, 
Nineteenth-Century Reformer, v. Hans Mühlestein, “Marx and the 
Utopian Wilhelm Weitling,” 113.

François Marie Charles Fourier (1772-1837) was a French utopian 
socialist. “He envisaged a harmonious society based on cooperative 
communities that he called phalanstères, (phalanxes).” HDS, 91. 
According to Bernstein, during the French Revolution, he “survived 
the ‘Terror’ by the skin of his teeth.” Bernstein, The Preconditions of 
Socialism, xliv.

29. Étienne Cabet (1788-1856) was one of a group of thinkers labelled 
“utopian socialist” by Marx and Engels because of their “visionary 
schemes for separate societies practicing social equality.” HDS, 233.

30. Georges Bourgin and Hubert Bourgin, Le socialisme français de 1789 à 
1848, 64–65.
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Armand Barbes (1809–1870) was a French revolutionary democrat 
and associate of Blanqui. Bernstein, The Preconditions of Socialism, xlii–
xliii.

31. Émile Pouget, La Confédération générale du travail, 34–35.
Émile Pouget (1860-1931) was “one of the founders and leaders of 

revolutionary trade-unionism in France.” Edward Peter Fitzgerald, 
“Emile Pouget, the Anarchist Movement, and the Origins of 
Revolutionary Trade-Unionism in France (1880-1901),” i.

32. Robert Owen (1771-1858) born in Montgomeryshire Britain, was a 
well-to-do philanthropist and later in life, a socialist. He was famous 
for purchasing the community of New Harmony, Indiana, to set up a 
“model” community. Owen was one of the most well-known of those 
often labelled “utopian socialist.” HDS, 187-88; Gregory Claeys, “Owen, 
Robert (1771-1858), Socialist and Philanthropist.”

33. In deploying the phrase “of blessed memory,” Martov was signalling a 
political, not actual, obituary for Gustave Hervé (1871-1944). Two years 
prior to the outbreak of world war, Hervé abandoned his previous anti-
war radicalism, and came out as a French patriot, after the war becoming 
an infamous far right “national socialist,” going so far as to argue “that 
France needed its own version of Hitler or Mussolini.” Michael B. 
Loughlin, “Gustave Hervé’s Transition from Socialism to National 
Socialism,” 531.

34. While this idea is very much part of the Owen text, I could not find this 
direct quotation as presented by Martov. Robert Owen, A New View of 
Society and Other Writings.

35. Karl Marx, “Marx über Feuerbach” [Theses on Feuerbach], 793. This 
translation is my own, and differs from the standard English one in 
certain respects, including by substituting “people” for “man,” “education” 
for “upbringing,” and “educators” for “educator,” the latter to facilitate use 
of the third-person pronoun. The emphasis on “above” was added by 
Martov. Compare with MECW, 5:7.

36. The possibility for the proletariat to achieve complete spiritual 
emancipation in bourgeois society was the subject of lively debates 
in the Menshevik literature on the eve of the war (in articles by 
Potresov, Martynov Cherevanin et al. in Nasha zaria [Our dawn]), and 
even earlier in the emigrant literature in articles by A. Bogdanov, A. 
Lunacharsky et al.). —Martov
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37. The suppression of all press except the official one has its supporters 
and has even been partially tried in the West under the sweet-sounding 
name “socialization of the press.” —Martov

III. Decomposition or Conquest of the State?
1. A mass movement in Britain in the 1830s and 1840s, Chartism—“named 

after the People’s Charter, the statement of its demands”—was in its 
origins a social movement for democratic reform. “The objectives of the 
movement were the suffrage for all adult males, annual parliaments, vote 
by secret ballot, public payment of members of parliament, population 
equality of electoral districts, and the abolition of property qualifications 
for members of parliament.” HDS, 57-58.

The Chartists were also early precursors of organized labour and 
collective labour action, the August 1842 general strike they organized 
and led posing “a profound challenge to early industrial capitalism.” Mark 
O’Brien, Perish the Privileged Orders: A Socialist History of the Chartist 
Movement, 38.

James Elishama Smith (1801-1857) was born near Glasgow in 
Scotland. John Saville describes him as “editor of the weekly Crisis, 
the main Owenite journal, from the autumn of 1833 until its demise in 
August 1834.” Timothy Stunt suggests that he is the person behind the 
pseudonym Senex, who in 1834, wrote “a series of ‘Letters on associated 
labour’ in James Morrison’s Pioneer.” Saville, “JE Smith and the Owenite 
Movement, 1833-1834,” 115; Timothy C. F. Stunt, “Smith, James Elishama 
[Called Shepherd Smith].”

James Morrison (1802-1835), born in Newcastle upon Tyne in Britain, 
was a follower of Robert Owen. In 1832 he launched a weekly newspaper, 
The Pioneer. When Morrison became a member of the executive of the 
Grand National Consolidated Trades Union (GNCTU) in 1834, The 
Pioneer became that organization’s newspaper, the “circulation of which 
at its peak may have reached 30,000 copies.” John Rule, “Morrison, James 
(1802–1835), Journalist and Trade Unionist.”

2. Quoted in Max Beer, A History of British Socialism, 339. The Russian 
version, cited by Martov, uses the phrase “trade-union” or “trades-unions” 
where, in every instance, Beer in the English original simply says “trade” 
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or “trades.” The Russian version renders “not easily recovered” as “will 
never be recovered.”

3. Quoted in Beer, 340. The emphasis throughout is Martov’s.
4. Quoted in Ibid., 337. The emphasis is Martov’s.

Bronterre O’Brien ( James O’Brien, 1804-1864), born in Ireland, 
would become, shortly after moving to London in 1830, the effective 
editor of the Poor Man’s Guardian. “From the beginning of the Chartist 
movement O’Brien was one of its most prominent figures.” Miles Taylor, 
“O’Brien, James [Pseud. Bronterre O’Brien] (1804–1864), Chartist.”

5. Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Manifesto of the Communist Party 
(English edition of 1888; originally published in German, 1848), in 
MECW, 6:504.

6. Lenin, The State and Revolution, 1917, in LCW, 25:411.
7. Karl Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (edition of 1869; 

originally published 1852), in MECW, 11:186. The words “[previous]” and 
“[state]” were added in the present translation, for the sake of clarity.

8. Karl Marx, “Letter to Ludwig Kugelmann” (12 April 1871), in MECW, 
44:131.

Ludwig Kugelmann (1828-1902) was a “German physician, member 
of the First International, with whom Marx maintained a lively 
correspondence for a dozen years (1862-74).” Saul K. Padover, note, in 
Karl Marx, On History and People, ed. Saul K. Padover, 216.

9. Marx, The Civil War in France, in MECW, 22:331.
10. In The Civil War in France, Marx writes, “The Commune was to be a 

working, not a parliamentary, body, executive and legislative at the same 
time” (MECW, 22:331). It is thus Martov, not Marx, who counterposes 
“talking” to “working.”

11. Marx and Engels, Manifesto of the Communist Party, MECW, 6:504.
12. Marx, Letter to Kugelmann (MECW, 44:131).
13. Aleksandr Herzen, “Letter Ten (Paris, 10 June 1848),” 148.

Alexander Herzen (1812-1887) was an early Russian socialist and a 
supporter of Proudhon. HDS, 198.

14. Lenin, Gosudarstvo i revoliutsiia [The state and revolution], in PSS, 33:38. 
Compare with LCW, 25:420. The standard English language translation 
uses “Britain” instead of “England.” The phrase “the prior condition” is 
not in Martov’s version.
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15. Lenin, Gosudarstvo i revoliutsiia [The state and revolution], in PSS, 33:38; 
emphasis in the original. Compare with LCW, 25:421.

16. Frederick Engels, Anti-Dühring: Herr Eugen Dühring’s Revolution in 
Science, 1894, in MECW, 25:268.

17. Frederick Engels, “Introduction,” to the third German edition (1891) of 
Karl Marx, The Civil War in France, in MECW, 27:190.

18. Frederick Engels, “A Critique of the Draft Social-Democratic 
Programme of 1891” (29 June 1891, first published 1901–2), in MECW, 
27:227. Emphasis added by Martov.

19. “The Erfurt Program was the official policy of the German Social 
Democratic Party adopted at the party’s conference at Erfurt in October 
1891.” HDS, 85.

20. Lenin, Gosudarstvo i revoliutsiia [The state and revolution], in PSS, 
33:70–71. Compare with LCW, 25:450.

21. But, of course, Engels does not go as far as the current leader of the 
German Communist Party, Brandler, who stated during his trial that 
the dictatorship of the proletariat can be realized in Germany without 
changing its current constitution. —Dan

22. Engels, “Introduction,” in MECW, 27:190.
23. Kautsky, The Dictatorship of the Proletariat, 43. Martov’s quote does not 

include the last part of Kautsky’s statement, “which must everywhere 
arise when the proletariat has conquered political power.” It is included 
here, because without it the sentence becomes difficult to understand.

24. Marx, The Civil War in France, in MECW, 22:336. The words in square 
brackets have been added to make this English-translation consistent 
with the Russian-language version used by Martov.

25. In 1903, as is well known, G. V. Plekhanov declared that when the 
revolutionary proletariat has realized its dictatorship, it may find it 
necessary to deprive the bourgeoisie of all political rights (including the 
right to vote). However, for Plekhanov this was one of the possibilities 
of the dictatorship of the proletariat, and not necessarily its inevitable 
consequence. In my pamphlet The Struggle against the State of Siege 
within the Social-Democratic Labor Party of Russia, I tried to interpret 
Plekhanov’s words as presenting an example admissible only in logical 
abstraction and therefore used by him to illustrate the thesis “the welfare 
of the revolution is the highest law,” to which all other considerations 
must be subordinated. I expressed the belief that Plekhanov himself 
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probably did not presume that the proletariat of countries that were 
economically ripe for socialism would, upon acquiring power, find 
themselves in a situation where it was not possible for them to support 
themselves on the willing acceptance of their direction by the people 
but, on the contrary, had to deny to the bourgeois minority, by force, the 
exercise of political rights. In a private conversation with me, Plekhanov 
expressed displeasure with this interpretation of his words. I understood 
then that his concept of the dictatorship of the proletariat was not 
devoid of the features characteristic of the Jacobin dictatorship by a 
revolutionary minority. —Martov.

26. During the French Revolution: “The Montagnards were the left-wing 
deputies in the National Convention” which sat from 20 September 
1792 until 26 October 1795, “and represented one of the two main 
political factions within that body, the other being the Girondins.” The 
label “Montagnard” was coined by Joseph-Marie Lequinio, labelling 
these left-wingers the “deputies of the Mountain (la Montagne)” in the 
Legislative Assembly which sat from 1 October 1791 until 20 September 
1792, “because they chose to sit in the highest seats of the meeting hall.” 
HDFR, 223.

It was also in the Legislative Assembly that the Girondins “first 
become recognizable” as a distinct political current. During the trial of 
the former king, Louis XVI, they were denounced by the Montagnards 
for allegedly trying to save him from execution. Following the 
insurrection of 31 May 1793, many Girondins were proscribed from 
sitting in the National Convention. Any who remained in Paris were 
executed. Many of those who fled were eventually captured and “either 
committed suicide or died on the guillotine.” HDFR, 140-42.

27. Paul Louis, historian of French socialism, writes: “The 18th of March 
took on the aspect of a rebellion of Paris against provincial oppression.” 
—Martov.

In the source he cites for this quotation, the nearest equivalent I could 
find was the following: “The May 1871 crushing [of the Paris Commune] 
can be explained, in large part, by the antagonism and moral divide 
between Paris and the provinces.” Paul Louis, Histoire du socialisme 
français, 304.

28. James Guillaume, L’Internationale: Documents et souvenirs (1864–1878), 
2:133.
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29. Martov is in fact referencing a letter to Sorge in which Marx does say he 
“defended them” but says nothing about “honour.” Karl Marx, “Marx to 
Friedrich Adolph Sorge” (9 November 1871), in MECW, 44:241–42.

30. Pierre-Joseph Proudhon (1809-1865) was a French radical active in the 
Revolution of 1848. Proudhon in 1840, according to Merriman, was “the 
first to call himself an anarchist.” Docherty reminds us that Proudhon 
“became famous for his declaration that ‘property is theft.’” Johnston 
says that the Proudhonists, after the Blanquists, were the second most 
influential left current during the Paris Commune of 1871. John M. 
Merriman, The Dynamite Club: How a Bombing in Fin-de-Siècle Paris 
Ignited the Age of Modern Terror, 42. HDS, 198. Johnstone, “Marx, 
Blanqui and Majority Rule,” 306.

Jacques René Hébert (1757-1794) was an activist in the Paris Club of 
the Cordeliers during the French Revolution, editor of Le Père Duchesne 
“which would become one of the most popular, and most maligned, 
revolutionary newspapers of the capital,” a paper which was “written in 
the language of the people” and would become “the mouthpiece of the 
Parisian sans-culottes.” An advocate of the Terror, he eventually became 
its victim, executed on the guillotine 24 March 1794. HDFR, 255.

31. The Russian-language word—golyt’bu—which Martov puts in 
quotations marks here (and to which Dan refers in his introduction) 
might be translated as “rabble,” but that carries with it a quite negative 
connotation. Given the literature on the French Revolution, we were 
tempted to use “sans-culottes.” However, there is a specific Russian word 
used throughout the text— sankiuloty—with precisely that meaning. In 
the French language literature, there is another specific term frequently 
used, menu people (little people), which some might suggest as an 
alternative. HDFR, 294.

32. From the Commune in Paris of Hébert as well as its counterpart in 
Lyon came the initiative for the extreme measures of political terror 
(the September executions, the expulsion of the Girondins from 
the Convention) and also for those socio-revolutionary measures of 
“consumer communism” by which the impoverished cities attempted to 
force the petite bourgeoisie of the villages and the outlying provinces 
to provide them with foodstuffs. It is in the Communes of Paris and 
Lyon where the expeditions of the provisioning armies [i.e., food armies] 
started. It is there where “committees of poor peasants” were organized 
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for the purpose of appropriating grain from the so-called “kulaks”—
who, in the jargon of the period, were called “aristocrats.” The two 
Communes of the French Revolution extracted contributions from the 
bourgeoisie and took charge of the stocks of commodities produced by 
industry during the preceding years (especially at Lyon). From these 
organizations emanated the requisitioning of residences, the forcible 
attempts to lodge the poor in houses considered too large for their 
occupants, and other egalitarian measures. If, in their quest for historical 
analogies, Lenin, Trotsky, and Radek had shown a greater knowledge of 
the past, and a lesser inclination to skim over the surface of phenomena, 
they would not have tried to tie the genealogy of the Soviets to the 
Commune of 1871, but rather to the Paris Commune of 1793–94, which 
was a centre of revolutionary energy and power of the strata of the 
population most similar to the modern proletariat. —Martov

Karl Radek (né Sobelsohn, 1885–1939), was born in Lviv (Lvov) 
in Austrian-occupied Poland and became a prominent figure in the 
socialist movements of both Poland and Russia. He attended the 1915 
Zimmerwald anti-war conference, and from 1917 on worked closely with 
Lenin. In the early 1920s he played a leading role in the Communist 
International. Until “capitulating” in 1929, he was a key supporter of 
Trotsky in the fight against Stalin. Arrested in 1936, and “convicted” in a 
Show Trial in 1937, he died in a forced labour camp in 1939. Radek was 
posthumously rehabilitated in 1988. Robert D. Warth, “Radek, Karl,” in 
MERSH, 30: 139–43. Lande, “Posthumous Rehabilitation and the Dust-
Bin of History,” 267.

33. In his letter to Marx, 6 July 1869 [Frederick Engels, “Engels to Marx” 
(6 July 1869), in MECW, 42:308], Engels mentions Tridon’s pamphlet 
Gironde et Girondins. La Gironde en 1869 et en 1793, in which the author 
presents the arguments of that wing of Blanquism: “It’s a comic idea that 
the dictatorship of Paris over France, which led to the downfall of the first 
revolution, could be accomplished without more ado today once again, 
and with a quite different result.” —Martov

34. Claude Ovtcharenko, ed., “Déclaration au people français,” 903.
35. Arthur Arnould, Histoire populaire et parlementaire de la Commune de 

Paris, 2:142, 144. Except where indicated, emphasis in extracts from 
Arnould are in the original, but not in Martov’s translation.

36. Ibid., 2:147.
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37. Georges Sorel (1847–1922) and his follower and co-thinker Édouard 
Berth (1875–1939) were two of the pre-eminent representatives of the 
trend of syndicalism (or revolutionary syndicalism) which emerged in 
France in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Syndicalists 
saw “governments and political parties, including socialist parties, as 
instruments of working-class oppression. Syndicalist thought stressed 
direct action, particularly the general strike.” J. C. Docherty and Jacobus 
Hermanus Antonius van der Velden, Historical Dictionary of Organized 
Labor (hereafter HDOL), 255.

At a formal level, Martov is not wrong to include Daniel De Leon 
(1852-1914) in the same category as Sorel and Berth. De Leon was 
one of the founders in the United States of the Industrial Workers of 
the World (IWW or Wobblies), and the IWW has been called “the 
American expression of syndicalism” HDOL, 137.

However, Sorel and Berth became drawn towards nationalism, and 
that combined with their rejection of parliamentary democracy and 
embrace of violence as a means for social change, made their ideas very 
compatible with fascism. The Wobblies, by contrast, were harsh critics 
of nationalism. Antonio Gramsci, the Italian Communist leader who 
would spend years in a fascist jail, took his inspiration from De Leon. 
Benito Mussolini – the fascist leader of Gramsci’s Italy – saw his politics 
as compatible with those of Sorel. Antonio Gramsci, “On the L’Ordine 
Nuovo Programme,” 296; James H. Meisel, “A Premature Fascist?,” 14.

38. Arnould, Histoire populaire et parlementaire de la Commune de Paris, 
2:147n. Emphasis is Martov’s.

39. Ibid., 2:154.
40. Charles Seignobos, “La troisième république.”
41. Mitch Abidor, trans., “International Workingmen’s Association Federal 

Council of Parisian Sections.”
42. Peter Lavrov, Parizhskaia kommuna 18 marta 1871 goda [The Paris 

Commune of 18 March 1871], 130, 157.
43. Ibid., 156-57.
44. We find today (1918–19) among the Bolsheviks inside and outside Russia 

the same confusion introduced by the communards with their specific 
“political form at last discovered” for the social emancipation of the 
proletariat. They, too, have substituted the territorial organization of 
the state for the union of producers that, at first, was seen as the essence 
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of the soviet republic. This substitution is presented to us either as the 
natural result of the functioning of a fully formed socialist society, or is 
transformed into a necessary precondition for the accomplishment of 
the social transformation itself. The confusion becomes hopeless when 
an attempt is made to overcome it by resorting to the notion of a “soviet 
state” which is supposed to be the organized violence of the proletariat 
and, as such, is preparing the ground for the “extinction” of all forms of 
the state, but which at the same time is itself something fundamentally 
opposed to the state as such. The Parisian Communards reasoned the 
same way. They permitted themselves to imagine that the commune-
state of 1871 was something whose very principle was the opposite of 
any form of the state, while, in reality, it represented a simplified modern 
democratic state functioning in the manner of the Swiss canton. —
Martov

45. Quoted in Lavrov, Parizhskaia kommuna 18 marta 1871 goda [The Paris 
Commune of 18 March 1871], 158.

46. Karl Marx, “Marx to Engels” (20 June 1866), in MECW, 42:287.
47. Marx, The Civil War in France, in MECW, 22:333–34
48. Ibid.
49. Ibid., 333.
50. Ibid., 334. The italicized portion in the Russian-language version 

provided by Martov, would translate more literally as “which is now 
becoming redundant.”

51. Ibid., 328.
52. Guillaume, L’Internationale: Documents et souvenirs (1864–1878), 2:191.
53. Martov does not provide a source for this quotation, but Franz Mehring 

makes a similar point without quoting Bakunin directly. Franz Mehring, 
Karl Marx, 453.

54. Lenin, The State and Revolution, in LCW, 25:437.
55. Bernstein, The Preconditions of Socialism, 154.

Eduard Bernstein (1850–1932), was one of the most prominent 
socialists in Germany after the death of Marx and Engels. Challenged 
by Rosa Luxemburg and others on what she and others called his 
“revisionism.” As an SPD member of the Reichstag, he refused to vote 
for war credits in 1914. Joined the USPD in 1917, but returned to the 
SPD in 1918. HDS, 40-42.

56. Lenin, The State and Revolution, in LCW, 25:433–34.
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57. Of course, Lenin, too, wrote a great deal on the subject of Eduard 
Bernstein’s book without taking the trouble of correcting that 
“distortion.” —Martov

58. “The Address” is shorthand for The Civil War in France: Address of the 
General Council of the International Working-Men’s Association.

59. Mehring, Karl Marx, 452–53.
60. Ibid., 453.
61. Ibid.
62. Let us recall that Lenin said that if 200,000 landowners could 

administer an immense territory in their own interests, 200,000 
Bolsheviks would do the same thing in the interest of the workers and 
peasants. —Martov

The full quotation from Lenin uses slightly different figures. “Since the 
1905 revolution, Russia has been governed by 130,000 landowners, who 
have perpetrated endless violence against 150,000,000 people, heaped 
unconstrained abuse upon them, and condemned the vast majority to 
inhuman toil and semi-starvation.

“Yet we are told that the 240,000 members of the Bolshevik Party 
will not be able to govern Russia, govern her in the interests of the poor 
and against the rich. These 240,000 are already backed by no less than a 
million votes of the adult population, for this is precisely the proportion 
between the number of Party members and the number of votes cast 
for the Party that has been established by the experience of Europe and 
the experience of Russia as shown, for example, by the elections to the 
Petrograd City Council last August. We therefore already have a ‘state 
apparatus’ of one million people devoted to the socialist state for the sake 
of high ideals and not for the sake of a fat sum received on the 20th of 
every month.” V. I. Lenin, “Can the Bolsheviks Retain State Power?,” 
Prosveshchenie, nos. 1–2 (1 October 1917), in LCW, 26:111.

63. In Iu. O. Martov’s papers we found the following alternative lines [after 
this first comma]:

… the edifice of communalist ideology, surpassed by the development 
of the labour movement since the time of 1871, is again emerging. This 
ideology, as in the Paris Commune, combines two tendencies. On the 
one hand—thanks to the war-induced collapse of socialism and the 
inner cohesion and organization that is necessary to master the state 
machine as a whole—the masses try to solve the problem of how to 
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destroy the bourgeoisie’s political power by entrenching themselves 
in autonomous and self-organized urban communes. Like the Paris 
workers of 1871, the Berlin, Leipzig, Munich, Zurich, or Stockholm 
communist-minded workers of 1919 do not ask themselves whether the 
consistent implementation of the principle of “All power to the soviets!” 
will dig a political abyss between town and country, between the 
industrial centres and petit-bourgeois provinces—an abyss that renders 
inconceivable the implementation of a unified collectivist economy.

On the other hand, the same masses, overestimating the actual 
cohesion of the large centres and not realizing the power and significance 
of all the social forces that they have to deal with during the revolution, 
are easily inclined toward the idea of the dictatorship of these centres 
over the whole country, to a “Hébertist” dictatorship of the communes of 
the major urban centres over the whole country.

Max Adler was absolutely right when, in one of his articles on the 
problems of the social revolution (in the Vienna Workers’ Journal), he 
concluded that “it is sufficient that just one large section of the peasantry 
stand aside from the socialist movement for us to conclude: the slogan of 
Soviet government means either naked violence against the peasants or a 
coalition with the peasants.”

Here this alternative breaks off. —Dan

Appendix: Marx and the Problem of the Dictatorship of 
the Proletariat
1. Rosa Luxemburg, “Social Reform or Revolution,” 157.

Rosa Luxemburg (1870-1919), was the outstanding pre-world war 
representative of the European internationalist anti-war left. Born 
in Russian-occupied Poland, she played a leading role in the socialist 
movement of both countries. Luxemburg famously challenged the 
“revisionism” of Eduard Bernstein. She was jailed during the world 
war for her anti-war politics, from jail wrote a devastatingly accurate 
pamphlet outlining both the strengths and weaknesses of the new 
Russian state (Luxemburg, “The Russian Revolution.”). She helped 
found the KPD at the end of 1918, and was assassinated just a few days 
later, in January 1919, by right-wing former army officers. HDS, 160-61. 
Luxemburg, “The Russian Revolution”.
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2. Democracy and Dictatorship is in fact the name of a short book 
published in Berlin in 1918 that comprises the first half of Kautsky’s The 
Dictatorship of the Proletariat, however no such comment appears in that 
work. Martov is perhaps referring here to an earlier work by Kautsky, 
The Road to Power, where he writes, “In their recognition of the necessity 
of capturing political power Marx and Engels agreed with Blanqui. But 
while Blanqui thought it possible to capture the power of the state by 
a sudden act of a conspiratory minority, and to use that power in the 
interest of the proletariat, Marx and Engels recognized that revolutions 
are not made at will” (6).

3. Engels, “Introduction,” in MECW, 27:520. Martov’s emphasis.
4. Ibid., 27: 520.
5. In the authoritative English edition of Marx and Engels’s Collected 

Works, this is translated as “The realization of communism is now out 
of the question. First the bourgeoisie must take the helm.” “Notes,” in 
MECW, 48:570.

6. The available English translation of the letter puts this as “Marx and 
Engels argued vehemently against me.” Wilhelm Weitling, “Letter by 
Wilhelm Weitling to Moses Hess.”

7. Marx, “Moralising Criticism and Critical Morality” (28 October 1847), in 
MECW, 11:319. Martov’s emphasis.

8. Ibid.
9. It was “conservatives who generally referred to the revolution as the ‘mad 

year’ or ‘crazy year.’” Dieter Langewiesche, “Revolution in Germany: 
Constitutional State—Nation State—Social Reform,” 135.

10. Marx, “The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte,” in MECW, 11:191.
11. Compare with the standard English translation: Marx, The Civil War in 

France, in MECW 22:336–37. Among the differences with the Russian 
text used by Martov is the use of the phrase “middle class.” We have kept 
the phrase “Third Estate” used in Martov’s Russian text.

12. Karl Marx, “Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Law. 
Introduction,” (1844), in MECW, 3:185. Martov uses “class” instead of 
“estate,” and writes “as early as 1845” rather than 1844.

13. Compare with the standard English translation: Marx, The Civil War in 
France, in MECW, 22:338.

14. Engels, “Introduction,” in MECW, 27:514.
15. Marx, The Civil War in France, in MECW, 22:338. Martov’s emphasis.
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16. Ibid., 331–33.
17. Frederick Engels, Principles of Communism (October 1847, first published 

1914), in MECW, 6:350.
18. Marx and Engels, Manifesto of the Communist Party (1848), in MECW, 

6:504.
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